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Premise

Old age is like everything else.
To make a success of it, you’ve got to start young.
T Roosevelt
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T

o grow up. To better. To improve oneself.
These are the fundamental principles that drive innovative processes. Technological, and otherwise.
In fact, this is what moves (hopefully forward) every social association. It applies
to the community; it applies to the individual.
It is the biological vocation to the extension: of one’s own species, of its abilities,
and prospects.

Support

Even in such a simplified framework, the weight of time is evident.
It is the variable that dictates terms and cycles of every mutation, both collective
and individual. With the difference that in a collectivity, to the passing of time is
supposed to correspond the evolution, the ascent to a common improvement (pursued through the development of technical and cognitive models to ensure selfpreservation, such as medicine, engineering, and soon the fusion of them); while
in an individual, understood as a biological unit, growth over time tends to correspond, after a generally prompt maturation, to a gradual and irreversible involution, of capacities and prospect.
The ageing of units is an instrument of evolutionary regeneration.
Whether it is a matter of cell renewal, animal molting, or generational replacement,
in most living systems the transience of the single part marks the advance of a new
and more suitable one, which in turn will be followed and replaced by another.
Each biological unit has a planned obsolescence that allows its community to reinvigorate, update, and adapt over time.
However, when the system drastically slows down the generation of new units,
communities, to not wither, must keep the ones that are already advanced in life
as fit and active as possible.
To do so, they must rely, among the sciences developed during their evolutionary
experience, on those most effective for the task.
Which means those sciences that, without distorting natural lifecycles, better
know how to grant individuals an active ageing and make their participation in
social life as sustainable as possible—for the sake of communities, and their own.
Design is entitled to be one of those sciences.

T

he consequences of time on human beings and their social sustainability is the
starting point for this exploration.
As will be clarified at the end of the first part, the research proceeds by hinging its
three streams of analysis to the shared principle of bio-extension.
First, the temporal extension of lives: a success for medical technology that has raised life
expectancy worldwide.
The tough management of this success by health and pension systems is the topic of the
first section of the thesis, along with the examination (theoretical and through direct
observation) of third age disorders.
Secondly, anatomical extension: a centuries-old history of technological innovations (prosthetic, portable, and wearable) that have supported and prolonged the abilities of the
human body. The second section of the thesis explores those innovations (in production,
or under study) that continue to fulfill the purpose while adapting to the demographic
change—changing themselves too, becoming more and more intelligent, and adhering to
the mutating bodies they are designed to assist.
The section will present a first outlook of what their evolution is (in progress, but for
the most part still to be accomplished) towards the ‘functional symbiosis’ with the human body they dress.
Finally, qualitative extension (third and final section: from the theory to the prototype):
by combining the two research flows (active ageing / intelligent clothing), we arrive at
the central consideration of the thesis: what it means—and, mostly, what it implies—to
design for, around, on (if not even inside) a body in pain.
Right afterward, the isolation of the exemplary case study that validates the research
thesis: how the science of Design, at its state of the art, can be applied to rehabilitative
therapies for elderly people at risk.
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Extend

Discipline

T

hus, after the two theoretical sections, a third and fundamental will follow: the
application section, including the drafting of the design guidelines (for researchers
who want to commit to the same field), and the assembly report of a prototype1 which
tries and be a synthesis of the lessons from the past;
takes into account the direction that innovation seems to hint for the future;
and, above all, could be manufacturable in the present time (meaning this last one as a
basic condition, given the urgency of the demand that calls for today’s solutions, not
only tomorrow’s visions).

A section that would give in fact a new dimension (the third one) to the drawings
and analyses of the two previous ones, clarifying in its completion what is the contribution that this examination means to bring to the science of Design and to the
material culture of the product. And, more specifically, to the (quite recent) field
of Gerotechnology—that is
the study of technology and aging for the improvement of the daily functioning of the elderly
(Bouma, 1992).

Also known as Gerontechnology (Charness & Jastrzembski, 2009), this discipline examines and
compares the new and upcoming technologies along with the biological, psychological, and social phenomena of ageing to single out which products can be most
suitable for the elderly (assistive and medical devices, ICTs) (Burdick & Kwon, 2017).
It essentially puts together
Gerontology [as the science that has as its object the study of biological phenomena peculiar to
senescence and senility2]
and Technology [as the field of research (…) that has as its object the application and use of
technical instruments in a broad sense3].

To do research in this domain means to approach both, matching the biometric
and perceptive instances imposed by one, and the innovative ‘fabrics’ proposed
by the other. Then, as the scientific method suggests, formulate hypotheses on
what has been observed and submit them to the prove of the experiment (clarifying the instruments used) to finally validate everything and transform it into new
knowledge (Di Lucchio, 2018).
Since this is a research in Design—i.e., a study whose aim is to acquire new
knowledge useful to Design (Di Lucchio, 2018)—it is up to the author to ensure that
what has been observed, formulated, tested, and validated, is made soon accessible
to those who wish to practice design in the same field.
In this sense, the exploration that follows will give new evidence (if ever there was
any need) of how the boundaries between disciplines of science, not excluding the
design ones (product, graphics, service, and fashion), have been ruptured and continue to dissolve (Bremner & Rodgers, 2013).
It will be an interdisciplinary journey. It will touch on biology, human factor, sociology, psychology, technology, philosophy, fashion, but without the reckless
pretension of going deeply into every subject in the short time of the editing.
On the contrary, it will tap into each discipline and draw the basics to compose a
framework fit for designers—hoping that even a fleeting passage from one to another will leave in the trail a sort of ‘pollination effect’, which would help the
flourishing of understandings that have been so far neglected (between sciences
still reckoned as distant, if not foreign).
Due to the singular conditions explained in the next page, it will be an entirely homemade product (home engineered, home
tailored, home assembled). No industrial support was allowed, just assistance from generous professionals (online, mostly). It
goes without saying, the result will be not refined—pretty rough, in fact—but a virtue has been made out of it. The resources’
limitations and the manual involvement at each stage of the components’ assembly will help the reader, as well as it did for the
designer, to truly assess which would be the needed industrial steps to make the product fit for the market (see page 120, Manufacturability). It will also help to comprehend the very complexity of each step of those, even the supposedly less relevant we use to
entrust to others. All these matters will be clarified with practice from page 137.
2 From Italian, Scienza che ha per oggetto lo studio dei fenomeni biologici peculiari della senescenza e della senilità. Treccani:
http://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/gerontologia.
3 From Italian, Settore di ricerca […] composto da diverse discipline […] che ha come oggetto l’applicazione e l’uso degli strumenti tecnici in
senso lato. Treccani: http://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/tecnologia.
1
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or the reasons above, to proceed in this exploration using a single straight
methodology would be limiting—and perhaps not very sensible.
Which is why the following pages will cross two of them.
The first, ‘research for design’ (parts 1 and 2), which is intended as a path of analysis that is functional to the processing of a product (Sevaldson, 2010), or, as Di Lucchio
makes clear, a study activity where design is at the same time the subject of the research
and the beneficiary of the knowledge generated by the action of making research.
Then the second (part 3), ‘research through design’, which is aimed at the very ‘practice of design’ and collecting the notions generated by experimentation (Di Lucchio,
2018; Sevaldson, 2010).

Method

Having agreed that every synthesis (in this case, the ‘practice of design’ and its
finalization through a prototype) cannot be separated from the analysis (Di Lucchio,
2018), the first chapter will coherently be a theoretical exploration and will be dedicated to ageing and third age disorders.
Because, before the mandatory overview of technologies and their use, the first
step for Design is the confidence with its users and the clearest possible perception of their needs.

A

significant part of this text was drafted while the first pandemic wave of SarsCoV-2 virus was striking Europe. There were over a million victims worldwide [1] as the pages were rewritten and edited. Eighty-two years old was the average age of the deceased in Italy [2]. Most of them had slightly exceeded by age
the primary user-group toward which the final prototype is addressed, but would
have been targeted anyway (in a little smaller percentage maybe, compared to
users a bit younger, but most certainly included in the trial).
During the fall and winter of 2020, a second wave came along, making mandatory
the isolation of health facilities and imposing strict limitations to social contacts.
The prototype tests that have been scheduled with old patients (at high risk again,
hence advised against any physical encounter with strangers) were obliged to be
limited. Nonetheless, the therapists’ generosity allowed to record a still satisfying
set of data.
It is likely, though, that the signs of such an impressive emergency remain between the lines (especially in the last chapters).
In a certain way, they are welcomed. Because they frame (and tie) the pages into
an unprecedented historical context. Which, among other things, will be remembered for having proven the world the urgency to secure well-being for the elderly
to prevent health systems collapsing and failing for everyone.
In the final revision of the text, the question was asked several times: whether it
was appropriate to reconsider the terms of its drafting and its conclusions.
But it was resolved that the exceptionality of the event didn’t but corroborate the
very theses formerly expressed in conditions of normality (which will be the topic
of the first chapters).
Most of those who did not make it, were affected by previous combinations of
chronic ageing pathologies (multimorbidity, see pages 16 and 28 in this regard).
Any device, any discipline (or combination of disciplines) that delays or alleviates the onset of one or more of these pathologies—by encouraging active and
healthy ageing—is always to be considered a precious defense tool, the more so
in front of an epidemiological singularity and such a widespread exposure to
danger.
It is therefore reasonable to believe that the theses this research is advancing on
an experimental basis, will stand up even if subjected to stress tests as rare and
painful as those suffered by the world in 2020.
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Third age disorders
Hints of physiology. Social plans

Population ageing is a triumph of humanity but also a challenge to society.
World Health Organization

Senectus ipsa est morbus.
Terence

10

W

ithin 2030, there will be more adults in the world over the age of sixty,
than children under the age of ten (United Nations, 2017).
According to the World Report on Ageing and Health (WHO, 2015), the increase in life
expectancy recorded in the last century is unprecedented (the expectation of a
Chilean woman of 33 has been raised to 82 years of age) (WHO, 2012).
The world’s population over 60 is expected to exceed 2 billion in 2050, doubling
from 962 million in 2017; and people over 80 will triple, from 137 million in 2017
to 425 million (United Nations, 2017).
Technology and medical science have made treatment systems more and more
efficient, even in old age, leading to a demographic imbalance which, according to
the quoted estimates, seems set to grow stronger. Birth rates’ reduction [1], along
with the drop of mortality1, are the key factors. This improves quality of life, but
health care is faced with an epochal challenge. Ageing is first and foremost a decline: it leads to disability, chronic illnesses, psychological and social changes. The
demand for care (also long-term care) is growing, and with it the demand for specialized personnel and age-friendly equipped environments.
Design Science, by its nature and mission, will have to adapt and provide for the
new needs (material and non-material) the change in collective living is producing. It will have to be an observer of the effects of the social rearrangement: on
biology and anatomy; on the interactions between individuals, environment, and
objects of daily use; on the perception of self and others; on loss and gain; on perishability and reliability of the human body.
It will have to understand which technical innovations make the most sense to
use to ensure the most comfortable transition for mankind towards this new and
increasingly widespread status of maturity (eventually, making its research conclusions available to medicine and bioengineering, with the shared aim of ensuring
years of health, independence, and social inclusion for the future course of life).

1 In

youth in the lower/middle-income countries (Bloom, 2011), in old age in the wealthy ones (Christensen et al., 2009).
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Expectations

Time and
functional capability

A

geing is likely the most familiar and least understood phenomenon of human biology (Kirkwood, 2005). We observe its effects on others, on ourselves, but
it is still very complicated to ‘capture’ its expressions in universal equations (there
were over three hundred theories on ageing classified by Medvedev in 1990). In
its broadest sense, it concerns all the biological changes affecting an organism over
time, which are unpredictably variable by order, speed, and intensity (Ahmad, 2018;
Kirkwood, 2005). Ultimately, it is the series of processes that mark the decline of body functions and the gradual accumulation of damaged cells—phenomena not related to
given temporal deadlines (some 70-year-old people enjoy excellent physical and
mental health; others, on the contrary, require constant care). The state of cellular
entropy is influenced not so much by age as they are by the environment and behavior that the individual has had throughout life (WHO, 2015, page 25).
It is well known how much the phenotype (the observable characteristics or traits of an
organism2) is always the result of the interaction of the genotype (all or part of the
genetic constitution of an individual3) and external factors—nutrition, lifestyle, environment (Anton et al., 2005; da Costa et al., 2016):
[phenotype] = [genotype] + [(nutrition, lifestyle, environment)]

This elementary equation reiterates how much people’s genetic makeup does not
keep them stuck to a clear biological predestination, but how, on the contrary,
their actions and habitat play a crucial role in designing their ageing.
In Anton et al.’s analysis (2005), two types of ageing are mentioned: normal ageing
and pathological ageing—or primary and secondary (Wejbrandt, 2014). Pathological ageing
is the one accelerated by illnesses, both hereditary and induced by improper lifestyles (diabetes, arthritis, cardiovascular diseases, osteoporosis). Normal ageing
is the one accompanied by those biological changes (slow, progressive, irreversible) that the passage of time triggers in all individuals of a species (Anton et al., 2005;
Wejbrandt, 2014): a natural kind of ageing to which biogerontologists assign the (well
known) name of senescence, also defined as
the progressive deterioration of bodily functions […] associated with a loss of complexity in multiple physiological processes and anatomic structures (da Costa et al., 2016) and reduced ability to
adapt to environment [which] increase susceptibility to diseases and death (Vasto et al., 2010).

Thus, even in the absence of pathologies, during what we call normal ageing, the
human species—and the human body—responds to the progression of time with
the regression of almost all its functional capacities (motor, sensory, cognitive, immune, urological, skin). Surrendering little by little to those inherent old age deficiencies we use to call geriatric syndromes.4

2 Merriam-webster

definition: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/phenotype.
definition: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/genotype.
4 The term “geriatric syndrome” is used to capture those clinical conditions in older persons that do not fit into discrete disease categories. Many of the
most common conditions cared for by geriatricians, including delirium, falls, frailty, dizziness, syncope, and urinary incontinence, are classified as
geriatric syndromes. Nevertheless, the concept of the geriatric syndrome remains poorly defined (Inouye, Studenski, Tinetti, & Kuchel, 2007).
3 Merriam-webster
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n senescence, the decline in motor function is associated with musculoskeletal failure and the natural phenomena that mark its phases. Neurological failure—or at
least the one so severe as to compromise mobility—is generally pathological, and
therefore not a primary ageing phenomenon. They are instead sarcopenia (the loss
of mass and muscle strength) (Cruz-Jentoft et al., 2010), osteopenia (the loss of bone mass
and strength) (Jaul & Barron, 2017) and the cartilaginous degeneration of joints (Martin &
Buckwalter, 2002). Each of these musculoskeletal ‘wear and tear’, which time makes
normal, affects our walk (compromising gait and pace) as well as all actions of
common life that require even minimal use of the lower and upper limbs.
These conditions may escalate generating syndromes (frailty, falls) or to the point
of triggering real affections that make ageing no longer normal but pathological
(arthritis, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis—all more frequent in women because directly
dependent on estrogens’ production, that stops in menopause) (Okman-Kilic, 2015).
For every human being, whether man or woman, the picture described is a reduction in quality of life over time and an exponential increase in risk indices—such
as bone trauma (Jaul & Barron, 2017), permanent disability, mortality (WHO, 2015).
Frailty is a state of high vulnerability to stress factors (both endogenous and exogenous) that exposes the individual to a concatenation of risks (Cesari et al., 2016): motor
decline, falls, fractures, hospitalization, home care obligation, death (Santos-Eggimann
et al., 2009). Even though there is not a unique and shared definition, frailty is indicated in medicine as a distinct and clinically recognizable syndrome (Fulop et al., 2010).
It is diagnosed when at least three of the following conditions are reported: muscle
weakness, slow gait and movement, involuntary weight loss, low inclination to
physical activity, fatigue (Chen, Mao, & Leng, 2014). In the elderly patient it is a frequent
precursor of disability, which is why it remains a sensitive issue in geriatric research. Of course (and unpredictably) it varies from individual to individual, but
in its early stages, and with the right precautions, it can be countered and become
reversible (Santos-Eggimann et al., 2009).
Falls, as we shall explore in more detail during this research, is the leading cause of
death from injury among people over 70 worldwide [2]. It is a severe geriatric syndrome and affects the quality of life and health systems in every country.
Every year in the world one of three people above 65-year-old falls, one of two
among 80-years-olds (Ambrose, Paul, & Hausdorff, 2013). The incidence of episodes in hospitals and nursing homes (which are supposed to be safer, or at least supervised)
are three times higher than in domestic environments (Brigoni et al., 2009).
Fatal cases aside, the consequences of falling in the third age (fractures, trauma)
almost always require emergency interventions, hospitalizations, and lengthy rehabilitations (Dionyssiotis et al., 2008). Since a 80-year-old patient requires a care about
four times more expensive (in terms of personnel and technology) than a preschool child (Pitidis, Giustini, & Taggi, 2005), it can be easily assessed how concerning the
social cost of falls could become (the more so, among a population growing older
and older).
The personal cost is no different: a fall is literally shuttering for the psychophysical
health of the elderly. It means stopping, disability, loss of independence. It generates chronic insecurity, distrust in one’s own abilities, and a fear—often obsessive,
thus pathological—of falling again. A fear that, as we will see, increases the risk
of new accidents. The combination of these factors leads to sedentarism, social
isolation, and depression, and accelerate, in a vicious cycle, the functional decline
(Ambrose et al., 2013; PNLG, 2009).
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Primary
motor decline

Primary sensory
decline

T

he loss of sensory function is the condition that we most commonly associate
with old age (the hard-of-hearing grandpa with slit eyes for being incapable
of reading up close). As of adulthood, around age 40, we become familiar with
first signs of senile vision issues. The ability to closely focus decrease (presbyopia)
and so does the clearness of the lens, which in the long term could degenerate into
cataract (one of the most popular chronic diseases in people over 75) [3]. Time can
damage eyes even more ruthlessly with macular degeneration, glaucoma, and retinopathy (hypertensive or diabetic), that can be all precursors to blindness, either
partial or total.
The impact on independence and quality of life is obvious. The safety of the person is compromised. At home and out on the street, disorientation leads to uncertainty of pace, so, once again, to the risk of falling.
And problems are not only mobility, of course—consider the inability to recognize
life-saving drugs for example, not only packages and leaflets, but even different
type of tablets [3].
Equally insidious for safety and quality of life is the decline in hearing. Presbycusis,
the form of neurosensory hearing loss that occurs most frequently over the years,
ranks third among the chronic pathological conditions of old age (Covelli et al., 2015).
Those who suffer from it struggle to communicate, they often give up, and gradually lose autonomy. In the long term, it may cause isolation, depression, and all the
functional troubles we have already seen associated with motor decline—like the
predisposition to geriatric syndromes (for example: frailty and, as always, falls). Not
to mention the threats we are all exposed to, regardless of age: above all, the inability to distinguish alarm signals, both at home and out on the street [3].
Senile anosmia and ageusia (loss of smell and taste) also affect the quality of ageing.
The pleasure we acquire from perfumes and flavors influences the mood, and so
does its deprivation. But the more concrete risk arises from the inability to recognize toxic emissions in the environment (Boyce & Shone, 2006).
The slight regression of the peripheral nervous functions that affects the sense of
touch should also be noted. This fogging of sensitivity becomes more consistent
in the presence of neurological pathologies, such as diabetes and stroke for example (in the latter case is more critical and increases instability and risk of falling) [3].

Primary cognitive
decline

C

ognitive decline from normal (non-pathological) ageing also shows its first
signs in adulthood, sometimes even earlier. It affects memory, speed of processing and reasoning, verbal and numerical abilities (Deary et al., 2009), but saves the
ability to understand, read, and store knowledge acquired throughout life. Natural cognitive ability varies according to education, socio-economic condition, and
lifestyle. Over time, its weakening is conditioned by medication and the onset of
chronic diseases (Jaul & Barron, 2017; WHO, 2015 page 55).
Because of its unpredictability and the scarring effects on the lives involved in its
management, cognitive decline is still the most feared condition of ageing (Deary et
al., 2009). It is the most expensive in financial, social, and personal terms. Its symptoms immediately frighten those who know how to distinguish them, casting
shadows of degenerating illnesses, dementia, compulsory care, and loss of self
and dignity. The passage of time—senescence itself—is still the major risk factor
associated with the development of dementia diseases (Alzheimer’s disease and
vascular dementia are the most common). These are however to be considered
extreme cases in the generally milder spectrum of cognitive ageing.
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iagnosis is still an issue. Distinguishing the primary cognitive decline from
the pathological one is complex. While ageing, the neuropathological changes
(due to Dementia or not) are many and personal. In the effort to ease their recognition, a category of intermediate definition has been defined: Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI). It identifies the stages of decline when symptoms remain halfway
between natural decay and full-blown Dementia (Deary et al., 2009).
As a side effect of the increase in life expectancy, it is estimated that 75 million
people worldwide will have reached the clinical stage of Dementia in 2030 (there
were already 47 million in 2015) (WHO, 2015). These people will manifest behavioral
issues, deficiency in memory, language, thought, and perception, and severe impediments in performing elementary activities of daily living (ADL). They are at
risk, a danger to themselves and the others, lost individuals who will likely fall, and
be forced to crowd hospitals mostly by secondary ailments to their major illness.
The consequences on a personal, social, and economic level, as mentioned, are enormous. The prospects are worthy of alarm and a prompt containment plan, which
must be drawn with the convergence of all the sciences ready to adhere to it.

I

mmunosenescence is another significant aspect of natural ageing. It is broadly understood as the sum of all the changes of the immune system associated with age. It
consists in fact of the body’s progressive inability to react to infections and to develop immunity after vaccines. An active immune system is obviously essential to
face the daily attack from pathogens (viruses, bacteria, fungi) [4]. In humans, therefore, as in almost all species, old age is accompanied by a higher incidence of infections, neoplasms (cancer, tumors), and autoimmune diseases (Aw, Silva, & Palmer, 2007).
Notoriously, the bladder also suffers its own decline. Incontinence—understood
as the involuntary loss of urine due to physical exertion (coughing, sneezing)—
along with the generic symptoms of the lower urinary tract (increased urinary
frequency, nocturia, sense of urgency), is one of the most common disorders of
old age (Gibson & Wagg, 2017). As years advance, so does the incident rate, more markedly among women over 70 (it affects 40% of them) (Milsom & Gyhagen, 2019).
It is not only a physical impairment, it also affects emotional, psychological, and
social life. Out of fear, one tends to confine oneself at home and withdraw from
normal daily activities [5]. Not rarely, clinical records match incontinence disorders
with isolation, loss of independence, and depression (Avery & Stocks, 2016; Vaughan et al., 2018).
And least, the skin, the barrier between organism and external agents. While ageing, it suffers structural and physiological decline. The elastin and collagen fibers
weaken, making it thin, dry, wrinkled, and more fragile. It is therefore susceptible
to dermatitis, lesions, and bedsores (Farage et al., 2009). The wound healing process
slows down and some diseases (such as diabetes mellitus, for example) or aggressive treatments (chemotherapy, radiotherapy) can compromise tissue regeneration for good (Greenhalgh, 2017).
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Dementia

Primary ageing
Other signs
naturale

Adding up years
Multiplying data

E

ven if poorly detailed, the brief physiology considerations introduced, allow
us to estimate the complexity of the phenomena (and data) that the human
functional decline generates with the passing of time.
During the project planning, it is unlikely for a designer to attempt to record every
environmental, biological, and psychological variable. It is instead feasible, and
necessary, to involve in the review professionals who take daily care of this increasingly numerous, and demanding, segment of population (such as geriatricians, nursing home caretakers, primary care experts). As it is necessary to involve
from the first research phases a most representative sample of elderly, provide
sessions for listening and observation, and place the needs that have emerged,
even if contradictory, at the center of the design process.
To the elusive data of primary ageing, we must add even those coming from the
observation of secondary (or pathological) ageing.
We must become familiar with an increasingly widespread condition among an
increasingly older population: multimorbidity. Which is the summing up of many
chronic (non-reversible) pathologies in the same person—i.e., in the same body
around which we intend to design.
Rather than ‘summing up’, perhaps, what makes it clear (and better define the
design challenge) is the term intertwining. We are talking about diseases with intertwining symptoms and consequences, that require pharmacological therapies
and constant monitoring.
This is a known condition, even though only in recent times health systems’ planners paid the due attention to it (see page 26).
It is, after all, a predictable consequence of the increase in life expectation. Medical
technology has extended the time available to us, also extending the range of years
in which chronic illnesses can take root.
To have a hint of the variables and data that are necessary to cope with, it may be
useful to look at the graphs provided by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation of the University of Washington.
The first graph (Fig. 1) shows the percentage of causes of death5 among the over70s worldwide in 2017 [6].
The blue areas indicate non-communicable diseases: first place is ischemic heart disease (IHD, insufficient blood or oxygen supply to the heart, 20.72%), followed by
strokes (closure or rupture of brain vessels, 14.53%), Alzheimer’s disease and
other dementias (8.72%), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (8.67%), lung
cancer (3.37%), diabetes (2.64%), hypertension (HTN HD, 2.42%) and chronic renal failure (CKD, 2.37%) [7].
In the orange areas, communicable diseases, maternal, neonatal, and nutritional diseases. Lower respiratory tract infections are the most widespread (4.15%), then diarrheal disease (2.29%), and tuberculosis (1.14%).
Finally, in the green area, injuries. The first place by far is falls, with an incidence
rate of 1.49%.

5

Minor sectors don’t display the related diseases. By checking the website, they can be seen by passing the cursor over.
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For a designer’s concern, the second graph is more interesting (Fig. 2). It no longer
refers to the mortality indexes of diseases but their disabling impact in life (YLDs,
Years Lived with Disability).
Among the non-communicable diseases (beyond the prevalence of the consequences
of stroke over those of IHD) we note a more marked incidence of sensory disabilities (hearing 9.49%, blindness 7.31%), and musculoskeletal disorders (back pain
7.43%, neck pain 3.32%, osteoarthritis 2.52%, others 2.06%), then skin disorders
(dermatitis 0.49%, psoriasis 0.44%, others 0.47%), oral disorders (3.13%), urinary
(0. 7%), and mental (including depression and anxiety at 3.45% and 1.33%).
In the orange zone (communicable, maternal, neonatal, and nutritional diseases) iron
deficiency anemia (0.84%) goes up along with respiratory infections of the upper
tract (URI, 0.18%).
Finally, in green, also among the causes of disability due to injuries the primacy of
falls is confirmed—and even increased (3.74%).

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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In paper, these data look like a lot, and yet settable in a neat, squared order.
In practice, straight lines break up and data mix in shapes a survey can hardly
depict. 70-years-old people who have suffered a fall resulting in a fracture, statistically suffer from another and more of the diseases in the graph.
The cited percentages refer to illnesses whose permanent effects, as we have said,
are intertwined. And this happens randomly, inside and on the surface of a body
of which a designer is supposed to take measurements.
It is more than clear that, in this field, it is required to put aside ordinary ‘surveying’ instruments and ‘recalibrate’ our knowledge and objectives. Attentive observations will be needed alongside—and often a step behind—those who, by profession and vocation, care for the elderly and their well-being.
Preventing (curing!) ageing is already a chimera for Geriatric Medicine, let alone
for Industrial Design. ‘Softening’ its course instead, making it more livable—
less hospital and aseptic—or, in a formula perhaps trivial but effective, more
‘people-friendly’, it is a practicable intention and consistent with the principles
of Design Science (and, in fact, the aspiration that drives this research).

Social ageing

T

ime affects physical health in ways that we learned to recognize but rarely
predict. So do the biological and pathological ageing factors we have listed so
far, and the more so the combination of them.
Psychophysical health is affected in an equally unpredictable way by the endogenous phenomenon we call social ageing.
It is conditioned by gender, ethnicity, socio-economic group, income, culture of
belonging, domestic environment, and family structure (Corner et al 2007).
Although the increase in life expectancy has updated the meaning of the word
‘senior’—70 is the new 60 (WHO, 2015, page 49)—however, we have not yet freed ourselves from an underlying prejudice, which is far from harmless.
Ageism, for example (a term coined by the gerontologist and psychiatrist Robert
Neil Butler in 1969) is a current attitude, dangerously widespread, that manifests
itself in discriminatory attitudes and political practices aimed at maintaining in
public opinion the idea that a person over a certain age (especially after retirement) is in fact unusable to the community (Levy & Macdonald, 2016).
This uses to be an unexposed attitude, and yet popular. It exacerbates ageing in
those who are victims of it triggering a progressive social exclusion. Which means
exclusion from labor markets, services, and interpersonal relations (Corner et al., 2007).
A phenomenon that is sadly present also in nursing homes where the pathological
conditions of isolation should be remedied (many patients report ‘second class’
treatments because of their advanced age) (Corner et al., 2007; WHO, 2015, page 11).
Of course, not only discrimination triggers social ageing processes.
Each of the third age diseases mentioned in the previous pages, both primary and
secondary, are sources of pain. Suffering eventually translates into loss of autonomy, self-esteem, dignity, and mobility. This in turn undermines social participation (Corner et al., 2007) and let mood disorders and pathological isolation run free.
It is a very frequent vicious circle that, in a domino effect, exposes the elderly body
to more and more disabling (and expensive) illnesses.
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Isolation—a state in which the individual lacks a sense of social belonging (Nicholson, 2009)—
means reduction in the quality of life and vulnerability to psychological crisis and
Dementia (Franck, Molyneux, & Parkinson, 2016). Which is why the social sphere in old age
becomes more relevant than in the other times of life.
Among subjects with strong networks of relationships and active participation in
community life, cognitive decline is proven to arise in a milder way than among
people reluctant to company (Charles & Carstensen, 2010).
Corner et al. (2007) insist on the importance of the principles of inclusion and participation. Relationships with family and friends, recreational activities, social contacts and emotional serenity, independence: these are all central aspects that contribute to the health of the human being in every time of life, the more so in the
last and more fragile ones.
Integration and the sense of belonging—as stated by Maslow in 1943 in A Theory of
Human Motivation—are proven to be primary needs: along with physiological
needs and those linked to the ‘sense of security’, they build up the psychological
satisfaction of people, as also their fundamental well-being [8].
The term ‘well-being’ is here intended in a broad sense which adds to the estimation of health status, the estimation of perceived quality of life (Ormel et al. 1999; Cramm &
Nieboer 2015). The leaning of individuals towards its fulfillment is the object of the
Social Production Function (SPF) theory.
People would aim at an overall condition of satisfaction resulting from the coaction of two states of well-being: a physical one, and the social one (Fig. 36), which
in turn can be reached through five instrumental objectives:
two for physical well-being: comfort (absence of pain, fatigue, insecurity, fear, physiological emergencies), and stimulation (result of activities that engage the subject both
physically and mentally);
three for social well-being: affection (friendship, love, emotional support), behavioral confirmation (good impression in the eyes of others) and status (social positioning).

Fig. 3

The acknowledgment—also in steps, from objective to objective—of a good general
performance (both physical and social, Fig. 3) translated into a refreshing perception of
one’s own quality of life. A self-awareness which, if preserved over the years
(through the care of one’s habits and public participation), regardless chronological age, can make the primary ageing less precipitous, and the pathological
one less invasive (whose symptoms, as we have observed, feed on a sense of
exclusion, loneliness, and sedentarism).
6

The chart of well-being according to the SPF theory (Cramm & Nieboer, 2015).
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Fig. 4
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I

n 2002, the United Nations (UN) and the World Health Organization (WHO)
developed a first policy framework for action on ageing.
Two documents were drafted: Political declaration and Madrid international plan of
action on ageing and Active Ageing: a policy framework [9, 10]. In both, it is stressed
how essential it is for the well-being and balance of communities to preserve the
health of the elderly and their active inclusion in social life. The concept of Active
and Healthy Ageing (AHA, Fig. 4) is advancing for the first time during international scientific debates, as
the process of developing and maintaining the functional ability that enables well-being in older
age (WHO, 2015).

We recognize as functional ability what allows individuals to live a dignified life
and do what is valuable to them. It is the interaction between physical-mental
abilities (intrinsic) and the environment in which one lives. It is what enables us to
satisfy our needs, be autonomous, mobile, create and maintain relationships,
learn, make decisions, and participate in social, economic, cultural, spiritual, and
civil affairs. Ultimately, to be non-passive members of society.
Environments and spaces are crucial. They influence (positively or negatively)
health conditions by altering physical and psychological dispositions. People with
motor limitations will feel mobile if the environment provides support, assistive
devices, and accessible transport systems. If well organized, and well designed, environments and spaces can alleviate deficiencies and support active living.
Living an active age—within a context that makes it possible—, allows old people
to still believe in themselves as resources: for the family, and for their community
and economy [11].
Motor activity (together with good nutrition), as certified by WHO since 1998,
brings greater benefits than obviously known. It strengthens physical and mental
functions (muscle tone, cognitive capacity), reduces anxiety and depression (O’Connor,
Aenchbacher, & Dishman, 2016), stimulates self-esteem (McAuley & Rudolph, 1995), prevents diseases and reduces the risk to develop them (Dementia’s and stroke’s incidence is
substantially lower in people with good exercise habits) (Blondell, Hammersley-Mather, &
Veerman, 2014; Diep et al., 2010).
On the other hand, sedentary life and incipient chronicity of the third age creates
degenerative circles. Diseases (and disabilities related to them) impose a reduction
in motion, a reduction which in turn wears out functional ability by exacerbating
the same illness that caused it. A good motor routine—commensurate with one’s
physiological capabilities—has the power to break this circle by increasing independence and social involvement (WHO, 1998).
According to the most recent findings however (WHO, 2015), despite the impressiveness of the demographic transition underway, health care does not seem to be
aligned with the needs of the elderly (partly due to the preconceived attitude mentioned in the previous pages, like ageism).
Most healthcare systems comply with the acute care model (emergency medicine,
trauma care, pre-hospital emergency care, surgery, short-term hospitalization) [12]
and give very little space to prevention protocols, least of all those for the development and maintenance of physical and mental abilities. This happens even
though statistical projections reaffirm the beneficial effect it would have on older
people (and consequently on the entire social fabric) to divert part of the resources
invested in the management of chronic diseases towards supporting and maintaining their still functioning abilities (WHO, 2015, page 100).
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Active and
healthy ageing

To promote active and healthy ageing means for health services to move the elderly to
the center of their project (corporate and ethical) optimizing their biological capacities while possible. The (logical) aim is limiting the number of future hospitalizations—addressed to become more and more frequent, invasive, and expensive—
unburdening the personnel to be assigned to the very treatment of chronic diseases.
The advice of the WHO (2015) is therefore to operate a sort of triage of the ‘wear and
tear’ stages of functional capacities and set the medical intervention according to
the level of intrinsic ability still ascertained:
the first, in which the capacities are still good;
the second, intermediate, of functional decline;
and the third, of objective loss (Fig. 57).

For first stage subjects, the aim will be to stabilize the current level of efficiency
for as long as possible. Assistance should prevent non-communicable diseases
(heart disease, cancer, respiratory diseases, diabetes) by timely diagnosing them,
but also encouraging healthy behaviors to delay their development (regular exercise, proper nutrition, strengthening of social relationships).
In the second stage the functional crisis shows its signs, and so do the symptoms
of the first chronic diseases. Deterioration can be slow, but also precipitous if triggered by trauma (a fall injury, for example). Even more than in the first stage, the
prescription of active behaviors will be a priority: it will avoid the escalation of risk
factors and may hinder (and, if still possible, reverse) the process of decline. In
this case, primary health care will be fundamental (general practitioners and local
health services which are more at hand and therefore more confidential).
The last stage, that of loss, means inability to perform elementary daily activities.
The public system’s duty will be to ensure long-term care, including at home,
prompt access to specialists and acute care, rehabilitation services, palliative and
end-of-life care, and guarantee adequate treatment in all circumstances.
Promoting active and heathy ageing means postponing the entry into the last
painful stage (irreversible and often long lasting) to as many individuals as possible by prescribing them not only pharmacological therapies but also and above all
healthy rules of behavior, and—where possible, thanks to the teamwork of different disciplines—the instruments (including technological) that make the
compliance with these rules stimulating and comfortable (healthcare services ®
comfort / stimulation ® physical well-being—SPF theory, see page 19).

Fig. 5

7

The three stages of intrinsic abilities in old age: risks, goals, health systems responses (WHO, 2015, page 100).
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T

he support of AHA is, of course, not just good intentions. The European Commission has made it an investment priority in the 2014/2020 cohesion plan.
Among the largest allocations, there was the HORIZON 2020 research and innovation program [13]: 78 billion euro over seven years8 shared between Excellent Science, Industrial Leadership, Societal Challenges.
In the priority sector Health, demographic change, and wellbeing, among the ‘Societal
Challenges’, a funding area named Active Assisted Living/Ageing Well in the Digital
World stands out [14].
Among its goals:

Present investments
Future strategies

the encouragement of innovative ICT-based products, services and systems which support ageing
(at home, in the community, and at work) and improve the quality of life, autonomy and social
participation of older people by reducing care costs;
the promotion of research and development of technologies and services for active and healthy
ageing with direct involvement of SMEs.

Also relevant is the involvement of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
[15]. The ageing of the population is among the first titles of interest in the priority
area of investment named Innovation and Research
Such an amount of liquidity requires guidelines to design interventions as coordinated as possible.
Given the inevitability of the phenomenon, and the extent of future effects on societies, in 2016, during the World Health Assembly, the WHO adopted a Global
strategy and [a first effective] action plan on ageing and health 2016-2020 [16].
There were five points of agreement:
1. Commit to action
To promote Healthy Ageing and ensure effective multi-sectoral action, commitment
and collaboration from governmental and non-governmental actors, service providers,
PRODUCT DEVELOPERS and academics in each country are required;
2. Align health systems to the needs of older populations
The older people get, the more their state of health becomes chronic and complex: health
systems must align with the needs of the ageing population, reorganize and transform
the care, health and social contexts;
3. Develop age-friendly environments
With advancement of age, people lose their functional capacity, they require safe places
that allow them to maintain autonomy and health, and continue to live well in the community: it is necessary to DESIGN age-friendly environments with the involvement of
several professional sectors, and, of course, the elderly themselves;
4. Strengthen long-term care
The elderly population is asking for support. Every country should provide a long-term
care system to help maintain the best possible level of functional ability and enable people to live with dignity and enjoy fundamental rights and freedoms;
5. Improve measurement, monitoring and research
The current measures in the field of ageing are not sufficient, they do not offer full understanding of the health problems of older people and are hesitant in the choice of
interventions. Aimed RESEARCH and careful monitoring are needed to better understand
and invest in Active and Healthy Ageing.

In points 1. and 5. the plan expressly calls for both PRODUCT DEVELOPERS and RESEARCH. Both cited as necessary.

8

Renewed in 2021 for another four years under the name of Horizon Europe [17] with a new investment of 100 billion euro.
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To answer this necessary call, the Product Design Research will have to refine a
method plan. Which, at the very least, could be simplified in three points:
1. TO STUDY the intrinsic abilities (mental and physical) of the users and devise new
tools to keep them functional for as long as possible;
2. TO DESIGN by setting as an objective the social involvement of the users and their
self-esteem (to better the overall well-being as intended by the SPF theory);
3. TO IMPROVE (humanize) pre-existing medical and technological devices, or participate in the creation of new ones to make AHA effective, and appealing.

Three points which will mark the path of all the following chapters.
In the appendix of this—to highlight the social urgency of the topic—a (partial)
list of platforms, organizations, and institutes (in Europe and worldwide) that
have promoted and/or continue to promote older people’s interests and research
on ageing.
Appendix
Europe in support
of ageing

THE EUROPEAN AGE PLATFORM [18]
Since 2001 it has been the European platform dedicated to citizens over 50. It promotes the
interests of older people and raises the awareness of the European population on issues that
concern them: discrimination, employment of older workers, social protection, pension reforms,
social inclusion, intergenerational solidarity, accessibility to public transport, environments,
and ICTs. It connects European pensioners and updates them on their rights, involves them
in EU initiatives aimed at developing projects and devices for them. It is involved in research
projects on ageing funded by the European Commission (like the Horizon 2020 program) dealing with new technologies, health, care, accessibility, sustainable mobility, and tourism.
EUROPEAN INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP ON ACTIVE AND HEALTHY AGEING [19]
Founded in 2011 by the European Commission, it is the first continental partnership to promote
research on innovation and digital transformation in the field of AHA. It brings together six
research groups divided by objectives:
adherence to prescription and medical plan
To improve the quality of life and health of elderly people living in chronic conditions in at
least 30 EU regions through personalized care, better treatment adequacy, better compliance with safe and effective care plans;
personalized health management and prevention of falls
To reduce falls through early detection and prevention techniques, and to push these
same techniques out to the market;
lifespan health promotion & prevention of age-related frailty and disease
These bring together over 100 organizations (health authorities, care providers, universities, research centers, industries, patient associations) with the common aim of pointing
out and understanding the causes of fragility and their relationship to ageing diseases;
replicating and tutoring integrated care for chronic diseases
A collaboration of over 120 community partners (regional and national administrations,
local authorities, research centers, universities, small, medium and large industries, defense bodies) all aim to reduce unnecessary hospitalization of elderly people with chronic
illnesses by optimizing care services;
development of interoperable independent living solutions
To develop housing solutions to make the elderly's life more active and independent;
innovation for age-friendly buildings, cities, and environments
To create AHA-friendly spaces.
TOWARDS AN AGE-FRIENDLY EUROPE [20]
It is part of the European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing. It is an initiative
of the Pact on Demographic Change that brings together local, regional, and national European
public authorities to develop and promote the implementation of 'age-friendly' spaces and cities.
MORE YEARS, BETTER LIVES [21]
It is a joint initiative of the EU Member States that promotes collaboration for European and national research programs dedicated to demographic changes. A trans-national and multi-disciplinary programming meant to bring researchers from different disciplines (health and social
care, education and learning, work and productivity, urban and rural development, construction,
mobility) closer together and give value to the potential of social and demographic transitions
in Europe. Since 2015, they have committed to open Call for Proposals to finance projects
which better respond to the urgencies recognized by the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA).
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DEPARTMENT OF AGEING AND LIFE COURSE OF WHO [22]
They have worked on the five priority objectives set out by the Global Strategy and Action Plan
on Ageing and Health 2016-2020. They collected and analyzed data on ageing in China,
Ghana, India, Mexico, Russia, and South Africa, comparing samples from over and under 50s
(SAGE Study on global AGEing and adult health) [23]. The research work is supported by the
US National Institute on Ageing, the Division of Behavioral and Social Research, and the respective national governments.
GLOBAL NETWORK FOR AGE-FRIENDLY CITIES AND COMMUNITIES [24]
Founded in 2010 by the World Health Organization, it is a network of cities and organizations
around the world with a shared vision: to make their communities ideal places to grow old. As
a response to the global ageing population and rapid urbanization, it focuses on action at local
levels to promote older people’s participation in community life and to encourage healthy and
active ageing.
THE GLOBAL AGEING NETWORK [25]
Founded in 1994, it is an international network that brings together experts from around the
world to support quality services for ageing. It connects researchers and suppliers through
applied research, offering a forum for the development of professional networks and exchange
between people interested in ageing, care, design, and accessibility. It promotes and provides
education and training on global issues related to ageing.
U.N. FOR AGEING – DIVISION FOR INCLUSIVE SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AGEING [26]
As part of the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA), it aims to
ease and promote the implementation of the 2002 Madrid International Plan of Action on Ageing (MIPAA) [27] to ‘build a society suitable for all ages’.
It is the current Ageing strategic division of the UN, which in the past decades had taken other
relevant steps in the same direction:
Vienna International Plan of Action on Ageing [28]
It was the first World Assembly on Ageing convened by the General Assembly in 1982 to
draft an action plan on health, nutrition, protection of the elderly, housing and environment,
family, social care, income security, employment, education, research data collection and
analysis);
United Nations Principles for Older Persons [29]
It is the declaration of the fundamental rights of older people drafted in the General Assembly in 1991 (on independence, participation, care, self-realization, and dignity);
International Year of Older Person [30]
It was officially declared in 1990 (since then, the International Day of Older Persons is
celebrated on 1 Oct);
Madrid International Plan of Action on Ageing [27]
It is the new international action plan on ageing launched during the 2nd World Assembly
on Ageing, held in Madrid in 2002.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON AGEING (NIA) [31]
It is a U.S. institute that conducts and supports biomedical, social, and behavioral research to
improve the health of older people and the ageing process since 1974. It finances research
and training programs for universities, hospitals, public and private medical centers. In 2011
it launched the Go4Life platform [32], a campaign to promote exercise for people over 50.
CENTER FOR CHINESE AGEING STUDIES [33]
It was founded in 2007 with the support of the National Institute on Aging (NIA) and the RAND
Corporation (U.S. Research and Development Institute). It studies the ageing of China's population.
JAPANESE STUDY OF AGING AND RETIREMENT [34]
This is the study conducted since 2001 by the Research Institute of Economy, Trade and Industry on ageing and retirement of the Japanese population.
NATIONAL AGEING RESEARCH INSTITUTE (NARI) [35]
It is an Australian Institute that has been researching for over forty years to improve the ageing
and health care of the local population.
CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (CSIS) [36]
It is the United States Institute that launched the Global Ageing Initiative (GAI) in 1999 [37] to
focus public interest (national and worldwide) on the theme of ageing. It studied the economic,
social, and geopolitical implications of the ongoing demographic change. With the support of
Prudential plc (a British multinational life insurance company), it led The Global Aging Preparedness Index (or GAP Index) research project [38] which was the first quantitative assessment
of the progress made by countries around the world to face global ageing.
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in the world
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Observation and direction
Virginia 2018. Falls

There is a wisdom in this beyond the rules of physic:
a man’s own observation, what he finds good of, and what he finds hurt of,
is the best physic to preserve health.9
F Bacon

9

Of regiment of health, 1597, 1612, 1625.
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T oItstudy.
is the first of the method points summarized on page 22.

In the flesh

In the following pages it will finds expression in its meaning of observing, investigating, examining to understand.10
In October and November 2018, when the project was in its preliminary stages, a
field observation was carried out at the UVa Health System11 (Charlottesville, Virginia medical complex—at that time, ranked first among the state health facilities
for the third year in a row) [39, 40]. This was a first necessary session made possible
by the helpfulness of specialists from the Faculty of Geriatric Medicine.
There were three regular shifts of observation, and three assistance centers were
visited:
The JABA Jefferson Area Board for Aging [41], which serves the elderly population of the
entire Albemarle County. The observation was conducted by following Dr Justin Mutter, director of the facility, academic and geriatrician known for his empathic approach
to patients [42]. He was followed at the clinic, at the patients’ homes, and inside The
Linden House Institute, a residential complex adjacent to the facility [43]. JABA also offers
day care to pensioners in need. Families who do not have resources to care for their
relatives during the day (or to hire caregivers) can entrust them to the center whenever
the need arises. All patients in care are over 60 with Medicare or Medicaid insurance
(the first for medical coverage of the over-65s, and disabled and dialysis patients of all
ages; the second for families in financial difficulties) [44, 45]. Mutter points out that none
of the insurances offers coverage at the expense of telemedicine, a tool which, in his
opinion, would be of enormous help given the particular care routine needed. Most of
patients, in fact, were seriously ill, had disabilities, and were unable to move. Home
visits were necessary at close intervals, far from the center mostly, in the rural areas
where the less well-off population resides.
The Colonnades, senior living community [46], which is a private facility. Guests there enjoy
good availability. There are two areas: assisted living, where residents (mostly over 80)
are assisted daily in every way (and where most of the observation has been done alongside nurse Elizabeth Nowell); and independent living, where guests are self-sufficient and
live generally in solitude. The structure includes a gym for motor rehabilitation managed by an internal team of physiotherapists.
The Kidney Center Clinic [47], which is located inside the University of Virginia hospital.
The observation followed Dr Mitchell Rosner during patients’ visits (who were mostly
over 60, suffering from chronic kidney diseases, transplanted, diabetic, and dialyzed).

A fairly wide case was therefore observed: different ageing (mostly secondary, but
not exclusively), different cultural characteristics, different economic possibilities,
and different attitude to socialization.
The chapter does not minutely record patients’ data and pathologies (due to privacy concern no access to clinical history was given). Instead, it collects impressions and feelings of those who live the routines of daily examinations—as patients, and as doctors. It takes note (with the ‘designer’s pencil’, not the specialist’s)
of the disorders complained by the elderly, and the recommendations, affectionate as well as technical, of doctors and nurses.
Objectives:
1. to give context, but also flesh and bone, to the theory outlined in the previous chapter;
2. to observe daily practices at such a proximity that is not interfering with the treatment process, but enough to document which feelings this process generates in those
who practice it and those who receive it;
3. to try and predict at what stage of that same process, Design can make its knowhow available with suitable results.

From Italian, Osservare, indagare, esaminare per conoscere, Treccani, vocabolario online: http://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/studiare/, definition 2. b.
11 This happened thanks to Professor Claudio Ronco’s courtesy, Director of IRRIV (International Renal Research Institute of Vicenza) that is a long-standing partner of UVa not only for medical events, but even design ones (together with the University of
Padua they hosted Intersections of Jefferson and Palladio—Wellness and Design in the Modern World, 2019, Vicenza, IT). It was a fair
chance to probe care approaches outside Europe where facilities have been visited for the draft and validation of most parts of
the thesis (the third one, especially).
10
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Multimorbidity

E

ven if each of the cases approached during the nine-week observation were
unique (each patient, due to his medical history and course of illness, has a
clinical profile that can hardly match with others’), there was still a factor that
bound them—a factor that was far from fair.
That was multimorbidity.12
“As we age, our body experiences lots of changes: functional changes, sensory changes, cognitive
changes. The weaker we become, the more exposed to chronic conditions and diseases we are. And
these can occur together! Most of my patients have more than one chronic condition.” Dr Mutter, UVa HS.

Which means that every single case encountered was already a set of cases. It
gathered over the years a progressive combination of pathologies (mostly
chronic), one triggered by the other, in a domino effect almost never predictable.
Prescribing (or designing) a general aid is extremely complex.
Treating (and keeping in a non-degenerative balance) two or more age-related issues in the same subject—clarifies Mutter—is a recent challenge for science. The
ageing of the population, always ongoing but more sudden in the last fifty years,
has marked a surge in the incidence rate of chronic diseases (Suzman et al., 2015). The
longer people live, the more their incidence range increases, this is natural.
This is a joint of factors (social and health) which is new also for clinical literature.
Up until the last century, although there were many cases of severe multimorbidity, the majority of these occurred at ages considered socially terminal. They were,
therefore, treated without perseverance, with palliative care, until the foreseeable
death (still defined as death of old age).
Today this is different, and those ages are considered anything but terminal:
“A 65-year-old today has the physical and cognitive fitness of a 40/45-year-old in the 1930s. And
a 75-year-old man today is like a 55-year-old in the 1980s.” Niccolò Marchionni, director of
the cardiovascular department of the Careggi Hospital, speaking at the SIGG, the national Congress of Italian Society of Gerontology and Geriatrics 2018 [48].

Life expectancy today exceeds those same ages sometimes by decades, and the
treatment patients expect is resolute—not mild, not palliative, even though their
bodies are biologically vulnerable to the onset of cross syndromes.
No exception to this is the ‘expectation of care’ of JABA guests. Most patients we
have met appear to be trustingly waiting (demanding) for treatments that would
have been considered as futile medical care just one generation before.
What Dr Mutter’s team is attempting to do—in a pioneering way, we could say,
as all geriatricians in these times—is to mediate resources (pharmacological and
technological) and common sense.
They are equipping themselves to embrace the demographic transition and make
it as little as possible a burden on those who are the fragile protagonists of it.

Equipping

T

he ‘alteration of ageing’, for which healthcare systems are obliged to equip
themselves (in Virginia, as everywhere else), can be listed—not much differently as argued in the previous pages dedicated to senescence—in five kinds (Jaul
& Barron, 2017):
alterations of senescence (normal aging)
as already seen in the first chapter: deterioration of the senses, muscles (mass and
strength), immune system, skin, urological apparatus;
alterations from somatic diseases and multiple chronic conditions
cardiovascular disorders, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, osteoarthritis,
tumors—to date, 25% of adults (over 18) suffer from a combination of two or more
chronic conditions (Ward et al, 2014), 62% among the over 60 (Vogeli et al, 2007), and the trend
is growing year after year (Ward et al, 2013);
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Multimorbidity is defined as the co-occurrence of two or more chronic conditions (Navickas, Petric, Feigl, & Seychell, 2016).
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psychological and cognitive alterations
memory loss, difficulty in finding words to express elementary concepts, slowing down
the processing of information, the consequent depression, and then Dementia, and Alzheimer’s disease;
socio-environmental alterations
isolation (perceived loneliness) is the most widespread condition: it is often a consequence of disability (sensory and functional) or chronic diseases, it leads to worsening
of the same symptoms that initially caused it, psychological and cognitive collapse, and
death (Courtin & Knapp, 2017)—
a particularly devastating consequence of feeling socially isolated is cognitive decline and
Dementia (Hawkley & Cacioppo, 2010);
alterations in physical functions
direct or indirect consequences of each of the above: the decline of mobility, the loss of
control over the body, and the progressive inability to cope with daily activities—
Activity of Daily Living (ADL): eating, getting dressed, washing oneself, using the
bathroom;
Instrumental Activity of Daily Living (IADL): domestic cleaning, meal preparation.

During the observation shifts, each of these alterations showed themselves in variable intensities, and not always with the awareness of those who clearly display
symptoms.
In some cases, on the other hand, lucidity and the awareness of the worsening condition affected patients in such an intense way which requires the prescription of
collateral anti-depressant therapies to avoid that the mood failure made the illness
management even more difficult. It was necessary to elude some receptors of selfconsciousness and cloud in some way the cognitive abilities to preserve other ones
more exposed to risk (even though it is good practice to always reduce the administration
of drugs in the elderly—for reasons that Dr Mutter himself will clarify, see page 30).
These however were very particular cases among a lot of particular cases.
From patient to patient, from diagnosis to diagnosis, Mutter invited us to reflect
on the complexity of the subject area this Industrial Design essay aims to examine.
He intentionally mentioned dialysis machines, a subject closer to Dr Rosner from
the Kidney Center Clinic. He explained how, to design their technology, many
different types of professional are required, but all to serve a unique purpose: to
purify the patient’s blood as safely and efficiently as possible.
Designing to alleviate geriatric syndromes instead, means using as much diverse
knowledge, not for a single purpose, but rather for dealing with a number of issues
which are unpredictable (and, most likely, increasing).
It was confirmed by witnessing Mutter’s routine, case-by-case: patients with both
tumors and diabetes, Parkinson’s disease and Dementia, chronic lung disease and
arthritis, hypertensive and atherosclerotic patients, with renal failure and in poststroke rehabilitation.
By far, however, the highest incidence in each facility we visited (for any age, gender, and social background) was that of the alterations of the physical functions.
Almost all the people assisted showed evident motor difficulties.
They were fragile, unstable, recovering from fractures, and always resting on
walkers or wheelchairs.
According to Mutter—and according to what has been personally verified—,
chronic pathological conditions, added to all the effects of natural ageing, affect
balance and stability more than any other faculty.
Which is why, of all the risks, the most widespread, the most democratic and
therefore the most feared by health professionals and patients’ families, is that
of fall. All elderly people are exposed, no one excluded.
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Falling

M

any factors contribute to a fall at advanced age, all of which are generally
related to two macro categories (Ambrose et al., 2013):

person specific factors (or intrinsic):
biological ageing and the consequent functional weakening (muscular, visual, and cognitive—Dementia and Alzheimer’s disease impair balance quite severely), plus, chronic
diseases (especially cardiovascular) and mood disorders13;
environmental factors (or extrinsic):
housing conditions, furniture, unsuitable clothing, administration of drugs (psychotropic therapies prescribed for treatment of Dementia, anti-depressants, anti-inflammatory drugs, antiepileptic drugs, drugs to treat Diabetes or cardiovascular diseases, they
all affect balance).
It’s a fact. Medications increase the risk of falls. Whenever possible, geriatricians like me, Dr
Tieu, or Elizabeth Nowell, try to limit prescriptions for their patients. (Dr Justin Mutter,
UVa HS).14

In a more refined scheme (Fig. 6) the Global Report on Falls Prevention in Older Age
(WHO, 2007) increases the categories to four: biological, behavioral, environmental, and
socio-economic.
Basically, former intrinsic factors are extended to inappropriate behaviors: use of alcohol, lack of exercise, choice of inappropriate clothing. Causes which somehow also
belong to the fourth new category: socio-economic (to be intended instead as extension of extrinsic factors) in which bad habits are induced by poverty and low level
of education (cheap clothing, poorly furnished housing, low disposition to exercise—but, also, lack of social interaction, and limited access to services).

Fig. 6

Dr Mutter invites us to observe in practice how difficult it is to counteract the
dedication to immobility of patients. The chronicity from which they are affected
marks the daily routine even in the mildest cases, even among the asymptomatic
patients of the senior living community, making them all equally sedentary (because of pain, or prudence).
Sedentarism, contrary to what most of them think, does not make one safe from
falls (Yoshida-Intern, 2007). By numbing motor functions, it makes the risk even more
concrete—very much concrete when patients try to move without asking for assistance (which, as we have observed, happens all the time. A request for help is
understood as a sign of weakness, a consenting surrender of one’s own self-sufficiency, and is evaded to the point that it is not uncommon for stubbornness to be
listed among the recurring behavioral factors of falling).
At any age (including the third) even vestibular neuritis (also known as labyrinthitis) compromises balance in a pathological
(and topic) way. However, there is no evidence of incidence increase in older patients, and that is why it is not included among
the listed factors.
14 A habit—the limitation of drugs that affect motor abilities—which in the hospital practice is also confirmed by Dr Massimiliano
Mosca, geriatrician (ULSS 1 Dolomiti, Italy).
13
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Betzy Nowell, of The Colonnades Institute, confirms it: one of the most widespread risks that nurses are trained to contain as a priority is the fall risk (especially
in the assisted living area, where residents show fragility, chronic diseases, and
poor motor skills).
“Bed is an issue, bathroom is an issue, the walker is an issue.” Elizabeth ‘Betzy’ Nowell, The
Colonnades, senior living community.15

‘Maximum attention must be paid, because any type of movement can jeopardize
the stability of our guests’: it was the first warning of the senior living community
staff on the first day of observation, a kind of ‘welcome’ note (quite significant).
Nowell pointed out: ‘patients with previous episodes are way more exposed to risk’.
This means that, unlike what we would be inclined to think, those who have already fallen are likely to do so again, and more than others.
The cautiousness that follows the first episode is not healthy, it is pathological:
it leads to an anxiogenic immobility, which in the long-term has weakening effects on muscles and the sense of balance, making every movement dangerous.
Nowell indicates patients who have already fallen, some with evident anatomical
lesions, all unstable, all sedentary.
What stands out is that the large majority are women (many widows, over 80
mostly).
Mrs Jeene, a 94-year-old widow, said she fell out of her chair trying to answer the phone
and fractured her femur;
Mrs Shepherd, a 93-year-old widow, fell in the garden while picking up mail from the
mailbox: she fractured her pelvis and was on the ground for hours before being helped;
Mrs Pilgrim, 88-year-old, slipped in the bathroom and sustained a sacral loin fracture.

A study conducted by the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control (USA)
(Stevens & Sogolow, 2005) confirms the gender disproportion in case history. In terms of
injury rate, elderly women outnumber males by 40-60%, and even by 81% in terms
of hospitalizations. Among the reasons, as already mentioned (see page 13), is the
decline in bone mass (osteopenia and osteoporosis) that is triggered by menopause. Plus, women are more exposed because they are more prone to fragility,
incontinence, and depression, and because of their deeper sense of pain (Gale et al.,
2018), and, not least, because of loneliness (often pathological, as seen at page 16)
that follows widowhood—they use to outlive their statistically older husbands
(Yoshida-Intern, 2007).
Which is why more than one study would point gender difference as a basic
factor to be taken into account while designing instruments for the prevention
or containment of fall risk (Gale, Cooper, & Aihie Sayer, 2016).
Even among JABA patients (on average younger than residents of The Colonnades) a significant number suffered a first fall accident, with or without injury.
Dr Mutter, who was in charge of the center, reports the spread of a peculiar syndrome developed by almost all patients after trauma: the post-fall syndrome.
This is a condition that slows down the rehabilitation process and exposes to the
risk of recidivism.
The memory of the first episode (especially if a lesion is reported) generates fear
and loss of confidence for the body, it increases sedentarism, post traumatic anxiety (Bloch et al., 2014), and later (as a pathological degeneration) postural insufficiency
and gait disorders (Kurz, Oddsson, & Melzer, 2013; Pfitzenmeyer et al., 2001).
The risk increases exponentially, both in hospitals and at patients’ homes.
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Telling how every action and tool expose patients to risk.
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It is unthinkable—Dr Mutter said—to prevent the how and when this risk may
result in an incident, especially at home.
Environmental factors can’t be counted. Rugs, carpeting, scattered objects, pets,
low placed furniture of course, and also high shelves (to reach those, elderly women
recklessly stand on chairs or ladders). Any object of daily use (clothes, shoes, any
product, any technology, even though designers attempt to make it friendly)
may, for unpredictable reasons, trigger the very fast chain that leads from the
slightest imbalance to a ruinous injury. The more the years pass, the more the
probability of an incident becomes concrete, making each product an enemy.
“Falls are a tough challenge for technology.” Dr Justin Mutter, UVa HS.

The preventive strategy of the JABA team is to instruct patients of the risk:
to make them aware of the danger (underestimation is an insidious enemy),
and encourage them to behave attentively, and actively above all (by constant physical
exercise).

In addition to that, of course, it is needed to evaluate private homes for removal
of any possible hazard (carpets are the first to be sacrificed, usually).
Along with environmental factors, they must evaluate the person specific factors.
‘Person’ which—as Mutter said—does not have to suffer from precise medical impairments to expose him/herself to danger. A temporary deficiency due to dehydration, or consumption of alcohol, or the bad habit of sedentarism, are all enough
to cause problems.
Mr. Green, 85-year-old, a Dr Mutter's patient, reveals that he has fallen twice in a summer due
to dehydration.

It is not even uncommon for individuals who suffer from frailty to fall because of
spontaneous (pathological) fractures. When the stage of osteoporosis is advanced,
the fracture of a bone may precede the fall, therefore becoming the cause of it (and
again, for the repeatedly mentioned reasons, this happens mostly among women)
(Horiuchi et al., 1988).
Regardless misbehaviors and bone disorders, the human balance decreases anyway, from year to year, and it does it badly during senescence, with the onset of
chronic illnesses. Monitoring its status and the trend of its decline, remains to date
one of the most effective resources to limit fall accidents.
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alance is constantly monitored during therapy sessions at The Colonnades
Institute. Patients are asked to maintain fourteen static poses for as long as
they can. Therapists time resistance and assign a score from 1 to 4 according to
what is called the Berg Balance Scale, a rather reliable meter for the preventive identification of the fall risk (Park & Lee, 2017).
As it is the Timed Up and Go Test. In this case, seated patients are asked to stand
up, walk three meters, turn around, and sit down again (Shumway-Cook et al., 1997). It
may seem a trivial exercise, but the execution time provides a realistic indicator of
motor and balance skills:
under 10 seconds, patients are independent in daily life;
between 10 and 19 seconds, they are still self-sufficient (they can walk more than 500
meters, climb up and down stairs, go out alone);
between 20 to 29 seconds, they have poor functional skills and starting difficulties in
performing ADLs;
above 30 seconds, they are no longer self-sufficient (they depend on others for everything, to get up from a chair, eat, change, wash, and walk) (Bretan et al., 2013).

Another test is the Tinetti Balance Scale, better known as Performance Oriented Mobility Assessment Scale (POMA). The most popular among its variants (Köpke & Meyer,
2006) awards a maximum of 28 points (Ricci et al., 2013) and rates patients’ static balance
and gait by two measurements:
the first (POMA-B) rates the execution of poses that replicates the most common ADLs
(score up to 16);
the second (score up to 12, POMA-G) rates the quality of locomotion (Ricci et al., 2013).

From the tests we examined—but also by simply attending patients—it is evident
how much the ability to govern balance (static, and dynamic) is closely related to
postural control.
This is the fundamental function making people move safely and independently.
It is the result of three systems working in harmony (Horak, 1997; Noohu, Dey, & Hussain, 2014):
biomechanical (strength and flexibility of joints and muscles, and alignment of the body
segments);
motor (ability to move, voluntarily, or in response to external stimuli);
and sensory (reactivity to visual, vestibular, and somatosensory stimuli).

As explained, ageing jeopardizes each of these systems—therefore their healthy
coaction, therefore balance. Statistically relevant data:
patients who did suffer from previous falls (even with no physical outcome) reveal
more disorders in anterior and posterior postural management than their peers who did
not, being more exposed to risk (Kurz et al., 2013).

Another physical hostile factor—observed in most patients at JABA and The Colonnades—is kyphosis (or worse, hyperkyphosis), the senile deformation of the spine
that damages posture by projecting the center of gravity forward (Fernandes et al, 2018).
To the shared hostile factors, we must add the individual ones, which are diversified, and linked to personal suffering. For instance:
during several sessions, we heard an 80-year-old patient complaining of leg fatigue,
which is why, while standing, he insists on leaning forward, slightly bending his knees.

The physiotherapist (Cinthia) points out the danger of this attitude, which is very
popular among inpatients. The center of gravity is unnaturally shifted forward,
the weight of the body is no longer unloaded on the feet, but on the knees (a sensitive and weak area). This makes the risk of injury very much higher.
Whatever the dominant cause (or the slight one that in addition to others becomes
crucial), the progressive inability to maintain a correct posture has a universal consequence: the loss of balance. This is why, among the person specific factors
associated with the risk of falling, it is definitely the most relevant (Kurz et al., 2013).
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Perfectibility
of assistive tools
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assistive technology itself, if not wisely conceived, can overturn its purpose
and become a danger.
Among the environmental risk factors, Dr Mutter, by his experience, is inclined to
include walkers (Fig. 7). The wheeled models they are supplied—he said—are not
user-friendly (let alone age-friendly). Tools meant to offer stability and mobility at
the same time (almost an oxymoron) should be able to calibrate them (if not mobile enough they will not serve the purpose, if too mobile they will be, in fact, a
danger). When patients forget to apply the brakes, there is always a risk of slipping, which is why they must always be used with assistance.
“Bad design can affect elderly lives.” Dr Justin Mutter, UVa HS.

Dr Mutter’s opinion is shared by Cinthia (physical therapist at The Colonnades).
As per her direct experience, walkers are poorly designed, not suitable for the
postural limits of the third age. In her opinion, they should be designed more like
the models for children with cerebral palsy, with handles at chest height. They are
low, instead, and with handles at pelvic height, causing the elderly to indulge in
the bad habit of unloading the entire weight onto the device.
This is not encouraging, considering that they are the most popular ‘assistive design products’ across facilities.

Fig. 7

Balance in the third age and fall accidents are also of interest to UVa’s scientific
faculties.
The researchers at the Medical Automation Research Center have developed (for
help, not yet for prevention) a detection system based solely on the analysis of
ground vibrations. It is passive and discreet and has proven reliable in distinguishing whether an inanimate object or a person has fallen (Alwan et al., 2006).
Technological support for the elderly is also the central theme of the work of Professor Robin Felder (UVa), a member of the Scientific Committee of the Medical
Automation organization in Charlottesville [49-50]. In 2008 he published Eldercare
Technology for Clinical Practitioners, a collection of studies on technologies for the
diagnosis and treatment of functional decline and the prevention of fall injuries
(Felder & Alwan, 2008). He collaborated with GreatCall [51], a company that produces remote monitoring systems for the elderly, as
Lively Mobile, a wearable device that locates the user and reports possible incidents;
and Lively Home, an in-home sensor system for monitoring ADLs in critical spots at patients’ houses (kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms) [52, 53].

In each visited center, we then find ‘classic’ technologies in use, now considered
elementary but still effective for their purpose.
Betzy Nowell shows how all patients in the assisted living area (The Colonnades)
wear an electronic pendant around their necks (not all of them, actually: later, they
will report they find it annoying). The tool is quite like old fashioned life-saving
devices: a simple button to press for requesting help. It does not detect positions
or falls, but it does its job—Nowell claimed.
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very visit conducted by Dr Mutter and Dr Rosner has the same course: an exchange of soothing conversation with the patient who reports symptoms and
previous problems, auscultation of pulse and lungs, evaluation of the body areas as
indicated as painful, and, finally, a thorough examination of the lower extremities.
Almost always, bruised, and swollen legs were observed, of which patients claimed
the enduring weakness.
The older a patient becomes—Dr Mutter said—the more the lower extremities
suffer. Muscles deteriorate, the venous return slows down (venous insufficiency),
and skin gets thinner and delicate (this is a fact to which product designers should
always pay attention). In this respect, it has been noted that most patients, especially among residents of The Colonnades Center, wear compression stockings.
Cinthia explains the dual function of them: to improve venous return, and give a
feeling of support to patients who complain of fatigue and weakness.
The key to slowing down the declining process—Mutter insisted—is physical activity. This is an evidence confirmed by Dr Rosner. When following one of his
visits we heard a patient’s wife reporting how she herself has acknowledged the
effectiveness of physical therapy on her husband (who is in his 90s), who—she
said—now appears to be less clumsy and more stable.
This is why the Colonnades gym takes into accurate consideration its furniture,
which consists in sport tech equipment to accelerate rehabilitation and stimulate
a physical routine to be hopefully maintained when the therapeutical series are
done (Fig. 816):
OmniCycle [54], assisted rehabilitation device for upper and lower extremities, designed
for patients with difficulty standing or forced to use wheelchairs; it detects the patient’s
‘involvement’ and adjusts pedals and handlebars as dexterity increases (the users we
observed were mostly disabled);
NuStep [55], similar to OmniCycle but with integrated seat and non-rotating but push-on
limb movement; it is used by average able-bodied patients (with or without walkers);
Synchrony 4.0 [56], electromyographic system for the treatment of the swallowing disorder (dysphagia), very common in patients suffering from neurological illnesses (Alzheimer’s disease, Dementia, Parkinson’s disease, stroke, epilepsy)—it is a treacherous
disorder leading to fatal outcomes and high treatment costs, because in many cases it is
a direct origin of pneumonia (Restivo & Hamdy, 2018). To engage (and rehabilitate) the oropharyngeal muscles, Synchrony 4.0 (just like some peculiar technologies we will mention
soon, see page 42) makes use of videogames.

Fig. 8

Most patients—stated Barry, therapist at The Colonnades—have hardly ever done
physical activity, as younger generations are used to do. They were not educated
to exercise (doing sports, in a certain way, is a luxury of present days).
Most interviewed residents, in fact, reported they are new to any kind of routine
which aims to “the simple care of the body”.
Therefore—Barry said—motor practice for them is a kind of initiation, and that is
why its prescription must always involve the entire body.
Rehabilitating only the affected muscles is an incorrect approach. The aim of
the therapy is to remind the brain of all the muscles it used to master.
“Therapy for all body is necessary to retrain the brain and make it remember the muscles.” Barry, physical therapist at The Colonnades.
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From the left: OmniCycle, NuStep, Synchrony 4.0.
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the muscles

From observation
to the case study

A

t the end of the observation weeks, Dr Mutter invited to treasure a general
principle, which is simple but, in his opinion, decisive.
In the name of any discipline and for whatever purpose, it is fundamental to treat
the geriatric patients with a truly original approach (both clinical, and human). It
is simply not enough to know their medical history. They must be received as a
whole: paying attention to their unsteady state of ability (motor, sensory, and cognitive), their mood (many of his patients suffer from depression, or anxiety), the
environment they come from, the social relationships they cultivate and the ones
they have lost or rejected.17
He pointed out, without hiding regret, that medical students he uses to host are
all trained in pragmatism and promptness. They want to diagnose and immediately cure. This is the method they have been taught, admitting rare exceptions.
Considering it inessential, they avoid dwelling on all the accessory aspects which
instead are fundamental to the welfare of geriatric patients (overall well-being, see
page 19).
Recognizing symptoms, isolating the problems that compose the multimorbidity,
and treating each of them with the best drug literature prescribes, is not exactly
the way Dr Mutter encourages.
Like his trainees—he said—, even designers should try and welcome in a less hasty
and preconceived (if not discriminatory) way the direct voices of the elderly in care,
and, maybe, focus their first ingenious efforts on those very aspects which may
appear secondary, but that, at the end, more than others make all the patients resembling each other, despite their very human diversity. That is: need for comfort;
need for beauty; relief from pain; rediscovery of the sense of self; peace with one's
body; and confidence with one's stability (both physical and emotional).
After having completed the on-site analysis, and treasured what has been heard
and seen, we decided to adapt the theoretical research question (in which way, most
useful to our time, can we design around the body of the elderly—see the third and last
part of the thesis) to an exemplary case study, perhaps the most indicative, certainly one of the most delicate:
the preventive care of falls in old age.

More precisely:
the prevention of those subsequent the first episode of injury, the one which medical community calls the sentinel event (the alarm bell for family members, therapists, and health
networks).

Introduced in the next (and last) pages of this chapter (together with a quick analysis of technologies and research strategies for their prevention), falls will be examined again in the last chapter (see part 3, chapter 2) that will be edited ‘in the
field’ like this one, but no longer through simple remote observation, but rather
through (literally) epidermal interaction. The prototype will be tested—not as an
industrial product per se, but as a new research platform—on the body (on the
flesh) of elderly patients whose voices will be heard, and doubts will be taken into
consideration in the least preconceived way possible.18

The method Dr Mutter encourages is quite like the CGA (Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment—see in this regard footnote 36 on
page 132) whose value will be confirmed by Dr Teresita Fabris, Physiatrist at the San Marco Rehabilitation Center in Vicenza (IT).
18 As explained in premise, the second Sars-Cov-2 pandemic wave forced to reconsider many of the initial intentions. Getting in touch
with old patients was hard (and way dangerous, most of all for them). Nevertheless, thanks to the effort of therapists and the generous
help of friends and colleagues, it was possible to iterate tests on an adequate and connotative group of ladies.
17
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n old age, falling means triggering a process of physical, psychological, and social decline which is often irreversible.
From the very first incident, when someone falls, a disabling syndrome is onset
(post-fall syndrome, introduced in these pages from the voice of Dr Mutter). It
leads to excessive sedentary caution, a loss of self-confidence, and an actual
mental bewilderment: a depression that is a natural consequence of the isolation
in which the elderly, for fear, confine themselves (Zijlstra et al., 2007).
It is no coincidence that ISS (the Italian Istituto Superiore di Sanità) points out
‘previous episodes’ and ‘the fear of falling’ as the greatest risk factors of all (even
before mobility and vision alterations, polypharmacotherapy, domestic dangers,
and isolation) (Brigoni et al., 2009), therefore insisting on how essential it is to measure
the intensity of fear of the elderly who have already fallen and to be prompt to intervene with technical support preventing loss of independence and recidivism.
Among geriatric syndromes, falls (even more than fragility and incontinence) embody the most expensive bill the passage of time presents to individuals and communities, not only metaphorically. The injured person must be transported to emergency departments, and hospitalized for fracture or head trauma [57] with extensive efforts, both medical and financial (Chaccour et al., 2017) (Fig. 919).

Fig. 9

In the European Union, every year 36.000 people over 65 die because of a fall, 1.4
million are hospitalized due to fractures or head injuries (40 times the number of
deaths), 2.3 million are admitted to emergency wards (65 times the number of
deaths). Healthcare expenditures for the treatment of fall injuries (EU) is 25 billion
Euro per year (Turner, Kisser, & Rogmans, 2015), 400 million for home accident hospitalizations in Italy alone (Brigoni et al., 2009). In the United States, in 2012 (2016 study), nonfatal fall injuries were 3.2 million, half of which (1.76 million) were treated as an
emergency. The total cost: 30.3 billion dollars, 57% of which (17.2 billion) was for
hospitalization alone. On an average, a single non-fatal fall costs the US healthcare
system $9.463 (Burns, Stevens, & Lee, 2016).
The prompt detection and rescue time reduction—the longer the individual remains on the ground, the higher the complication of treatment (Xu, Zhou, & Zhu, 2018)—
and, even more, the prevention, is fundamental to contain human damages and
direct and indirect costs to society.
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Three-level impact of fall consequences (Chaccour et al., 2017).
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To detect
To prevent
Technology and falls
today

The subject is known to Research. Technological systems for the recognition of
falls have been under examination for three decades (Sleet, Moffett, & Stevens, 2008) and it
is not uncommon to find documentation classifying their characteristics.
A 2018 study identified 6830 articles on the subject and highlighted twenty of
them (the most cited by the scientific community since 2014) that distinguish the
detection sensors’ categories (Xu et al., 2018) (Fig. 1020).

Fig. 10

Accelerometers are the most widespread systems (most of them are integrated
within the huge number of smartphones in circulation—in 2014, a study compared over fifty models of them) (Ashfak Habib et al., 2014).
They are followed by Microsoft’s Kinect system, an accessory21 to the Xbox 360
console, with two micro-cameras and an infrared light source to capture and
‘read’ movements (also distinguishing voices and faces).
Thirds, equally spread, are the combined systems (mixing accelerometer and Kinect), and Wi-Fi (or radar) systems that through signal emissions can detect motions in indoor environments (reading the abrupt changes as potential falls) (Wang,
Wu, & Ni, 2017) (Fig. 1122).

Fig. 11

Twenty influential papers that have been cited at a high level in this field since 2014 (Xu, Zhou, & Zhu, 2018).
Out of production since 2017 [58].
22 Most used sensors for fall detection before and after 2014 (Xu, Zhou, & Zhu, 2018).
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Fig. 12

Fig. 13

In 2013, Mubashir et al. catalogued detection systems simply according to their
application (2013):
wearable
to be applied to the body (bracelets, pendants, and clips to be secured to the belt):
they are equipped with sensors for motion and position monitoring;
they detect falls when a sudden acceleration and change of orientation occurs;
they also offer outdoor coverage and are the most commercialized devices to date
(De Miguel et al., 2017) (Fig. 1223 );
vision
video surveillance systems of human activity:
developed to recognize shapes and changes of position;
to be efficient, they must be installed in many rooms and cover a wide angle of
shooting (De Miguel et al., 2017) (Fig. 1324);
ambient/fusion
audio/video and infrared sensors, or vibration and pressure sensors (laid under the floor):
as with camera systems, they are reliable when installed in many sensitive areas of
the house (De Miguel et al., 2017).

In 2016, Hamm et al. focused on the types of intervention and included in the
catalogue not only detecting but also prevention techniques.
By simplifying the intricate model in figure 14 (2016), we can recognize systems as
divided into:
system for plain prevention [#1 in figure]
intended for people who have not fallen yet but are considered sensitive subjects:
they can be complex systems that perform the analysis of the physiological risk factors (gait, balance, posture, muscular strength, and reaction times, all according to
the mentioned tests—Timed Up and Go Test, Tinetti Test, and Berg Balance Scale,
see page 33) and consequently stimulate exercise with gaming platforms (Nintendo
Wii or Microsoft Kinect) or the use of virtual reality (see page 42);
or else, they can be simple static devices (ambient/fusion) that do not interact with
users but record their postural and gait routine, alerting them in case of anomalies
(potentially resulting in risks);
systems for prevention, following the first fall episode [#2 in figure]
quite like the first intervention group, with the addition of functional, cognitive, and environmental evaluations linked to the new data originating from the analysis of the sentinel event (see page 36);
23
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Galaxy’s Fall detection system, Gociety’s GoLiveClip, Buddi [59, 60, 61].
See Automated Fall Detection using computer vision (Soni & Choudhary, 2018).
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Fig. 14

systems for the prevention of fall injuries [#3]
they aim to detect the fall and respond in time to minimize the consequences:
they have three functions: to monitor patient activity, detect the accident, and call
for help;
they make use of wearable and portable accelerometers, and smartphones because
of the already integrated sensors and their versatility as a processing platform (the
devices in figure 15 are examples of them, and so are the wearable airbags we will
cite on pages 75 and 76);
cross systems [#4]:
they combine the previous categories, aiming
both at prevention (stimulating exercise and alerting for dangers),
and detection (followed by the prompt call for assistance).

With the help of a (little) less tortuous but equally effective scheme (Fig. 15), a
study from 2017 offers a similar categorization by dividing systems according to
two primary objectives (Chaccour et al., 2017):
prevention (FP)
operating behavior, gait, and posture evaluations,
and alert’s transmissions (if necessary);
detection (FD)
operating impacts’ detection,
and prompt transmissions of help signals.

Each objective is in turn divided by application:
wearable (WS);
not wearable (NWS);
fusion (FS) (wearable and/or environmental).

Finally, at the bottom of the scheme: the applied technologies.
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Fig. 15

We note from the image that among the wearables (WS), which are the main object
of interest of these pages, the most common sensors are accelerometers, gyroscopes,
magnetometers, inclinometers, and barometers (already widespread on the market, usually in the form of pendants and bracelets). They are calibrated to detect
sudden changes in motion that can be intended as potential accidents [62, 63]. They
are the same types of sensors used by APDM Wearable Technologies’ MobilityLab
which is a typical example of a composite prevention system (six devices to be applied to wrists, feet, and chest) where processing of data (gait, weight distribution,
balance) provides a statistically reliable projection of the patients’ motor skills,
assessing which anomalous variations could expose them to risks [64] (Fig. 16).
As mentioned above, the same sensors are integrated into most smartphones in
the market. Which is why many current systems for prevention and detection make
use of them, with the advantage of offering patients a control platform which most
of them are already familiar with.
In the FallSkip system, for example (from the Institute of Biomechanics of Valencia) (Fig. 17), gait and balance analysis are solely committed to an application installed on the personal phone of the user (secured to an abdominal band) [65].

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Similar systems—for continuous use mostly, like the one advanced in the study
SmartPrediction: A Real-time Smartphone-based Fall Risk Prediction and Prevention
System (Majumder, Zerin, Uddin, Ahamed, & Smith 2013)—also consider the inclusion of pressure
sensors into the shoes. The smartphone’s app examines the real-time captured
data, detects anomalies, and alerts when they are read as hints of tripping.
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Physical exercise, as repeatedly argued by UVa’s HS specialists, remains the most
reliable (and inexpensive) system of prevention. Regular movement, aimed at
strengthening muscles and maintaining balance, reinforces intrinsic abilities and
naturally limits the risk of injury. Tai Chi, in fact (a Chinese martial art that combines exercise and meditation), is becoming quite popular as a training routine for
fall prevention (Logghe et al., 2010), and it is showing fair effectiveness in reducing fall
incidence (Hu et al., 2016).
However—as observed, and as studies could certify (Osho, Owoeye, & Armijo-Olivo, 2017;
Sandlund, Lindgren, & Pohl, 2016)—, the elderly population very rarely commits to physical
exercise with regularity; almost never with perseverance.
It may be the disillusionment of old age, but the fact is that stubbornness and laziness outweigh any recommendation or prescription from health professionals.
An interesting compromise to avoid the bad disposition of patients is offered by
interactive entertainment systems (Kappen, Mirza-Babaei, & Nacke, 2018; Lamoth, Alingh, & Caljouw,
2012). They are called exergames and became quite popular within the last decade after
the commercialization of the Microsoft Kinect and Nintendo Wii platforms.
Kappen et al. point out their very benefit to the elderly (2018). They are proven to
slow down functional decline (motor, cognitive, and sensory), reducing depressive symptoms, increasing socialization and—consequently—motivation, being
finally recognized as assistive technology in support to post-stroke rehabilitation
and occupational therapy programs.
The Dutch company SilverFit [66] understood their value and chose to distribute
exergames systems to centers and gymnasiums for the elderly across Europe,
Asia, and the United States. They even developed a model for domestic use (the
SilverFit Compact) combining Kinect and display in portable size (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18

To increase involvement, researchers go on experimenting more immersive systems25
along with smartphone and tablet apps as appealing as possible both for physical
activity and the self-assessment of the risk (Sandlund et al., 2016).
The intent is double: to exercise the elderly, and raise awareness among them (Rasche
et al., 2017). Or, in a word, to convince them.
Which is a very complex task, as the observation in Virginia has shown, and as anyone involved in gerotechnology will confirm.
Convincing the elderly and earning their trust, or even their loyalty (to the method
and the technology we offer them for their own good) is the hardest task.
In most cases, the offer will be seen as an imposition, and technology as an obstacle.
For this reason, it would be useful to design something that will lighten, or,
even better, camouflage the offered support. We should integrate it into accessories toward which the elderly is not skeptical.
Getting to do it into their own familiar clothing (whatever the device to integrate
is for—to prevent or detect, to increase mobility, stability, or simply a sense of
self), it is still a rare goal. And, therefore, an enticing cue for Design research.

25

With virtual and augmented reality visors (Huygelier et al., 2019; Micarelli et al., 2019), still hard to be welcomed by older users, though.
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Technological equipment studied and developed so far are many.
Scientific search engines refer to a notable amount of studies citing devices both
to prevent, and report falls among the elderly.
However, if we limit the search to simple wearables, we discover that in the same
field there is very little emphasis on smart clothing (see page 59 and 67) as a potential resource to invest and develop.
One of the research contributions intended by this work will be to try and
(somewhat) remedy this defect.

B

efore opening the second part of the text focused on wearable technologies
(and moving, as referred in premise, from the relationship between science
and temporal extension of life, to that between science and material—or anatomical—extension of life), a brief thought will follow.
It gives a closure to the previous pages, and a reason to the next ones.
In its function as a mediator between nature and technology, Design is required to
adapt, or better to model, the potential of materials, electronics, and computers (both
in production and currently under study) to the sensitive needs of everyday life.
Designers must assess new technologies more suitable the more they could be
shaped as an acceptable extension of human nature, and, at the same time, as adhering as possible to it. They should extend, or update, the body’s abilities without
being invasive, nor excessive to it—i.e., without interfering or weighing on its
functions, by adapting instead to its characteristics, and its biological disposition,
becoming in the end the new skin (or second skin, see page 60) a user can take advantage of in the most natural, and familiar way.
In this sense, it is legitimate to assume that the future of most assistive technologies will be wearable.
And it is legitimate to think that it will be right among the smartest wearable technologies (to be examined in the following pages) that designers should focus their
interests if they want to point out which will be the most versatile innovations to
apply to the field of health in the third age.
Keeping this thought in mind (along with the three points of method identified
on page 24: to study, to design, to improve), these are therefore the updated research
questions:
Which technologies can extend, prolong, support the body's functional capabilities?
Which can help to reduce the risk of falling for the elderly?
How can they correct posture and balance without being invasive?
Can they restore confidence in the body and alleviate the post-fall syndrome, therefore contributing to prevention of falls and the 'overall well-being' of the individual?

Or again, broadly speaking:
In which way, most useful to our time, can we design around the body of the elderly?
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Research questions
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Wearing technology
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Extensions of the body
History, vision, prospects

The purpose of technology is not to confuse the brain
but to serve the body.
W S Burroughs
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P

erhaps it is an obvious observation, but it is good to insist on it: although we
tend to use them indistinctly to recall corresponding concepts, there are differences between the expressions wearable electronics, wearable computers, and wearable technologies. It is well-known that the third embraces the first two, but the fact
that it is exclusively associated with them is a misunderstanding upon which literature still stumbles on.

Caveat
(not only electronics
not only computers)

In the not-too-distant past, wearable technology has been defined as ‘an electronic
device conceived with measures and shapes that can be applied to a human body’
(Dalsgaard & Sterrett, 2014).
More recently, in a more generic (and cautious) way, the definition has been extended to any ‘technological innovation’ that works by wearing it (Morabito, 2016).
Obviously, not every innovation is electronic.
Technological innovation is the result of a research process (technical, scientific,
and cultural) that turns into a product or a new production process. It can be
radical (proposing brand-new solutions as a neat break with current habits)
or incremental (enriching technologies already in use) [1].

Even if its path of definition probably involves electronics and computers, it is not
certain that the resulting product will intrinsically bears their traces.
Teflon, Gore-Tex, Kevlar, for example—materials which in their category have represented innovation—aren’t they to be considered wearable technologies? Even if
their original use was industrial, surgical, and military, today they are suitable for
the manufacturing of garments that assist common people bodies’, preserving their
shape, integrity, and temperature. Haven’t they technologically ‘enriched’ the prevalent clothing ‘already in use’?
And isn’t a planned drug release patch, a protective shield jacket for motorcyclists,
and pair of photochromatic lenses examples of ‘wearable’ technologies?
To say that wearable technology is a wearable electronic device is an understatement. The term brings with it much wider implications (which have not yet been
fully revealed). It refers to a family of artifacts—electronic and otherwise—of multiple purposes and functions, but all united by two common factors: the close relationship with the body, and the immediacy of use.
The thought of Tamminen and Holmgren is quite pertinent: the electronics industry has not introduced a new category, it is only restyling old categories of material
culture (accessories, clothes, jewelry, sports, and medical devices) (2016).

O

nce it is clear what wearable technology is for Design, it is interesting to probe
how far into the past we can find its trace.
Back to the 13th century, certainly. That is when eyeglasses appeared for the first
time in the European continent—a noteworthy technological innovation, compared to the Reading Stones in use up until then (lapides ad legendum) (Popat & Sharma,
2013).1 Three centuries later, it became feasible to wear a timepiece: the Nuremberg
Egg neck watch. Soon afterwards: pocket watches, and the wristwatch (designed
for Queen Elizabeth I of England) (Morgan, 1848). 17th century, China: the Abacus Ring,
a tool for quick calculations to be worn on the finger, only one centimeter wide
(quite a miniaturization effort for the times) (Guler, Gannon, & Sicchio, 2016). 20th century:
the wearable camera (not worn by man, actually: the first prototype, the Pigeon
Camera, was made to be used with birds to steal aerial shots) [2]. 1950s: the espionage techniques improved with the Button Spy Camera incorporated into the overcoat (developed by CIA, KGB, MI6) [3].

Different beginnings
equal ends

These are just some stages (the most notable, maybe) of a history of innovation
that is still in progress (and speeding up).
After all, this is a fact: in the course of their history, humans have always been
inclined to exploit portable artifacts, to fill gaps and empower body and senses.
Ultimately, to extend themselves.
For in-depth exploration about glasses’ history and design, please refer to Riccini, Gli occhiali presi sul serio. Arte, storia e scienza
della visione. Silvana Editore, Milano (2002).
1
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Extension

T

he concept of extension (lengthening, prolongation) of life and its temporal
limit, is a constant in the history of our species (see page 3). The temporal extension goes along with the urgency of material extension (the material extension
of body performance and strength): at first, to normalize one’s own functionalities
(in case of a handicap), then to increase them, and finally, when possible, to extremize them up to probe their limits.
Dealing with ‘body extensions’, Uğur (2013) selectively refers to four technological
macro-categories:
prosthetic, handheld, implantable (among which today we could include the ingestible ones)
and finally wearable (the main object of interest in the following pages).

The relationship that each category establishes with the human body distinguishes
them. The purpose instead unites them: that is,
to extend a body’s functional qualities—ergo, the quality of life itself.

Body extensions
1. prosthetic

P

rostheses are technological devices designed to replace missing body parts or
remedy the malfunction of internal and sensory organs (even though they are
artifacts, the mind can form sensitive relationships with them, until they are recognized as original parts2).
The first known was found in an Egyptian mummy (Cairo Toe, 1000-600 BC) and
was a wooden big toe (appeared to be a mere aesthetic choice, a practice still common three thousand years later, in fact) (Nerlich et al., 2000).
The present-day production of both cosmetic and functional prostheses is industrial.
The former are copies of natural limbs (they minutely reproduce colors, skin folds,
nails, veins, hair), while the latter focus on mechanical performance. They can be
passive, active, and myoelectric. Passives have no articulation and, apart from limited
editions3, are rigid. Actives (or kinematic) are multi-articulated (motion comes from
a body functioning part through cables and braces) [5]. Myoelectrics are the intelligent ones: electrodes (applied inside the socket, in contact with active tissues) convert muscle activity into electrical impulses that guide the artificial extension.
At the Inail Prosthesis Center in Budrio (Italy), polyarticulate myoelectric prostheses are now being developed to mimic hand movements in the most accurate way.
“It is possible to both grab an object with all five fingers and use a single finger independently:
this means being able to tap computer keys, use a thumb and accomplish a very wide range of
movements.” Ing. Gennaro Verni, Inail Prosthesis Center, 2013 [6].

In May 2018, the same center, in collaboration with the Rehab Technologies team
of the Italian Institute of Technology, presented Hannes, a robotic-derived prosthetic hand that allows for 90% functionality of natural hands. Its battery has a
longer life, and its cost is significantly reduced compared to the myoelectric models in the market [7].
The benchmark for prosthetics research and production is OttoBock. Founded
soon after World War I (whose aftermath was thousands of survived insulted bodies), they design highly technological solutions. After C-Leg in 1997 (the first computerized sample capable of adapting to changes in the patient’s pace), they
launched the Michelangelo Hand, a fully articulated bionic hand, and Genium X3, a
leg developed in collaboration with the US Department of Defense (waterproof,
dustproof, responsive for smooth movements, controlled by smartphone applications) [8, 9, 10]. Clearly, their costs are extremely high (for the maker and the buyer).
Additive printing, in contrast, permits to assemble solution, a bit rough maybe,
but affordable. The aim of the e-NABLE community is precisely to make functional
prostheses accessible and customizable for everyone (especially across underdeveloped countries). Which is why on their website they make open source readyto-print models available for anyone who needs it [11].
See the ‘rubber hand illusion’ test (Botvinick and Cohen test, 1998).
The carbon fiber Flex-foot Cheetah, for instance, was designed to flex and propel the runner strid (which brings to controversial
Oscar Pistorius’ disqualification at the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games) [4].

2
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Among prostheses users, some continue to show skepticism towards cosmetics
(macabre, grotesque reproductions of the missing limb), some towards myofunctionals (cold, disturbing, cyberpunk).
Many choose not to wear either, affected by reactions of people who might stare
at them with indiscreet surprise.
The prosthetic industry today is limited to these two market categories. In the world
of material culture on the other hand, there are alternative forms of representation.
The prostheses of Aimee Mullins, Paralympic athlete and model, are works of art.
In TED2009, speaking of her twelve pairs of legs, she explained how she appealed
to professionals, artists, and innovators (all unrelated to traditional prosthetic enterprises) to assign different values to shapes, function, and aesthetics [12].
“Poetry matters. Poetry is what elevates the banal and neglected object to a realm of art. It can
transform the thing that might have made people fearful into something that invites them to look,
and look a little longer, and maybe even understand.” Mullins [12].

Result: cheetah legs, jellyfish legs, and glass boots, worn in Cremaster 3, the movie
(Matthew Barney, 2002) (Fig. 1), or Alexander McQueen hand-carved wooden
boots (No. 13) worn during his Spring/Summer 1999 fashion show (Fig. 2).
“In my experience, when I do wear prosthetics that really play with the aesthetic function, it
changes the conversation. It changes how I feel about my body, it changes how people interact
with me. People wanna ask questions. They find themselves thinking they are beautiful... It
changes the way we all have been trained to interact around this kind of assistive medical devices.” Mullins, 19th Symposium on Fashion and Physique, 2018 [13].4

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

In Design meets Disability, Graham Pullin underlines how much the aesthetic approach has the power to change the value of the artifact itself, transforming
medical devices into stylish accessories.
Back in the 1930s (not so far in the past, actually), the UK National Health Service
referred to glasses exclusively as medical appliances (and call their users patients).
Shortly after, glasses are fashion items worldwide, being called eyewear. One does
not utilize them, does not put them on: one wears them. An evolution (revolution)
which should be an example to all prosthetic technologies (and to the wearables
in general, as we will see)—hearing aids could evolve into hearwear, and prostheses into legwear and armwear (Pullin, 2009).

In the next decade, Mullin’s lesson about ‘technological expressionism’ (applied to prosthetics and more) would be brilliantly
developed by fashion-tech designer Anouk Wipprecht (see page 77).
4
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

A

mong portables, the most used are handheld electronic devices (smart-phones,
tablets, laptops, audio players, PDAs), highly efficient examples of technologies
conceived to extend the user’s body lengthening its ends (physically, and not only).
They can also amplify the antenna of virtual senses (transporting them into the
infinity of cloud’s audio and video contents), risking in the long term, as a side
effect, to cloud the real ones (alienating, physically isolating, or even compromising actual anatomical functions, as in the case of carpal tunnel, or kyphosis).5

Body extensions
2. handheld

A simple but very effective example of a handheld device is the white cane for the
visually impaired. It is in fact an actual extension of the sense of touch. The tip is
the sensitive point through which the user feels the ground condition, the differences in height, while the sound of tapped obstacles sends additional information
to the sense of hearing. It is of course also a visual warning (an alert indicator) for
other people in the way.
Most advanced models are developed with integrated electronics. Using ultrasound technology, the UltraCane stick (Fig. 3) can detect obstacles at head and
chest height up to 1.5 meters away, up to 4 on the ground (Hoyle & Waters, 2008). According to the obstacle’s position, vibration feedbacks from different areas of the
handle are sent to the user who, with practice, increases the virtual perception of
the way ahead [14].
Portable devices can extend anatomy and senses by being engineered at different
levels of intelligence and cost. Each, however, are functional with a common basic
goal: to let us carry (better if in the palm of the hand) what we couldn’t even think
just a generation before.
“Joel, I’m calling you from a real cellular telephone. A portable handheld telephone.”

Words (and especially the voice) belong to Martin Cooper. From downtown Manhattan he tested the first prototype of the Motorola DynaTac (Woyke, 2014) [15].
It is 1973, the 3rd of April, and it is the first call made on a cordless phone. It weighs
1.5 kg, the battery lasts half an hour and requires ten for recharging (Fig. 4). This
was the basis of a technological revolution that proved to be radical, not at all just
an incremental landline phone innovation.
Not a radical innovation but certainly iconic was the body extension on the market
since 1979. It affected fashion through all the following decade: the Sony Walkman,
that made music not only portable (as the forty-five-rpm record player already
did), but in a certain way (and for the first time) wearable, like a stylish accessory (Fig. 5). It was a decisive innovation, perhaps beyond the expectations of
those who conceived it. It was that which, within twenty years, through the search
for sound purity (Portable CD Players) and the unrestrained run to design everything smaller and minimal (against an ever-increasing demand for storage capacity), led in 2001 to the feat of the iPod—and to the first era-defining Steve Jobs’
pitch at the Apple music event—which marked the beginning of the millennium
and made music itself just a tiny drop in the flood of applications of the then upcoming iPhone (2007) [16].
In 1989, following music, it was interactivity and games that required a bodily
extension so that an indefinite number of contents could ‘walk’ along with the
players. The portable console, the Nintendo Game Boy, was born (Fig. 6), and it
was an exceptional leap from home stations and arcade cabinets [17].

The complexity, if not the inability, to foresee the physical and ethical consequences of wide diffusion of a technological innovation
(especially when radical) has been discussed since the 80s—and at the origin of the popular Collingridge’s dilemma (D. Collingridge, The Social Control of Technology, St. Martin’s Press, London 1980). Accurate on this regard is the chapter The Motivation of
ISR: The D-E-R Gridlock from the paper Five Principle of Integrative Social Robotics by Seibt, Flensborg Damholdt, Vestergaard (2018).
5
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One of the consequences of miniaturization (and the perfection of technologies) is
the transformation of complex devices for hospital routines into objects of almost
daily use within everyone’s reach (Chiapponi, 2018).
By becoming mobile, devices have made it possible to extend care, to take it to
where the patient lives, minimizing travel and costs.
The present supply of remote health services has made telemedicine familiar to us.
Born in the United States (telehealth), it is the answer to the request for continuous
assistance for people living in rural regions of the country (see page 27) and also
for astronauts, in orbital missions of longer and longer duration (Vella, 1985).
At the end of the 70s, in Italy, SIP (Società Italiana per l’esercizio delle telecomunicazioni) developed their first telematics electromedical device: the Cardiotelefono.
It was an electrocardiograph connected through the telephone transmitting patients’ EKG trace to the physician who records and transcribes it on paper at the
other end of the line.
Early in the 80s, following the same principle, CSELT (Centro Studi E Laboratori
Telecomunicazioni) came to develop the Teledialisi (teledialysis) (Vella, 1985).
Present-day electrocardiographs are compact, pocket-sized. They allow to monitor one’s own cardiac activity anywhere, anytime, by checking data onto the builtin display (as in Omron devices) or, more and more frequently, through smartphone app—as in Kardia by AliveCor, a very thin plate monitoring and recording
heart status by two fingers pressure, while the app shares information with the
physician (Fig. 7) [18, 19].
It is a sign of the times: most portable devices are handled today by smartphone
applications.
The app becomes the platform through which an extended service is provided, not
just showing the detected data. Users can monitor chronological changes, the fluctuation of their condition, and understand when it is time to activate the device.
In the Omron Evolv, for example (a portable, ultralight pressure meter) the app
‘counsels’ the user on the wiser moments to measure, then processes traces, and
evaluates progresses [20]. The glucose meters and the entire iHealth product line
base their mission on the very same principle (Fig. 8) [21].

Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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T

he pacemaker (electronic device for the stimulation of cardiac contraction) is one
of the first examples of implantable medical devices.
Before becoming implantable, it went through a tortuous evolution (Aquilina, 2006).
The first very voluminous example was developed in the early 1950s by engineer
John Hopps. The cardiologist Paul Zoll carried on the work, making the device a
‘tabletop appliance’. It was Earl Bakken, an electronic engineer and founder of
Medtronic, who developed the first compact and wearable model: an innovation
which earned him the merit of ushering in the era of medical electronics. It was only
in 1958, however, that the pacemaker became ‘fully surgically implantable’. Surgeon Ake Senning and doctor Rune Elmqvist perfected the procedure. It had a diameter of 55 millimeters, thickness of 16.
Innovation and miniaturization deliver it to us even smaller, and, of course, monitorable with smartphone applications (e.g., Azure, Medtronic) [22].
The evolution of the pacemaker is accompanied by that of the implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, or ICD, a device for the treatment of ventricular arrhythmias
for patients who have survived a cardiac arrest.
First developed by Polish cardiologist Michel Mirowski in the late 1960s (Glikson &
Friedman, 2001), like the pacemaker it has become thinner and more efficient over the
years. Today, in the most advanced models, the entire implantable body (which
includes battery, memory, circuits, and microprocessor) has a volume of no more
than 27 ccs and a weight of about 60 grams.
Belonging to the same category, and equally common, is the cochlear implant (bionic ear). It consists of only two elements: an external wearable microphone (behind the ear, connected to a transmitter and a sound processor) and an internal
implant (surgically grafted) that receives the signal and processes it into electrical
impulses transmitted directly to the auditory nerve [23].
Stimulation of the brain nerves through implantable electrodes has also given satisfactory results in the treatment of epilepsy’s, depression’s and Parkinson’s Disease’s symptoms (Jalili et al., 2017).
Implantable RFID microchips, radio frequency identification devices, have been
used for animal recognition since the 1990s. Their (potential) subcutaneous use in
humans (for monitoring crime) has been debated for years and still raises understandable social and ethical controversies (Kumar, 2008).
Still, the medical field remains to date the most prominent for implants’ application, thanks to the study of nanotechnology. Injectable nanorobots into the venous
system are being tested and trained to recognize the target molecules of terminal
infections (for early diagnosis and treatments), and some of these (respirocytes,
microbivores, and clottocytes) are designed to act as artificial blood substitutes
(Manjunath & Kishore, 2014).
Ingestible technologies (introduced into the body by swallowing) have been studied for some decades, proving to be a clinical tool of great potential (Bettinger, 2018).
In the late 1980s, NASA developed a unique biomedical device to scan body temperature: the ingestible thermal monitoring system (Cutchis, Hogrefe, & Lesho, 1988). It is as
large as a pill, detects data, and transmits them to an external receiver through
magnetic inductive telemetry.
Researchers at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and Monash University have more recently developed a capsule for monitoring the intestinal tract
(Kalantar-Zadeh et al., 2018), it can probe gases and analyze intestinal microbiota.
It is a promising exploration and could provide data to check the effects of diets
and drug therapies, but also anticipate cancer diagnoses.
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Body extensions
3. implantable
(and ingestible)

Wearable body
extensions (4)
Adhere
Adorn
Serve

W

earable devices are those which allow us to manage our body freely, without committing hands, or disrupting normal mobility. By their very nature
(adorning bodies), over time they have been co-opted by the fashion and style industries worldwide, playing today a relevant part in the constitution of social identities.
With the coming of computer science and miniaturization, electronics have pervaded everyday life, becoming ever closer to the body, to the skin (in some cases,
going beneath the skin) (Tamminen & Holmgren, 2016).
In the mid-eighties, the cyberpunk culture (in the fictional thoughts of William
Gibson, Bruce Sterling, Donna Haraway) theorized the evolution of humans as cybernetic organisms, hybrid creatures of living organ and machine. That was the time
when technology started to be perceived as a medium to alter, extend, and increase:
a crucial tool for personal empowerment (Mann, 1998).
Suits and virtual reality goggles mold the playful-sexual imaginary of the past
century’s last years: installations, rather than clothing, to transport users (once
their movements are captured and digitalized) far beyond reality.
In the new century, orientation seems to reverse. The wearable technological
object no longer escapes reality. On the contrary, it absorbs every manifestation
of it. It records data and sensory stimuli to process them for the wearer’s benefit.

Wearable
electronics
and computers
(wrist, skin, head)

T

he (semantic) difference between wearable computers and wearable electronics
lies only in the combination of available functions (conventionally much
larger if we speak of computers).
They are the first generation of computer devices assembled in such a way to be
worn, easily transported hands-free, and ready to use at any time and place
(Malmivaara, 2009). They mimic the performance of a laptop, but with components disassembled and redistributed on separate areas of the body.
The archetype was the Roulette predictor developed in 1961 by American mathematicians Edward Thorp and Claude Shannon (Thorp, 1998). The system involved a processor hidden in a pack of cigarettes, a switch in a shoe, and an earpiece. The intent
was to show how an electronic calculator, under certain conditions, could predict
the number in which the ball stops. They tested it at the Riviera Casino in Las Vegas
in the summer of 1961. It was reliable for only 44% of the bets, did not prove to be
effective, but gained the credit as the first wearable computer in history (Fig. 9).
But the real noble father of wearable computers was Steve Mann (Canadian, Ph. D at
MIT in Boston) who, between the late 70s and early 80s, designed and upgraded
his Existential Computer (Mann, 1997). Conceived for visual art objectives, it initially consisted in an image-capturing helmet and a backpack. Over the years, thanks to miniaturization, Mann insisted on perfecting it to the point of reducing its components
to a pair of glasses (relatively discreet) and a small device secured to a belt (Fig. 10).
Mann today is known for his contribution to the development of altered/mediated
and augmented reality, and for the diffusion of the WearCam as a personal security
system. He was the first to use the term Sousveillance6 (Mann, 2004) referring to wearable video-surveillance devices as an alternative to traditional fixed camera systems. According to Mann, those kind of wearables (especially if coordinated between themselves and linked with home computers—SafetyNet) will prove to be
both effective tools and preventive deterrents against crime (in many countries
around the world, in fact, police enforcements started using them as a rule).
Along with his group of researchers at the MIT Media Lab, who at the time called
themselves Cyborgs, Mann was seen by colleagues as a freakish inventor maniacally attached to his cyborg creations to the point that he could hardly ever take
them off (Fig. 11) [24]. Ultimately, he was recognized as the pioneer of wearable
technologies we know today: smartwatches, Google Glass, and smart clothing.

From the French word sous (below) in opposite to sur (above), meaning a watching system recording at eye level (from below),
instead of the usual ones where cameras are secured to high spots.
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Although Mann’s work is almost exclusively (and obsessively) focused on electronic and computer contents—paying very little attention to aesthetics—it has a
deep affinity with Design and its goals.
Mann’s implicit aim is to adapt technology to humans in the most organic way
possible, serving their needs in the most rational way.
His idea, as explained in the essay presented at the First International Conference
on Wearable Computing in 1998 (ICWC, Fairfax, VA), is to create a new form of
synergy between man and processor that no longer requires the use of hands (as
in laptops and PDAs). A synergy made possible by
always ready to use wearables, which can establish
a long-term adaptation with the body (Mann, 1998).

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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This is an idea which the Xybernaut Corporation (Chantilly, Virginia) attempted
to embrace (with difficulty) in 1994 when they launched the Mobile Assistant (Fig.
12), the first wearable computer marketed. It was conceived for personal and professional use, with the option of installing dedicated software.
It was not as successful as expected. The user complained about heaviness, bulk,
and the fatuity of the charge. Xybernaut tried to update it with more wearable
adjustments. They released MA IV in 1999 (display and camera mounted on headphones, and battery and electronics in a vest with cable glands and pockets) and
POMA in 2002 (same instruments, much more discreet) (Fig. 13 and 14). One year
later, the company declared bankruptcy.
The serious mistake—said Thad Starner, one of the historical Cyborgs of MIT, in
an interview with The Outline—is having neglected one of the basics of wearable
computers: the user experience [25]. Dealing with Xybernaut products, one must always handle a mouse to surf across the interface. In figure 12, the woman (wearing
the first mobile assistant) calls the lift with the left hand, while the right moves the
cursor over the tool aside. In figure 14, the left hand is still held to a remote control.
Eight years have passed, and the human-machine interaction has remained quite
the same. Externally, the system suggests a dynamic use, and yet the control mapping insist to be like a desk-computer’s one. This has unavoidably spoiled the user
experience.
In 2006, Eurotech (Italy) launched the first wrist-wearable computer, Zypad WL
1000 (Fig. 15) a personal digital assistant (PDA) for professional use, and this time
the response is positive (albeit limited to industry, logistics, health, and public
safety). There is no impediment to movement, sight and hands remain free, and
interaction is intuitive and prompt (the user acts on the touchable screen with a
pen, as in today’s notes devices).

Fig. 12

Fig. 14
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Fig. 13

Fig. 15

From rigid and voluminous, technologies become small, light, more flexible. The
wrist is the body region chosen for innovation.
The watch stops being just a watch. In 1972, Hamilton produced a fully electronic
model, Pulsar P1 (Stephens & Dennis, 2000). That was the very first consumer product in
the wearable electronics category.
A tight competition begins. Casio responds with the Game-10, with an integrated
video game, and the C-80 Calculator-watch. Sinclair raises the bar with a FM wristwatch Radio, and Seiko with the TV-watch.
Along comes Microsoft (partnered with Timex) to produce the Data Link 150:
through an optical sensor it is now possible to transfer data from the computer to
the watch (and vice versa).
Then, Seiko’s Ruputer and the IBM Linux Watch were launched, two years before
Casio released the very first model with an integrated camera (Wrist Camera).
Finally, in 2015, the Apple Watch series 1 broke into the market [26, 27, 28]. The watch
completed its (first?) evolution. Smartwatches are born: the full transition from wrist
wearable electronics to wrist wearable computers is accomplished. The device connects to your smartphone, receives messages and phone calls, displays email, installs and launches applications, monitors physical activity, and makes payments.
That was the time when even fitness trackers appeared in the market (sports targeted, more limited in functions). The developers’ intended goal was to monitor
performance and assist the user in individual healthy activities. They detect physiological and motion data to be processed on synchronized media (smartphone,
laptop, tablet). They do not offer the chance to install applications and the information shown on the display is reduced to a minimum (date, time, pulse, steps,
calories burned, sleep quality), if not zero (in models without display, like Jawbone
and Fitbit) (Chuah et al., 2016).
Wrist health-monitoring is a longtime practice, actually.
It was Polar, in 1983, who launched the first wireless heart-rate monitor: the Sport
Tester PE2000 (Friel, 2006). A radio frequency strap had to be worn around the chest
and connected to the wrist support that displayed the heart beats (forty years later,
the company still supplies chest heart rate sensors).
With the Shine2 tracker, Misfit tried to change the trend and designed variants to
be adapted to necklace (belt clip, in the 2013 original model) [29].7
Nonetheless, in terms of affordance and fit, wrist devices kept dominating the
market at the end of the last decade (CCS Insight, 2016).
Smartwatch and fitness trackers have been riding the health trend spreading across
world’s wealthiest communities for over a decade. A tendency that seems addressed to be empowered, fueled by the constant (frantic, competitive) update of
those same well-being technologies toward which, in the beginning, companies
committed themselves for basic profit.
The most recent wearable computers promote the interest of individuals towards healthier lifestyles, making them increasingly inclined to wear those
very devices that, with a greater reliability, guarantee traceability of vital parameters and recreational routines (Nelson, Verhagen, & Noordzij, 2016). The nature (and
the design) of the feedback returned by these devices, on which users chose to
rely, will inevitably influence their behavior making them more or less motivated to achieve the proposed (or imposed?) objectives (Achterkamp & Hermens, 2015).

The model did not meet with public favor, and by the end of the 10s the necklaces to hold the device were withdrawn from
production and the pendant modules adapted to bracelet supports only.
7
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Patch technologies are also at the service of health (and not only).
E-patches are electronics designed to record motion and vital parameters, and can be
sensor patches
tiny devices fixed to the skin by disposable band aid;
or e-tattoos
adhesive strips with integrated sensors, or, as in the case of DuoSkin (developed by MIT
Media Lab and Microsoft Research), actual ‘adhesive circuits’ (Kao, et al., 2016; Seneviratne et
al., 2017) (Fig. 16).

On the market since 2017, VitalPatch by VitalConnect [30] is an example of sensor
patch capable of recording heart activity, breathing, temperature, posture, motion,
and falls. Others were developed to release medications by transdermal route, like
Neulasta Onpro [31] for post-chemotherapy home dressings, or the OmniPod Insulin
Management System which, connected via Bluetooth to the smartphone app, keeps
constant monitoring of the insulin administration [32].
Among e-tattoos, the most versatile ones, thanks to the very thin integrated antenna circuits, already allow data exchange and payments in NFC.
Descending from Mann’s prototypes, also head-mounted devices can be efficient
assistive (wearable) technologies.
This is the case for digital eyewear eSight, designed to serve visually impaired people by re-projecting the reality captured by an integrated micro-camera onto special
intelligent lenses [33]. Or also, the digital navigation assistants in the market in recent
years, that guide able-bodied people to experience reality enriching it with extra
contents—enhancing it, in a sort of way (like Google Glass or Microsoft HoloLens).
Head-mounted technology is also used in the ongoing Emotiv EPOC+ research project at the Center for Design and Health at the University of Virginia. It is an electroencephalographic wireless device for studying neural activation in people over 65
in response to changes in the urban context (Neale et al., 2017) [34]. Through wireless EEG,
it aims at measuring the oscillation of involvement, agitation, and frustration. A
sort of thermometer for the elderly’s mood (hence, for their health) while moving
through different architectural spaces and visual and sound stimuli (an object of
interest for gerotechnology and designers who want to support it).
In 2014, as per a similar principle—the recording of brain activity, stress, and anxiety—Muse was marketed: the head-mounted device launched by its designers as
the brain sensing headband [35]. Controlled via app, it claims to processes brain waves
and returns sounds in headphones to modify their flow as desired.
Ultimately, they promise the amplification of serenity (and productivity, if utilized
in a business context and set to detect and lessen distractions) (Alrige & Chatterjee, 2015).

Fig. 16
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T

he first discussions about smart clothing began in the 1980s, the decade in
which technology was for the first time elevated to a tool for personal empowerment (see page 54). Nevertheless, the first affordable item of clothing which media and consumers (perhaps with premature enthusiasm) hailed as smart, appeared in stores in 2000. It was the ICD+ Jacket (Fig. 17), result of the partnership
between Levi’s and Philips (at the time, leading companies in their sectors). The
model was designed to integrate two of the most popular portable electronic devices of those years (mobile phone and Mp3 player) so that with pockets and fairleads they connect to a single external control module capable to manage both
calls and playlists [36]. Throughout the years, defining ‘smart clothing’ a product
with such coarse features, seems almost a contradiction—its usability is anything
but smart: using the two devices separately is far more practical (and all the electronics, in fact, remain a separate part from the clothing itself). It is, however, the
first product on the market to purposely combine fashion and electronics, perhaps
unsuccessfully, but inspiring future research in the sector.
It is in fact along the same lines—on the same principle of integration between the
controls of a music player and a wearable product—that in 2003 Apple and Burton
launched the Burton Amp Jacket: a snowboarding jacket with integrated iPod [37]. In
this case the fusion is clearer: the hands must not hold commands, interactions are
all arranged by the ‘soft-switch keypad’ on the sleeve (Fig. 18).
However, what we can effectively consider to be the first example of smart clothing
is the Cyberia Survival Suit, a tool for survival of those who work alone in hostile
environments. It was a research project of two Finnish universities (in collaboration
with Reima Ltd). Objective: to design a garment which is comfortable, easy to move
in, geolocalized, and capable to keep a constant register of vital functions.
The final prototype dresses the body in an undeniably intelligent way. It monitors
heartbeat, temperature, humidity, posture, movement, and impact shocks. In addition, through its ‘yo-yo user interface’, it allows sending SMS and rescue calls
(Malmivaara, 2009).

Fig. 17

Fig. 18
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Smart clothing
From the origins—

—to the e-textiles

I

n 1996 the Georgia Institute of Technology and the Defense Advanced Research
Project Agency (DARPA, USA) began to develop a vest with integrated conductive fibers for the physiological monitoring of soldiers and the detection of gunshot wounds: The Wearable Motherboard.
The project was made public five years later, in 2001, presented by Sensatex under
the new name of SmartShirt, and its technology immediately showed potential in
civilian fields (health, above all—those are the same years the experimentation of
smart clothing in sports and medical sectors also began) (Suh, Carroll, & Cassill, 2010).
SmartShirt was the first product which effectively weaved textile and electronics
and allowed for the origin of the research branch we call e-textiles.
Textile and electronics companies began to collaborate. The first sensorized sports
products were tested.
In 2005, Numetrex and Polar developed Sports Bra, a women’s top with cardiac
monitoring [38]. In 2014, Ralph Lauren presented Polo Tech Shirt (Fig. 19), in collaboration with OMSignal (specialized in biometric wearable devices) [39]. It is a fully
sensorized t-shirt with biosensitive silver threads interwoven within the fabric. It
records vital parameters detecting stress and strain and returns real-time feedback
through the smartphone app (suggesting moderation if needed). It was worn by
some tennis players at the US Open in the same year of its release [40].
Same year in which Sensoria (already a manufacturer of sensor-woven jerseys)
put its intelligent socks (Fig. 20) into the hi-tech sportswear market, for monitoring
the pace, speed, and foot posture during running [41].
A technology that was soon welcomed by the health sector:
“Often without realizing it, patients use small tricks to avoid putting weight on the damaged
leg, such as pushing on their toes or heels. These are subtle movements that can escape the human
eye even on a traditional visit. SoPhy visualization clearly shows whether the patient is loading
the weight on the injured leg and which part, front, side, or heel.” Dr. Deepti Aggarwal, honorary fellow at the Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne 2018, on the SoPhy trial, smart
socks for medical use for remote monitoring of physiotherapy patients [42].

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Not dissimilar technologies and purposes (minimum formal encumbrance for
an increasingly detailed biometric recording) will mark out the sector’s innovations in the years to come. Same composition logic (a conductive thread woven
into fabric and an external rigid data processor linked through conductive buttons), same end: to monitor and assist the body they dress. Extending not only
its shape, but also—and above all—its functions.
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T

he previous pages shed light on a limited number of innovations (the most
relevant to this specific path of analysis). They do not have the presumption
to embrace the entire catalogue, present and past, of wearable technologies. The
market offers a surprising variety of them, each with its own destination, functionality, and fit.
In 2017 Beecham Research, in a commendable synthesis effort, tried to divide the
eight primary areas of application (the effort was well represented in Figure 21).

Fig. 21

One of the implicit aims of this text is to probe where in the future these divisions
would prove to be milder, more permeable. When and how, for example, wellness
and fashion (or medicine and glamour, sports and safety) would get together and
contribute to the industrial manufacturing of truly intelligent artifacts: products
that will eventually be capable to inter-legere, meaning in Latin reading between the
lines—in this case, reading between the lines of humans’ routines and reshaping
them for their own good.
We have seen how twenty years have passed since the first time we dealt with
bodies dressed in technology, with fabrics interwoven with movement probes
and temperature and pulse detectors. What can we expect for the next twenty?
Rather than waiting for the mutation in technology, couldn’t Design simply
participate in it—meaning, actively animate the stages of the ongoing transition? In other words, could Design, in concrete terms, influence the evolution
of wearables?
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Marking out
(a designer’s
perspective)

Today
Tomorrow

T

he primitive, simple function of the garment (protect and preserve the body) has
itself experienced an evolution. The garment has become a medium (of identity,
sex, religion, culture, and class). The dress is the most intimate surface after the
epidermis, the second skin to which to attribute values and functions greater than
simply dressing and communicating (McLuhan, 1964; Uğur, 2013). Besides being a means
of body expression, it is in fact an extension of the body (Fortunati, Katz, & Riccini, 2002).
With the incorporation of technology, the formal direction of this evolution seems
clear. In today’s smart clothing, what is still solid is reduced to an infinitesimal
processor and what is flexible is already a breathable membrane, second skin
shaped to absorb what the body radiates and translate it into computable data.
The research agenda aims for this: to make electronics tight and fluid, like fabric in fact.
Nanoscience (that is already relied on in civil engineering field, thermal building,
and surgery) is watched with interest by fashion houses and glamour—the conductive weft thread has been a reality since 2011, while transistors became simple
cotton knots:
“We have achieved this by developing an innovative technique for coating cotton threads with a
very fine layer of gold nanoparticles and conductive and semiconductive polymers. […] Transistors are presented as simple cotton threads and can be connected to each other or to other cotton
components by simple knots or weaving processes normally used for cotton.” Beatrice Fabroni,
Full Professor of Physics of Matter, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University
of Bologna, 2011 [43].

Clothing can therefore mold itself onto our skin like a highway of electric impulses, terabyte of information. The same fate will likely befall to the processor of
this information, the heart of the device. It will also have to become epidermal.
However, the thinning of weight and shape, the exaggeration of pliability (and
liquidity), might not be the most significant goals on the horizon of intelligent
wearables. Instead, it will be their becoming active. No longer will they simply
be readers, or biometric data processors (which are still passive, in a sense), they
will be dynamic correctors: physical assistants. Educators, in short, tutors of the
body and its health.
In this sense, referring to the heart of this research, it can be deduced that the
elderly population (which is increasing) is, and will be, the ideal target of this
evolving technology. They will be the demographic group who, due to necessity
rather than fashion, will make the most interested use of it. They will probe
benefits and defects and suggest course corrections if needed, marking eventually the product’s success or oblivion.
Applying to this field, designers will be required to maintain participatory contact
with this demographic segment, recording its needs (personal and communal, social, and sanitary—see Chapter 1.2) and, for as far as possible, with use of imagination, also recognizing themselves as part of that same segment in a possible future… Imagine wearing your own personal smart suit. Made of valuable fabric,
which dresses your ageing body with decorum. Which keeps you warm if you’re
cold (even when you don’t realize you’re cold). Which refreshes you when you
need it. Which will not suggest how to correct posture but corrects it by itself.
Which does not assist balance but makes it natural to maintain it: which makes
the pace fluid (opposing the mechanics of gravity if necessary) because walker or
orthopedic bulky objects won’t be needed anymore. You will feel reassured by that
suit of yours, and confident, without the anxiety of falling.
A suit that eventually is supposed to become a learning machine and read between
the ‘mood lines’ of those who wear it.
A ‘second skin’ in which to live and be cared for—carelessly.
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Technical devices that are added to our body (or inserted into it) in order to aid or replace an
organ whose functionality, due to congenital or acquired defects, is compromised.

This is how Maldonado defined prostheses8 (2002) inviting us to observe how with
the passing of time, the human body has become increasingly prosthetic, because
more and more technical devices offer to serve it.
And so, one could imagine our outfit for tomorrow: almost prosthetic, an intelligent
aid.

These are but visions, prospects. Destined to be just that if we don’t try and emancipate them with the validation of scientific data and the support of engineering
tools (the ones available today, not just the ones we hope for tomorrow).
Most likely, research on smarter and smarter clothing as a diagnostic and health
monitoring instruments will have to be accompanied by research on the harvesting
of energy emitted by our bodies (thermal and kinetic) as a power source for etextiles themselves.
This is to finally cope with these products’ great weaknesses: batteries’ size and
durability (Morabito, 2016).
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When clothing becomes functional
A selection of experimental designs, a map for the future

If a machine is expected to be infallible,
it cannot also be intelligent.
A Turing
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L

et us briefly return to the physiology notes that began the research (see page
21). About capacity and functional decline:
Functional ability is what makes individuals live dignified lives. It is interaction between
our physical-mental abilities and the environment, what ‘enables’ us to be satisfied, autonomous, and mobile, and create and maintain relationships to be non-passive parts of
society.
Ageing is a natural process, not similar nor linear for everyone. It is conditioned by one’s
habits and surroundings throughout life (Steves, Spector, & Jackson, 2012). On a biological level,
it means accumulating increasing amounts of damaged molecules that restrain physiological and homeostatic capacities (WHO, 2015). This makes everyone prone to disabilities
and chronic illnesses as a direct or indirect result of motor, sensory and cognitive decline.
Which means that, throughout our life, time gradually disables each component of our
organism making it vulnerable to the environment and the aggression of disease.
MOTOR FUNCTIONALITY is the first to suffer from age. Bone density and muscle mass

regress, myoskeletal structure wears down (osteopenia, sarcopenia) (Cruz-Jentoft et al.,
2010), and so does the molecular structure of cartilaginous tissues making joints rigid
and fragile (Novelli, Costa, & Souza, 2012) and compromising gait and pace (Studenski et al.,
2011). The more the system ages, the more unstable it becomes. The risk of falling and
fracture increases, especially for females.

The fogging of SENSORY FUNCTIONALITY is well known. In 2016, the Global Burden
of Disease Project (Institute of Health Metrics and Evaluation) estimated sensory
disability to be the most common condition among people over 60 [44]. Loss of eyesight (presbyopia, cataracts) along with hearing loss (due to ageing of the cochlea,
genetic disposition, or prolonged exposure to loud noises) strongly affect quality of
life. They are followed by loss of autonomy, social isolation, depression, and cognitive decline (Parham et al., 2010).
The decline of the COGNITIVE FUNCTIONALITY changes from person to person. For
some the onset is recorded at a young age with first drops in memory and speed of
information processing. It is conditioned by several factors: socio-economic status,
lifestyle, use of drugs, presence of chronic diseases. In 2015, 47 million people in the
world suffered from dementia. In 2030 they are estimated to exceed 75 million. This
is a disability of great social impact due to its burden to individuals, families, and
health support systems (WHO, 2015).

Medical research and pharmacology (and more recently bioengineering) have always been devoted to understanding and opposing functional decline (motor, sensory, and cognitive). Their commitment led to the increase in life expectancy and
the need for the ‘new global welfare design’ that has been discussed in Chapter 1.1.
Even if participating in the developing of new products for sensory recovery (the
eSight mentioned previously, for example, or the wearables that will soon be described), it is mostly to the support of motor functionality that Design has devoted
interest.
Designing for, around, on (and sometimes even inside) a body in pain is a difficult
but also viable challenge—and exciting, in some ways.
So is designing for a mind in pain, of course. However, though acknowledging
certain efforts (like the cited UVa’s experimental Emotiv EPOC+ on page 58), it is
pharmacology, genetic, and neurological medicine that best measures that delicate research perimeter.
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Difficult
but viable road

Medicine also looks at advanced solutions for motor dysfunctions, of course.
And maybe in a not-too-distant future it will prove to be effective in healing (or
regenerating) from within what designers aim to assist from the outside.
Though, the point is: while waiting for that future to manifest, Design has the
chance to rework, or better reshape, the state of the art of technology and make
it respond in a way that is ready-to-use (and sustainable, and human) to the
present demand (increasingly present, as per the cited data).
A chance which is also a declaration of intent: while waiting for Medicine to
make tomorrow’s treatments accessible, to redesign today’s technology and
make it accessible for those seeking treatment.
In the following paragraphs we will try and understand through which design
paths—and with which advisable course-corrections—intelligent clothes could
provide answers to that demand.
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I

n the beginning, it is useful to consider the attempts made to assign these emergent technologies (still in turmoil, and ‘elusive’ in some ways) a clear analytical
perimeter—to better assess the potential and make better use of them. To do so,
science has tried to typify them according to different ‘classes of intelligence’.

Compensating
or remedying
functional deficits

In Smart fibers, fabrics and clothing (from 2001, when the theme was almost unexplored) Xiaming Tao classified smart fabrics as

How ‘smart’
must a garment be
to respond to
this need

fiber wefts capable of sensing and reacting.

The different reactive potential defined the category. Which, according to her, are
three:
passive smart textiles (also called first generation)
that ‘sense’ and record external information (thus, behaving like actual sensors);
active smart textiles
that sense and ‘react’ by changing their features (shape, color, thermal and electrical
resistance);
very smart textiles (the most advanced)
that sense and ‘intelligently’ react—’adapting’ to perform pre-programmed functions.

In twenty years, Tao’s paper has been discussed and revised.
In Smart Textiles and their Applications, Koncar (2016) reduced the classification to only
the first two categories, by including into passive smart those textiles susceptible only
to contractions or expansions in response to stimuli (he refers to fabrics woven
with shape-memory alloys and hydrophilic and hydrophobic materials). In the
active smart category, on the other hand, he brings together all those able to ‘sense’
the environment (temperature, light intensity, pollution) and react by processing
the information through integrated actuators (LEDs, vibration devices).
Koncar’s classification, more linear than Tao’s, would cut the third category, very
smart, which instead Rebeccah Pailes-Friedman (in the same year) acknowledged
for its decisive and distinctive nature.
In her opinion, that specific category of textiles—in which the ability to react is upgraded by the ‘intelligence’ of reaction (which means not just luminous or vibrating
feedback, but a kinetic-reactive process resulted from computational ‘reasoning’)—
is one of the most dynamic and stimulating topic among wearables’ studies, which
in fact is leading the flourishing of brand-new generations of products. It is the
same category in which today we include ‘mutating’ wearables interwoven with
shape-memory alloys, smart polymers, smart fluids, and smart composite materials (Pailes-Friedman, 2016).
Considering the listed notions, we could say that, to date, smart clothing on trial
for functional deficits’ treatment pertains almost exclusively to the second category, the active smart (as most sports models mentioned in the previous chapter).
These kind of products sense data (from the environment and body), store them,
process them, and react to them by forwarding feedback (haptic, visual, and
sound) to the wearer and/or those entrusted with receiving it (ward nurses, caregivers, family members).
In any case, we are talking about categories that innovation makes fluid and, as
we will see, some prototypes are completely out of those—or share more than one.
Certainly, whoever proposes to fashion for any of these classes of clothing, before
the levels of intelligence, will have to evaluate the design solutions which better
guarantee the comfort fit. If the user is resistant to wearing it, whatever its level
of intelligence, the product will have disregarded its function.
Considering this, let us look at some models for motor assistance and fall prevention (central theme of this thesis) and weigh their efficacy and wearability.
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Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Fig. 24
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T

o make our (first) point, we shall consider in the beginning two design examples which are both quite recent.

For a start, PUP (Patient is UP) Smart Socks, designed in 2018 by the Palarum LLC
start-up for hospitalized bedridden people [45] (Fig. 22).
Concept and function are simple and effective. A Bluetooth connected bracelet
vibrates and transmits identity and location of patients at risk alerting the nearest
nurse the moment their feet touch the ground.
Sewn into the sock’s fabric, conductive threads link plantar pressure sensors to the
data processor at the ankle. This makes the product rightfully belong to the active
smart category. Yet, we note how the ‘disjointed’ design arrangement observed in
Tech Shirt and Smart Socks (on page 60) persists. To ensure data processing and
feedback, the conductive threads converge to a rigid device which is dissonant to
the anatomical outlines.
Providing protection for sensors and batteries (ensuring their durability) still results into the integration of hard attachments, meaning more weight and flaws in
the design smoothness.
Researchers at the Center for Assistive Technology and Connected Healthcare
(University of Sheffield) have tried to overcome this limit by developing a fallprotection/detection garment (Easton et al., 2017) which combines assistive elements
and electronics housing (Fig. 23)—and which is the second example we intended
to consider.
Again, the idea was simple. They designed a pair of pants which incorporate two
Armourgel pads (a soft material that stiffens in response to shocks and then slowly
returns to its original state) at hip height, the sensitive area for fractures.
What makes the product smart (passive according to Koncar, and very, as we will
see, according to Tao) is not the presence of the reactive material, but the use they
made of it as a shield for electronics and their functions—that is, to detect gait flaws,
abnormal oscillations and falls, and forward emergency calls through smartphone.
These are but two examples, and yet enough to make a consistent issue emerge
about design and cast doubt on commercial viability (see page 121):
The bulk of attachments is perhaps the big obstacle to wide distribution (Dunne, 2010).
Until 2017, Smart clothing represented less than 1% of wearables on the market
(Hanuska et al., 2017). The percentage will increase if designers commit to conceive ‘softer’
items—stiffness discourages the average wearer (Dunne, 2010; Perry et al., 2017)—also taking
affordability into account as well as the quality of functions (Perry et al., 2017).
Manufacturing costs, in fact, continue to make these products unaffordable to most
people and confine them to limited targets and sectors (medical and sports).
While the concept of ‘wearable technology’ is assimilated in the present (there are
many types on sale) it is hard to see intelligent garments being worn in everyday life.
Nonetheless, since 2010, when Lucy Dunne pointed out those issues, advancements in making electronics more wearable (flexible and finer) have been noteworthy (Nag, Mukhopadhyay, & Kosel, 2017).
Flexible circuits (or Planar Fashionable Circuit Boards) are no longer a novelty. Their
application in the acquisition of ECG dates back to 2009 (Yoo et al., 2009).
And not only circuit boards, but also sensors and batteries can be lightened and
‘molded’ (Gaikwad et al., 2013; Nag et al., 2017).
In 2018, a Slovenian project used a prototype of flexible printed batteries as a power
source for a wearable fall-detection system (Uran & Geršak, 2018). They developed a pair
of women’s trousers for prolonged motor monitoring where the new technology (not
yet soft, but more ductile) is integrated at waist height in the lumbar area. A placement choice that followed thorough test sessions to ensure the best fit and the less
movement inhibition. It may be obvious, but we should insist on it: when designing on and for the body, it is essential to take wearability into account (meaning
the mixed interaction between the human anatomy and applied elements), and
more specifically (if we design everyday clothing) the dynamic wearability, that
is the interaction between the worn object and the moving body (Gemperle et al., 1998).
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Wearability
of electronics
in smart clothing
(passive, active,
very)
for motor monitoring
and fall prevention

Likely, to satisfy most users (with personal and very different pathologies, or even
just phobias), the real challenge for designers will not be to resize batteries and
decide to which part of the body is more convenient to attach them, more simply
will be to make them unnecessary (see page 63).
The self-powered smart suit is not a futuristic concept. Flexible solar cells weaved
into clothing (to charge portable devices) have been in the news since early 2000s
(Schubert & Werner, 2006).9 A garment, however, is not always in direct and constant contact with sunlight; it is, on the other hand, with the body, which emits radiation
continuously, meaning a source of heat energy ready to be turned into electricity.
In 2015, minding this simple fact, researchers at the ASSIST (Advanced Self-Powered Systems of Integrated Sensors and Technologies center, NC State University)
developed a wearable device for monitoring vital parameters (flexible and selfpowered) that absorbs thermal and kinetic energy from the body and converts it
into electrical (Misra et al., 2015).
This is currently the most promising vision (and perspective) for the development
of this type of products, a sort of virtuous circle of power with no need of rigid
attachments.
Which means, clothing with a flowing fit, so intelligent to collect the (otherwise
lost) emissions of our organism and process them into the constant monitoring of
our own well-being.

Fig. 25

Fig. 26

Fig. 27

9

In her 2016 collection, fashion designer Pauline Van Dongen makes it her hallmark (Fig. 24) [46].
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onitoring our health can be enhanced by an alerting system that tells us
when and how to contrast its loss.
This is the case in which the active smart becomes (re)educational.

Balance, posture
and proprioception

Balance decline obviously increases the fall risk (Najafi et al., 2010).
Posture control, as we have seen (on page 33), is fundamental to move with a sense
of safety (and independently). And we also have seen how much in old age the
body yields to structural deformations (as spinal kyphosis, for example, which
moves the center of gravity forward, increasingly exposing to risks of tripping and
falling) (Hsu et al., 2014; Maejima et al., 2004). This is why re-education for a proper alignment
is widely recognized as a primary prevention tool (Hsu et al., 2014).
Here are again a few indicative designs which aim to achieve this function.

Re-educational
smart garments
for wellness and
fall prevention

FysioPal [47] by designer Pauline van Dongen is a tank top set to release a calibrated
haptic feedback (to be persuasive and not alarming) when it feels excessive tension between head and shoulders (Fig. 25). The feedback does not exhaust the
product’s ‘intelligence’. Processed data are also stored in the smartphone app
where routines and improvements can be checked and shared.
The design objective is to re-educate the wearer by stimulating a conscious correction of posture. It was formerly conceived for people who work long hours in offices, but the concept is inclusive (design for all oriented) and with smooth adjustments could be targeted at the elderly audience.
The second example (Fig. 26), the Smart Rehabilitation Garment for Posture Monitoring
by Qi Wang, developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology, works according to the very same principle. It alerts the wearer, but this time with sound stimuli. In addition to that, the application suggests targeted corrections (Wang et al., 2015)
The third and last example of postural top garment we cite is not exactly referable
to the mentioned categories of intelligence, but worthy of attention.
Although it shares the same target audience, Posture Shirt by Active Posture [48]
(Fig. 27) differs in an interesting way. It renounces electronics (which is why we
cannot properly define it as smart). Effectiveness is exclusively committed to materials and shapes. Designers make a clever use of NeuroBand (by AlignMed, patented FDA approved material10) [49]. They sewed strips with mixed elasticity to
increase awareness of posture and induce correct alignments by activating inhibited muscles and easing neck and shoulder tension.
The design reference is the adhesive bandage technique for sports rehabilitation,
the Kinesio Taping, which, as detailed in Park and Lee’s paper on physiatry therapies (2016), is proved to impact on human proprioception, that is
the set of functions responsible for controlling the position and movement of the body, based on
information detected by peripheral receptors called proprioceptors. This information is processed
within spinal reflexes aimed at maintaining correct posture and counteracting the force of gravity.11

The dynamic principle is that of cutaneous fusimotor reflex. Through adherence and
pressure, the tape induces repeated muscles contractions under the treated area (Park
& Lee, 2016). The same research reveals how in a sample of post-stroke hemiplegic patients the application has reduced gait imbalance.
Besides overcoming charging issues (and the positioning of rigid devices), what
makes the concept interesting (even though lacking comfortable fit due to a whole
constricting effect—not always compatible with the sensitivity of older adult’s skin)
is that its effects are primarily conveyed by body receptors (proprioceptors), and not
by a conscious will.
Proprioception works separately from aware perception. It does so through mechanosensory neurons spread on the surface of the body (proprioceptors) which have
the precise function of stabilizing it, mostly in a subconscious way (Tuthill & Azim, 2018).

Posture Control and Therapy System. US Patent n. US 2018/0132543 A1 17th May 2018.
Treccani Dictionary of Medicine. http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/propriocezione_(Dictionary-of-Medicine)/. Visited: 17 October 2019.
10
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With the weakening of sensory functions, proprioception becomes fundamental for posture and balance control. After age 70, for orientation and stability,
the body tends to rely more on proprioceptive signals rather than visual and
vestibular ones (Wiesmeier, Dalin, & Maurer, 2015).
Setting our design approach on this objectivity is decisive if we aim to innovate
in the field of motor assistance (Intelliskin has taken this on board and worked on
the same Posture Shirt principle developing its own compressive technology, named
PostureCue—very similar, actually, to NeuroBand).
We shall note how the referred examples suggest a shift from conscious re-education
(and postural correction) to one that is somewhat unconscious.
We are moving towards a generation of products that no longer involves our
attention. They do not only suggest the healthiest behaviors, but somehow ‘implement’ them in our behalf.
In the future […] our clothing will significantly enhance our capabilities without requiring any
conscious thought or effort (Mann, 1996).

This was Steve Mann’s vision at the end of the last century. This is the direction
towards which the next category of smart textiles seems to project us: the third
and (at the moment) most advanced degree of intelligence, the very smart.

Towards a new
degree of intelligence

K

inetic-reactive and assistive. This is a class of clothing which not only detect and
alert, but also perform, or, more specifically, adapt to assist—doing so through
an ‘intelligent’ shape-shifting right over the body’s surface (we have seen a primitive example of that in the Armourgel trousers on page 69).
By taking up in a new way both the biological and technical concepts of muta
(in Latin corresponding to molting), we could refer to them as clothing capable
to mutate (and molt, in some way) to serve and assist. Clothing that, as much as
an animal’s molt, can naturally extend the body and—which is a further design
challenge—detach from it as naturally.
We are talking about garments for assisting in everyday tasks (ADL), where ‘assistance’ is intended as ‘re-action’, that is
adaptation and self-configuration as results of the intelligent processing (also through machine learning) of stimuli recorded under and over the wearers’ skin, without any effort
required (except the ones later prescribed as therapeutic training).

Likely, those who will benefit the most from this upcoming class of products
will be the ones who suffer from sensory and motor deficits. Conditions to
which ageing eventually casts us all with fair indifference.
While waiting for a pharmaceutical panacea, speaking of assistive surrogates,
the research on garments which prove to have the right degree of intelligence
to be acknowledged as such, is still uncharted waters—and for this reason very
much intriguing for designers.
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he umbrella term assistive technology covers any category of devices or systems
which allow individuals to perform activities for which they are physically impaired, or in less severe cases, to perform them more easily and safely (Cowan & TurnerSmith, 1999). It may refer to both basic and advanced technologies designed to remedy
sensory and motor defects, like Braille equipment, hearing aids, flashing lights,
chairs, crutches, walkers, walking canes, prostheses (and the other portable and
prosthetic body extensions cited in the previous chapter). Also, it may refer to
devices designed to make everyday life more ‘accessible’, like automated beds and
armchairs, stair lifts, bathroom lifts, handles and handrails, re-adapted furniture,
utensils, crockery, and specialized cutlery.
Even if knowledge (hence confidence) is still limited, all the intelligent garments
designed to alleviate, balance, or neutralize functional deficits, aim to be hosted
under the same umbrella.
Interesting samples have already been achieved. Not perfected, mainly, but together they light the way to something which appears to be more and more at
hand.
Let us observe, thus, some noteworthy prototypes of sensory assistive devices.

Fig. 28

We shall start from 2016, when, inspired by robots’ kinetic programming, the University of Lille (FR) ‘weaved’ the first anti-obstacle shirt for visually impaired people (Bahadir, Koncar, & Kalaoglu, 2016). Integrated in the abdomen, four ultrasonic sensors
measure obstacles’ size and distance (such as in UltraCane—see page 51) and send
proper notifications either to the left or the right sleeve. As the obstacle approaches, an increasing vibration indicates the direction to avoid (in the case of a
frontal encumbrance, the vibration is felt in both arms). Ultrasonic sensors, microcontrollers, and vibration motors are interconnected by a conductive thread sewn
into the shirt. They are removable (for washing) and powered by two batteries in
separate pockets.
Although of somewhat coarse design (Fig. 28) and limited to assist in enclosed
spaces (indoors, mainly), this is a conceptually interesting prototype. It applies a
level of intelligence which is discreet (active smart) and above all updateable: gradual upgrades in data collection and processing could allow the same design to
deliver way more articulated information (still in the form of vibrations or even
by new sorts of ‘tactile language’).
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The function
of assisting
Clothes
for the senses

It is precisely on this principle, a language of vibrations, that designer Jakob
Kilian’s work is based on.
He presented his Unfolding Space as a ‘sensory substitute for sight’.
The prototype assigns the task of seeing, and above all mapping, the surrounding
space to an active smart glove that generates a code of vibrations for the wearer’s
benefit [50]. The glove is equipped with a depth camera that produces three-dimensional images immediately re-coded by nine vibration motors on the back of
the hand.
In accordance with the theoretical study on which the concept is based, this new
way of seeing will gradually become implicit for the visually impaired. By processing information on a subconscious level, blind people might be able to ‘perceive’
space in an exhaustive way (Bach-Y-Rita, 2004) [51].
This is a bold and very optimistic perspective, nonetheless the prototype offers to
Design research a new direction. What at the moment makes it impractical (and not
so ‘wearable’) is technology itself. Components are a lot, and the hand is not enough
to support all of them. A bulky backpack is still needed (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29

In compensation for hearing deficits, we may find some resembling elements in
Sound Shirt by Cutecircuit.12 A sophisticated active smart prototype intended for
those with congenital deafness who would like to attend a live symphonic experience.
Embracing the same idea that inspired Unfolding Space (re-inventing a universal
language of vibrations, a sort of tactile Esperanto) and using integrated micro-actuators, the shirt maps and re-writes the music in real time on the wearer’s body
(translating it into haptic language). And it does it meticulously, with a surprising
degree of intelligence, by isolating the sound of each instrument and spreading it
to different areas of the body at different intensities.
In this way the violins can be felt on the arms and the drums on the back creating a fully immersive feeling for a deaf audience member, […] essentially the entire composition comes to life as a
language composed of a series of haptic (touch-like) sensations across the torso of the person
wearing the shirt (CuteCircuit) [52].

12

A London fashion house active in wearable technologies and smart textiles.
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The prototype has no cables. Each conductive component is braided into the fabric. The blue arabesques are not only figurative allusion to sound waves, but they
are also part of the microelectronic circuit itself (Fig. 30). During the concert the
shirt is Wi-Fi connected to microphones on stage together with the multi-channel
software which converts the sound of each instrument into data to be processed
and sent separately (Fig. 31).
What makes the Sound Shirt’s project remarkable is that it doesn’t aim to just ‘normalize’ the auditory deficit. It seems to go further and offer an additional benefit.
It allows something that for normal-bodied opera lovers must be essential (and
yet non always granted): not only to listen to the music, but especially to feel it.

Fig. 30

Fig. 31
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Fig. 32

In 2014, the Boulder University of Colorado introduced Flutter (Fig. 32), a wearable prototype to help hearing-impaired people to recognize alarm sources, such
as sirens, horns, and those which for threshold intensity generate amplification
glitches in common hearing aids making them ineffective in detecting sound direction (Profita, Farrow, & Correll, 2015).
Flutter is an assistive female dress, an experiment, and an exploration of possible
combinations of fashion and function.
Aesthetic decorations are the heart itself of the technology, they are the ‘cases’
both for sensors and actuators (microphones and vibration motors).
The fabric leaves on the silhouette are designed to literally ‘wave’ (hence the
name) in the direction of the sound and return a vibro-tactile signal to the body.
Imagine you are a female with severe hearing loss in one ear. You start off the day by donning
Flutter. As you walk to work, you take caution to look both ways when crossing major intersections. The crosswalk signal indicates that you have the right of way. As you step out into the
street you hear ambulance sirens, but it is difficult for you to localize the direction that they’re
coming from. Then, the portion of the garment located over the front right shoulder begins to
vibrate vehemently. As you look to the right you see the ambulance approaching and quickly
return to the sidewalk so you are out of the ambulance’s immediate path (Profita et al., 2015).

Thus, again, a form which ‘embodies’ the function by incorporating it gently. A
design approach (already embraced by the Sheffield researchers) which in this
field (wearable technologies) has almost an identity value.
The inclusion of the assistive mechanism into a more confidential shape proved
to be a primary objective.
It is not yet achieved by assistive Design, but it could be through a proper use
of nanotechnology.
When confidence becomes absolute trust, we will have reached that ‘Mannian’
degree of intelligence for which clothing takes care of us without us realizing it.
Flutter is not that ‘intelligent’, but it is a good prototype and a (potentially) lifesaving product to be worn without being a reference of impairment (as would be
a cane, a guide dog, or a garment with similar technology but not so carefully
conceived). It is above all a clear example of kinetic clothing, part of that category
(kinetic-reactive, i.e., very smart) able to ‘mutate to serve’.
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n fashion and self-expression, kinetic-reactive designs are already ‘a thing of the
past’.

Joanna Berzowska (Concordia University) designed her collection capable of ‘reshaping’ in response to heat, electrical impulses or just body movement in the early
2000s (Berzowska & Coelho, 2006). She is responsible for the concept of kinetic fashion (or reactive fashion) including designs that turn into a second skin—a ‘mutant’ fashion that
can adapt to the environment and to the individual (Berzowska, 2006).
During the Paris Fashion Week in 2006, designer Hussein Chalayan presented One
Hundred and Eleven, a collection of five robotic dresses whose sequential metamorphoses evoked 111 years of fashion history, which was an exemplary achievement
of what is called techno-fashion (Quinn, 2002) or fashionable technology (Seymour, 2011).
As it were, in 2008, the Walking City project. Three reacting origami-dresses designed by Ying Gao. The first moves when touched. The second expands as the
wearer breathes. The third becomes ‘alive’ with the simple approach of other people. All thanks to pneumatic actuators hidden in the design (Seymour, 2011).
‘A thing’—and a lesson—from the past that was learned (and powerfully developed) by Anouk Wipprecht, whose collection is to date one of the most expressionist samples of techno-fashion (and it is quite notable how her leading model—
Spider Dress, 2015—escalates precisely the ‘human antenna’ concept explored by
Gao’s Walking City third model) [53].
Adding to expressiveness the function of safeguarding (by means of air, electrical
impulses, accuracy of materials, and ‘intelligence’), it is instead ‘a thing of the present’ (and more and more present, it is worth underlining).
The idea behind the lastly mentioned prototype, Flutter (which, again, is to protect
the wearer from fatal accidents), elevates it as an archetypal (and potentially marketable) model of kinetic assistive fashion—for those who suffer from auditory impairment, in that case.
In relation and contiguity to the auditory system, is the vestibular one, which is
the center of balance—whose blurring concerns everyone in senescence, becoming, as seen, a major cause of falling (page 33).
A reactive wearable which is wisely designed can also be effective to contain the
collateral damage of vestibular fails (up to the point of serving as a lifesaver). It
could even intervene to ‘foretell’ the risk, if engineered with a degree of intelligence that allows it to react at the exact coming of the danger.
The use of air to reduce fall damages (when the event is no longer avoidable) has
been tested for some time.
Italian company Dainese, specializing in motorcycle clothing, has made it their
mission. They began with the study of ergonomic airbags to be integrated into
racing jackets only (D-air) [54] and, most recently, they chose to apply the acquired
know-how to the damage-control in work accidents [55] and, finally, in falls among
the elderly [56] (Fig. 33).

Fig. 33
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Mutate and protect:
the present need
(with air/
under the feet)

Same target audience to whom the Japanese company Prop devoted their efforts
till 2014, when they presented a prototype of a very smart vest designed for senior
citizens and fall protection (Fig. 34).
The technology, compressed and well camouflaged into a basic design, is intelligent
enough to identify potentially dangerous oscillation and instantly (0.1 seconds)
release two airbags, one at the neck, the other around pelvis and buttocks.

Fig. 34

Fig. 35

To cushion hips, belt airbags have been available for some time.
Hip-Hope, by the homonymous Israeli company [57], was presented in 2015 at
MEDICA,13 and three years later Hip’Safe, a most advanced model by the French
company Helite, was presented at the CES [58] (Fig. 35).
Although made of fabric (and undeniably wearable) we cannot consider them
clothes, but rather accessories to be worn ‘in addition’ to clothes.
They are wearable technology. Not smart garments.

13

A medical fair in Düsseldorf.
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This is not the case of shoes. Although material and luxury cultures tend to increasingly identify them as accessories, they remain first and foremost a garment.
They are a constant in everyday clothing for every social and cultural group, universally used for hygiene and protection.
Which is why a research team from Israel choose them as ‘vessels’ for a fall prevention system specifically targeted for the elderly: The Balancing Shoes [59] (Fig. 36).

Fig. 36

This is a device which, unlike the previous ones, intervenes when the event is still
avoidable, a kinetic-reactive model that indeed ‘fore-see’ the manifestation of danger.
The aim of the design is in fact to perform a real-time correction of balance deficits.
The soles house the entire technology, that is a sensor to detect imbalance hints,
and a motor to drive rollers and perform the back step—which is an action one
should accomplish by instinct, but age makes it untimely by dulling dexterity and
reaction speed.
The design is rudimentary and lacks usability. It cannot correct frontal or lateral
deviations (let alone going up stairs when the sensor could mistake natural oscillations for wrong and trigger disastrous corrections). This is likely the reason for
the poor response to the crowdfunding campaign [60].
Nonetheless, despite the design naivety, the prototype must be assessed for the
boldness of the basics: to offer itself as a substitute, or even better as an extension,
not of a body part, but of an instinct—slightly worn out by age in everyone.
While The Balancing Shoes act on a ‘passive’ foot to compensate for what has been
given for lost (the instinct), a Bostonian research study, still with the aim of preventing falls, relies on an opposite methodology. It solicits involvement of the foot
and makes it the ‘active interface’ for the re-education of the lacking function (the
balance).
The philosophy is the same that guided Posture Shirt’s developers to work on proprioception and behavioral correction (see page 71). Testing was performed on
users between 65 and 90 to assess the behavioral effects of special ‘subsensory
vibratory emission insoles’ (stochastic resonance) (Lipsitz et al., 2015).
By setting a constant frequency just below the perceptible human threshold (-10%)
balance and gait control improved surprisingly.
Once again, it is proven how acting on senses which are still vivid at old age (in
this case the sense of touch) can affect (and support) other functions more exposed to decline (such as balance, indeed). Once again, the behavioral conditioning would occur at the proprioceptive level, i.e. without the conscious effort
of the person being assisted.
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The trend looks clear. Which is, to design wearables that perform reactions on our
behalf—reactions which as far as possible will not be replacements for function,
but rather re-educational compensations.
This is a fundamental point (already underlined in the chapters about Active and
Healthy Ageing). Care must not result in the obsolescence of function; it must
stimulate it.
As per Mann’s words: our clothing will significantly enhance our capabilities, it won’t
replace them. The elderly must remain socially active for as long as possible.
So, just as different disciplines (architecture, urban planning, neuroscience) are all
called together to develop a common strategy to make the environment surrounding the elderly as inclusive as possible14, in a similar way a specific branch of Design is already committed to make inclusive what surrounds the elderly, every
day, on an epidermal level.
Clothes to empower them.
Smart suits to extend capabilities—hence independence and social participation.

See research groups C2 and D4 of the European Innovation Partnership on AHA mentioned in the appendix on page 22, in particular Development of interoperable independent living solutions e Innovation for age-friendly buildings, cities and environments [61].

14
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rticular rigidity, bone and muscle recession15, fragility. Until biotechnology
does not provide regenerative solutions (or cultivable, or bio-printable), this
is what the future guarantees to our anatomy. An involution with and within
which every human must live for a growing time frame. Which means a guarantee for instability and a longer exposure to fall risk and fractures.
Designing reactive/assistive garments for the elderly means designing for everyone. Means ‘tuning’ present technology to a widespread future need: to move
and interact for as long as possible.
“When we talk about designing for an ageing population, the standard approach has been to
provide aid in the home—completing tasks, welfare modules, accommodating a lack of mobility,
which results in a life lived more statically. But what if technology could help us continue to
move about the world and engage with it, physically, socially, and emotionally? This is the question Superflex is answering with the concept of Powered Clothing: to empower us by enhancing
our physical ability so we can continue to live actively” [62].

Strengthening (not surrogating) our motor skills to prolong social participation:
this is the mission declared by the Swiss designer Yves Bèhar when in 2017, on
behalf of Superflex, he presented Aura Powered Suit (Fig. 37), a very smart jumpsuit
that blends robotics and fabric (designed to be worn under clothes) which
“reacts to the body’s natural movements, adding muscle power to naturally complement the
user’s strength in getting up, sitting down or staying upright” [63].

The cut is neat and essential. Along the back and thighs run the exo-muscles (elastic
strings) that go straight to hexagonal shell patterns where technology is protected—
motors, batteries, and microcontrollers fixed to semi-soft boards which are designed in origami-like fashion to follow the muscle expansion (Fig. 38).
The result is a refined body adhesion (and compression) to perform a kind of
assistance that mutates according to the look and needs of those who receive it
(and ‘wear’ it).

Fig. 37

Fig. 38
15

See page 13.
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Very smart
technologies
as an extension of
motor functionality
(and independence
and social inclusion)

Fig. 39

Superflex (now Seismic) [64] was created as a division of the RSI International Research Center at Stanford University (CA) which develops military wearable robotics for the Warrior Web Program (funded by DARPA).
Their first prototype was the homonymous SuperFlex (Soft Biofidelic Actuated Exosuit, 2016), a wearable robotic system to enhance infantry performance by reducing effort and metabolic waste (Fig. 39). It was meant to be worn for a long time
without weighing on the body and movements, and, for the first time, it blended
motorized elements (exo-muscles) with semi-passive elements to be activated ‘in
consonance’ with the musculoskeletal system (Stevens & Kernbaum, 2016).
The founder and CEO of Superflex, Rich Mahoney, realizes that this was not only
a potential innovation in the field of robotics but, more importantly, also in the
field of smart apparel.
Here comes the intuition to try more popular applications, such as the older audiences for example [65].
This is how the military prototype evolved into more versatile versions. One of
them was, in fact, Bèhar’s Aura Powered Suit.
An even more recent version is the Seismic Powered Clothing16 (Fig. 40). Which is a
three-tier innovation, according to Mahoney’s description, including:
basic layer: simple textile;
strength layer: combination of robotics and fabrics;
intelligent layer: the ‘system’s brain’, all compressed into a lumbar case.

The actuators that make the suit very smart, are the second-layer artificial muscles
protruding on the thighs. They house IMU17 sensors, electronics, and 8-hour batteries (each removable for washing).
According to Mahoney, what really makes the intelligence of the latest prototypes
remarkable is the symbiosis (a term he insists on) with the assisted body. Each system is designed to independently activate anytime it ‘perceives’ the intention of
movement—while every activity (both of motion and reaction) is recorded on the
control dashboard for tablets.
“An intelligent wearable strength with robotic muscles outside of but aligned with your body” [67].

This is how Mahoney—not without a hint of brag—refers to his products.

16
17

2018 Global Technology Pioneer, according to the World Economic Forum [66].
Inertial Measurement Unit.
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Fig. 40

The Aura Powered Suit and Seismic Powered Clothing are indeed examples of excellence among the assistive garments currently being studied: a careful fusion of
design and function.
Little attention, however, is paid to a far from secondary aspect of usability at old
age.18 Having to wear this kind of garment as a sort of compression sheath under
your clothes, forces you to undress almost completely every time you need to go
to the bathroom. This is not trivial, since with no geographical and social distinction urinary incontinence is still the most widespread geriatric syndrome in the
world (Milsom & Gyhagen, 2019; Vaughan et al., 2018)—and since Aura Powered Suit claims to
focus precisely on that target’s well-being.
A target who suffers musculoskeletal afflictions continuously, not only when
walking, or sitting and standing. Dressing and undressing the suit, morning and
evening, again and again during the course of the day, costs fatigue, stress (even
pain sometimes) that would end up compromising the confidence with the product (or ‘the mental symbiosis’, if you will).19 The full-body compression itself (from
knee to torso), although positive for proprioceptive stimuli, could irritate a skin
which age makes increasingly fragile. This could make the garment a ‘burden’
despite the developers’ repeated efforts to lighten it.
On the other hand, the streamlining attempts on subsequent prototypes are remarkable. Such as the calf exo-muscle’s20 removal for example, which made Aura
Powered Suit and Seismic Powered Clothing last versions more wearable (although
still showing some components’ stiffness in the silhouettes).
All in all, Mahoney’s contribution remains admittedly one of the most precious
references in the field of intelligent and assistive clothing.

See page 113 for details.
We refer to what has already been said about the implicit design challenge for those who innovate in this sector, that is the need
to harmonize technology in a design which ‘extends’ the body in a natural way, but that in the same natural way can detach itself from it
(see page 72).
20 The FlexDrive, a mechanical rope actuator (Stevens & Kernbaum, 2016) (Fig. 39).
18
19
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His work is not isolated, of course. The design of wearable robotics for motor assistance engages research teams in many parts of the world.
In Zurich, for example, an alternative wearable system for ‘anti-gravity’ assistance
was tested in 2017: the Myosuit, an exosuit designed to ‘relief’ the pelvis and knees
from the wear and tear of gravity during daily activities (Schmidt et al., 2017).
It was presented by the developers as a robotic and textile garment, but it clearly
shows the dominance of rigid parts and the technology seemed to rather ‘cling’ to
it, instead of being integrated with the fabric (Fig. 41). Including the same functions
into a design which is truly confidential seems a long way off. We can say it is an
advanced combination of wearable technologies, but not yet an assistive garment.
Based on the principles of ‘combination’—equally intelligent but softer—a not dissimilar study has been grounded by nine European partners21 within the Horizon
2020 program: XoSoft, a smart exoskeleton that is less rigid and with a modular
frame (Fig. 42).
The design leaves it up to the wearer, along with the therapist, to define the
frame’s combination by choosing whether to wear one, two, or all three components (to be worn respectively at the ankle, knee, and hip) (Di Natali et al., 2019; Ortiz, Di
Natali, & Caldwell, 2019). The insole sensors read the motions, the electronics (in a back
case) command the electromagnetic clutch actuators (which are still rigid), and a
Bowden cable system performs the traction.
Although, it is evident we are still far from the idea of ‘clothing to get used to’.
Just as far it is the ongoing project developed by the Wyss Institute of Biologically
Inspired Engineering (Harvard University).22 Which, however, deserves a deeper
consideration, especially for its prospects.

Fig. 41

Fig. 42
21
22

Including ITT, Italian Institute of Technology.
Within the DARPA Warrior Web Program.
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Soft Exosuit (this is the project’s name) was developed with the same original goal
of Superflex: designing wearable robotics to boost gait and limit metabolic expenditure (Asbeck et al., 2014). In this case, though, the application excludes the back
and focuses on legs’ assistance only (Panizzolo et al., 2016; Quinlivan et al., 2017).
All prototypes presented to date clearly sacrifice design and wearability to the
efficiency of software and rigid technology (as in Myosuit and XoSoft). They look
mostly as harnesses, either pneumatic or with combination of straps and Bowden
cables. ‘Soft’ harnesses, we could admit—we are not dealing with ostentatiously
mechanical exoskeletons as the futuristic trend of past years seemed to predict—
but they are still systems with tortuous fit (Fig. 43).
A lighter version tries to reduce applications to a frame above the knee, but the
extrusions remain conspicuous, especially the back one (Fig. 44).

Fig. 43

Fig. 44
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Besides wearability, what captures the interest in Soft Exosuit, are the improvements
that researchers want to achieve on the actuators’ network by engineering them in
such a way that, when the project is completed, they will communicate without
filter with the wearer’s mind (here it is, literally, the mental symbiosis!).
Knowing how to encode neural signals;
anticipating imbalance;
acting to prevent falls.

Harvard researchers have set themselves these three goals. Which are so ambitious that they were persuaded to involve a multi-disciplinary network of partners overseas. In June 2019, the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation approved and financed their support by a research group from
the Neuroscience Department of the University of Padua led by Professor Alessandra Del Felice. She is the person who reaffirms the shared ambition, that is a
wearable device in which
[…] the sensors will record brain inputs and integrate them with muscle inputs and in case of
instability send a signal to small mechanical motors in the garment [68].

Sensors which ‘understand’ muscles’ and brain’s signals. Actuators which rebalance our posture and prevent falls without us even realizing we took a risk.
It sounds like something that makes Tao’s categorization limited. Something
beyond her third and most advanced class, the very smart textiles.
Should we begin speaking of symbiotic smart?
It seems all way futuristic, and yet, according to José Pons (2019), what Soft Exosuit
is aiming at is only transitory, an intermediate step between the soon setting idea
of exoskeleton (both rigid and soft) and the forthcoming concept of implantable
neuroprosthetics.
He envisions the advent of neural interfaces capable of managing the algorithm that
coordinates the robotic actuators and, above all, independently stimulating a neuromuscular activity that restores balance and gait (with no need of suits) (Fig. 45).
Thus, what for Soft Exosuit is a point of arrival would be only a starting point of a
somewhat announced process which reduces the wearable application to a minimum—to zero, one day—in favor of a topical one performed by neuro-robotic
interfaces that would decode and re-encode our impulses.

Fig. 45
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It is the future that has been whispered about since the last century. The future of
the bio-machine, a dream of physical relief for some, or a dystopian nightmare for
others. It is in any case where innovation is heading.
The goal is not clear. Still foggy but vast are the possibilities of machine learning
and neural networks, and maybe the problem of complexity classes P and NP will
find a solution and open who knows what doors.
The destination is not clear, but it is indeed the fact that we are on the move: in
transition. From something complex to something that should become easier—and
so make people existences as well. Heavy to light, hard to soft: technology, and
life itself.
(Should, we said. It is precisely around that verbal form that design has room for
maneuver to ‘dress’ the ongoing transition with shared human codes, softening
and harmonizing it. And freeing it, eventually, from the conditional mood).
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Fig. 48

Fig. 49

Fig. 50
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ccording to Gursel Alici definition (2018),
robotics is
the engineering of reprogrammable and multi-functional devices capable of intelligently connecting ‘detection’ to ‘(re)action’.

When such a system consists of exclusively soft but equally (if not more effectively) responsive components, we are talking about soft robotics.
This is a branch which has already found application in the biomedical sector
marking new operational skills and new horizons in care-patient interactions. It is
mostly applied in endoscopic surgery, but also in rehabilitation and post-seizure
care. Surgery has become less and less invasive, operations have gained refinement in topical interventions, and when the organic contact happens, it is delicate
and sustainable.
Biocompatibility and biomimicry are in fact the formal keys (not only sanitary, as we
will see) to the design and use of soft robotics itself (Cianchetti et al., 2018).
Inspired by biology and natural architecture (nature uses soft materials frequently
and stiff materials sparingly23), soft robotics links its evolution to that of smart materials and to the renewal of the ‘actuation’ concept:
the translation of the stimulus into mechanical motion in the absence of any rigid component.

stimulus (or input) which can be of variable nature—
aeriform (pneumatic actuation), liquid (hydraulic), heat (channeled in shape-memory alloys and polymers), photosensitive (in photo-reactive polymers), electro-magnetic (in electro-active polymers, dielectric elastomers, and magneto-rheological fluids and elastomers)

—but, in the end, all serving a mutual purpose:
actuating contractions and expansions of entirely soft volumes (Alici, 2018).

According to Alici’s categorization, soft actuators are either intrinsic or extrinsic:
whether they participate ‘intrinsically’ or not in the robotic process (by altering
their own structure).
Therefore, all the ones made of hydrogel, shape-memory, or electro-active components, would be intrinsic (i.e., those that chemically reconfigure their own structure in response to a given impulse). The key to their efficiency lies, as usual, in
the material balance [70].
Interesting in this regard is the experimentation conducted by the Harvard Wyss
Institute (already committed to Soft Exosuit) on a wearable device for the hand’s
joints rehabilitation. It is a combination of fabric and elastomers (Fig. 46), a soft
system with an annelid structure where the assistance is triggered by fluid injection directly into the core of the actuators [71].
This is a simple principle which gives rise to mixed experimentations (Li et al., 2017).
It is known that of the Octobot (Fig. 47), small polyp robot, autonomous, integrally
soft, and generated in 3D printing [72]. Or that of Unthetered Soft Robot (Fig. 48),
mobile quadripod in silicone compound (ductile, ultra-resistant to environmental
stress, with a fancy chromosome design) (Tolley et al., 2014).
Fluid injection is a prevalent practice in soft robotics, and an almost distinctive
element in current research, especially when involving ‘extrinsic’ actuators.
The pneumatic ones continue to be the most used (more or less sophisticated variants of the historical McKibben model). They are resistant, durable, with more
incisive performance, but on the other hand voluminous and requiring extra components (pumps, valves), hence higher activation energy (Alici, 2018).
Thanks to their modularity (unlike the monolithic structure of the intrinsics), in
wearable assistive systems they are often assembled in the form of a mechanical
muscle fascia (Cianchetti et al., 2018). A version of the already mentioned Soft Exosuit, for
example, places two pair of them over the calf twin muscles to duplicate their
traction (Fig. 49). The Pneuglove project, on the other hand (Fig. 50), aligns five of
them (one per finger) in a post-stroke joint rehabilitation glove. While the Tokyo
Institute of Technology groups them together in multiple strings (Fig. 51) to reproduce entire muscle fasciae between arm and forearm (Abe et al., 2019).
23

S. Vogel, Better bent than broken, Discover, 1995 [69].
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It is clear for each of these examples, that the integration and discretion of the
actuator element is the real design challenge.
In the 2010s, the Netherlands proved to be one of the most receptive (and fruitful)
factories to face this challenge, which is fundamentally both about industrial and
social design.24 In Eindhoven, within the Wearable Senses Lab of the University of
Technology, a new category of machine-embroidered pneumatic actuators is being
studied to conform, in the most harmonic way, both to the assistive cloth, and the
assisted body (Goveia da Rocha et al., 2019) (Fig. 52). The aim of the program—PhD candidate
Goveia da Rocha explained—is to include actuators directly in the weft and assure
smooth contacts and targeted pressures by dressing the wearer with a product that
is functional, but also discreet and sustainable, and hopefully fashionable.
This is also a goal shared by Sensoree25 which at the Dutch Design Week in 2019
presented its idea for ‘a soft exoskeleton for massage therapy’: Flexo (Fig. 53), a
top in which twelve soft, pre-programmed injection actuators are sewed (onto the
back and shoulders) to reproduce every possible nuance of human touch.
Perhaps less refined in materials but sharing similar objectives is Scoliocaire (Fig.
54) by designer Yff Verstraeten: a brace-body for scoliosis treatment (in developmental age) which generates modulated spinal pressures through actuators woven into the torso.
Flexo, besides being more deeply focused on the body–material relationship, has
perhaps the advantage of being the result of a choral research (joining professionals with students) which is still and expressly in evolution (so that developers
claim to be eager to explore the next levels) [74]. The project was presented as a sort of
bridge between e-care and robotics [75] and supported by Horizon 2020 as part of the
two-year Wear Sustain funding plan for the development of sustainable e-textiles
with an ethical approach.
The concept design lead of Sensoree, Kristin Neidlinger (also from the Netherlands), attempts to emphasize how much the soft technology which ‘animates’ the
product has as its goal the rendering of care in a form that is increasingly confidential (also through the renewal of the patient–therapist relationship, leaving it up
to the specialist to program the sequences and intensity of treatments).
While explaining how to achieve all this through a sole garment, Neidlinger not
only reiterates the central design concept—apparently oxymoronic—of extimacy
(‘exterior intimacy’, already a precept in the company’s mission), but she also refers to the equally essential principle of emotional durability, pursuing a Design that, besides of the underlying curative function, a person always ‘wants’
to wear it [76].
This is, again, an ambitious goal. Even more so if ‘lasting involvement’ is to be
established with an elderly target audience—who is debilitated, often discouraged, if not disillusioned.
Design for the third age—as will be seen in the next chapter—is thorny in any
choice of method. It is subject to several variables which are sometimes discouraging. Nevertheless, the path of soft actuation marks a step towards an increasingly natural—and perhaps comfortable—technological incorporation.
It also suggests the idea of a wearable aid that, from ‘sustainable’, may someday
become even ‘affable’ (also in fall prevention, we will see).

Anouk Wipprecht herself is Dutch (see page 77). Her models, however, are meant to emphasize the technological element,
which is mainly protruding—anything but ‘discreet’, in fact. It is a glamorous approach that focuses on the spectator’s reaction
rather than the wearer’s reaction.
25 San Francisco-based company (CA) specializing in therapeutic biomedia design (already known for the Mood Sweater, a neck
warmer with light emissions ‘controlled’ by the wearer’s mood) [73].
24
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n 2018, the University of Bristol presented The Right Trousers project, named after
The Wrong Trousers movie (Nick Park, Aardman Animation, 1993 Academy
Award for best animated short feature) in which Mr Wallace invents a pair of
techno-pants for the beagle Gromit to walk him to the park in his place.
As in the cartoon, researchers’ goal is to develop real robot legs.
Unlike the cartoon (and the imagery that the term evokes) the robot in question
will not consist of anything rigid. No plastic structure, nor ultra-light carbon
frames. It will be entirely soft, flexible, and reduced in each joint to the minimum
thickness (Fig. 55).
The purpose is to give form—within seven years, prudently says Professor Jonathan Rossiter [77] at the head of the project—to a comfortable and socially acceptable
version of artificial muscle. One which can replicate the limbs’ function, by adhering to them, and temper their natural ageing at the same time.
Ultimately, what they want is to design a garment which is nothing but acceptable.
Not a bold goal on the surface. Right the opposite, in fact, if one goes deeper. Because very rarely as in this case an adjective that uses to suggest little more than
averageness implies such a meticulous pursuit of perfection (acceptable, in old
age, is a tremendously elusive concept). To date, Bristol’s research is in fact a
mixed study of alternative soft engineering which only within the time frame
hoped for by Rossiter should be able to compose a unique device.
Among the actuators they tested, the first series refer openly to the McKibben
muscle (activated by input fluids’ pressure).
The Bubble Artificial Muscle (Fig. 56) relies upon a blowing bubble system with a
lifting force of two kilograms (Diteesawat, Helps, Taghavi, & Rossiter, 2018) and when applied
to legs and thighs it stimulates and assists joints in the lift.
The experimental work on the knee-brace (Fig. 57) is based on the same principle: a
sequence of vertical chambers which fill up to support the knee in upright position.
Also pneumatic is the undressing system under study. When inflated, an elastic
chamber stitched to the waist fabric loosens it on thighs (the aim in this case is
obviously not the motor compensation, rather the ease of a recurring task—even
if the reverse action, which is more tiring, has not been resolved yet).

Fig. 56

Fig. 57
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Air prototypes, due to their size and certain clumsiness, did not fully meet the
developers’ expectations.
It is difficult to harmonize them in a linear design. As it is to manage the air pumping from a motor of thickness reduced to zero.
With the collaboration of Nottingham University, attention has therefore been
given to electro-reactive materials (to be used as intrinsic actuators).
The ability of reorganizing their own chemical structure (contracting or expanding) as electricity flows through them, must however comply with specifics which
are not easy to balance.
Electricity in transit must be imperceptible to the leg, but also sufficient to deform
the actuator with suitable energy to lift the foot—actuator which, in addition to
being well reactive, must also be strong enough to withstand the limb’s weight.
According to the Nottingham partner team, mixing silicone with a controlled
amount of graphene powder—which is superfine, highly thermal, and electro
conductive (Papageorgiou, Kinloch, & Young, 2017)—could be the solution to accomplish the
task. Laboratory tests showed that a 1-gram leaf of the compound would be capable to lift and hold a bar of three hundred times its weight (280g) [78]. Equipping
the trousers with ad hoc insertions of that, would grant a notable assistive capacity.
Conclusions which echoed in tests conducted in parallel at Bristol. In particular, on
the tensile force of thin actuators (electro-ribbon actuators).
With a few drops of dielectric liquid, at a voltage of 6kV, two leaves of a few centimeters of electro-conductive material (graphene or others), when fixed together at
the ends, even if partially insulated (by a thin layer of PVC), generate an attractive
action capable of lifting one thousand times their own weight (Fig. 58).
The principle is that of liquid amplification of electrostatic force26, the same from
which came the idea of robotic electro-origami, more complex electrostatic structures
(Fig. 59) designed to channel the induced kinetic force in the most advantageous
way (up to actually surrogating the muscular force) (Taghavi, Helps, & Rossiter, 2018) (79).
Although applications in perspective are more than promising, 6kV is still an inconvenient voltage, and therefore a not negligible limit for wearability.27 The system’s
insulation must be extremely cautious. Which is not easy when it is intended to
be part of a supposedly elastic garment to be worn continuously, subjected to
stress, washings (in the washing machine, ideally) and, for all these reasons, exposed to foreseeable deterioration.

Fig. 58

The actuation process is known as DLZ (Dielectrophoretic Liquid Zipping, so called after the zipper-like joining of the conductive tapes—in less than 2 seconds, in figure 58).
27 A caveat by Geert van den Boomen, electronic engineer, Eindhoven University of Technology.
26
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Fig. 59

Fig. 60

Adhering to the common thinking of prevention being the first and most important step of the cure—and adhering as well to the EU directives on Active Ageing—along with the development of the artificial muscles, The Right Trousers provide for soft components committed to the work out of the real ones. The theory—
not a novelty—is that of FES (Functional Electrical Stimulation), the practice—
somewhat innovative—is the smart textile version of it.
At Southampton University (the third partner), a new generation of electrodes to
be woven directly into the garment’s fabric is under study [80].
Designed for the arm’s post-stroke rehabilitation, the first prototype (Fig. 60) is a
soft fabric sleeve which integrates a pattern of silkscreen printed electrodes into
the weave. It is washable and, unlike current models, it doesn’t need activating
gels (Yang et al., 2018). At the project’s state of the art (2020, Fig. 55), the application is
limited to the calf muscles where the IMU sensors are also located.
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It is evident that a prototype with such composite techniques requires a very sophisticated intelligence to coordinate them. One which is almost ‘symbiotic’ with
that of the assisted person. Because it will have to smoothly follow movements in
real time, supposedly discerning the ‘will of moving’ itself.
The decision-making algorithms will have to be so refined as to recognize whether
an out-of-balance shift (or a simple muscular reflex) is involuntary or voluntary.
It will have to activate the pneumatic actuators with dexterity, and with the same
dexterity deflate them.
It will have, above all, to align the countless possible actuation sequences with the
intentions (and mood) of the elderly person. This is the maybe biggest burden for
researchers.
A fourth partner team (University of Leeds) is taking care of it. They announced the
development of an algorithm capable to classify every nuance of the daily routine,
learn and recognize the slightest movements of the wearer, and achieve a degree of
intelligence that will prompt the actuators with suitable intensity and timeliness.
This implies a big computational energy in charge of equally intense mechanical
forces. It is expected that powering up a system with that much energy will prove
to be a further burden that researchers must tackle. Otherwise, it will end up weighing (as a bulky battery) on the same body they intend to lighten.
A body whose prosaic needs seem to be overlooked again, by the way. As for Aura
Powered Suit and Seismic Powered Clothing (see page 83), Bristol’s design (Fig. 55)
forces one to undress it entirely at the onset of physiological needs. It is true that
the pneumatic belt should make it easier to lower the trousers, but since it is a
product meant to be worn for a long while during the day, consideration could be
given to ‘freeing’ the sensitive area (by designing the pant-legs as separate items,
for example).
It is, after all, an ongoing project. Competence and dedication of academics working
on it are not in question. Their work is praiseworthy—and enlightening for those
who wish to explore the assistive resources inherent in this new idea of technology.
The beacon of this research remains the rendition of very smart textiles in their
most sustainable and natural form, aiming probably at a new class of intelligence
(not yet typified) capable to gain once and for all the trust of the wearer.
In this sense, teams working on The Right Trousers do not lack enthusiasm, which
is ‘gasoline’ for research and its projection towards effective results. However, incorporating so many experimental technologies into one device is an endeavor
which still seems to be looking forward to a distant future. It is an intention which
elevates the project to a vision, distancing it from the (more ‘prosaic’, in fact) necessity of today.
To harmonize these evolving technologies at their current stage, to make them
acceptable to an elderly wearer of today (not only of tomorrow), to make present
and friendly something that, on paper, appears of markedly (if not exclusively)
academic domain, is an idea that The Right Trousers project seems to sacrifice to
the foresight of the scientific ideal.
Perhaps, granting a percentage of human fallibility to the design and offering
to the older audience, on a trial basis, a perfectible first generation of products
(saving upgrades for the time to come) may be a solution. It may prove to be an
interesting alternative, at least to familiarize the target group with the idea. The
idea of wearing an ‘intelligence’ which is not ours—without the mistrust that
such a perspective (today) would naturally entail.
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The art of simplicity
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deally—Jane McCann said—, clothing should enhance support for the body where
needed without restricting movement (McCann, 2008).
In practice, when dealing with the elderly, designing wearable devices that are
functional, besides strength and support, means finding the equilibrium point
within a very unstable system.
It means intervening (or interfering), with the least invasive attitude, in that set of
processes that mark out the decline of bodily functions (whose onset and intensity
are extremely complex to predict—see page 12).
To grow old is to witness our bodies changing (in stature, proportion, conformation).
It is a weakening of bones and muscles, stiffening of joints. In addition to affecting
quality of life, it has a clear influence on the concept of what we judge (and accept)
as wearable (Bryson, 2014).
The fashion industry does not have (yet) the satisfaction of wearability criteria for
seniors as one of its objectives. The generation that today is over 70 (those born
during the recovery after the World War II, the baby boomers) are dissatisfied with
the range of garment being offered (Borcherding & Bubonia, 2015). Most of the time clothing
is uncomfortable for them, with unsuitable proportions and style (McCann, 2008).
Many women confess to feel completely ignored by the market (McCann, 2016).
The natural changes of the body, of men and women, are socially undesirable.
They create apprehension and anxiety (Oh, 2011). The body changes, and so does the
perception of our ‘self’ and how we see and ‘feel’ it inside clothes, conditioning us
in their choice. Rather than dressing, we choose to cover (if not hide), and the
garment becomes a means to disguise, no longer a means to adorn (and perhaps
enhance) the body (Clarke, Griffin, & Maliha, 2009).
Feeling good inside a garment—a satisfying intimate perception of our figure and the
object in which we choose to keep it (body image, see page 104)—is as important in
old age as in any other time of life. Given the demographic trend (see page 9), the
industry has a duty (and certainly an interest) to update its market guidelines by
registering and responding to the demand of the new growing target.
More than style, this demand—as we will see—concerns morphology, physiology,
and, in many respects, psychology.
That is very clear to the British academic community. For many years it has been
studying how to meet the fit needs of mature citizens. In 2000, the London government commissioned the National Sizing Survey (SizeUK), with the collaboration of seventeen British fashion houses. Using the then newborn 3D scanners, the
anthropometry of 11,000 volunteers was ‘captured’ (women and men between 16
and 85 years old) (Bougourd & Treleaven, 2010). The survey, resumed and developed in several countries (King, 2014), in addition to initiating the nontrivial production of mannequins for ‘mature bodies’, was effective in the recognition of anthropometric
changes of human physique during a life cycle (Bougourd, 2015).
A quick observation of the profiles in section (Fig. 1) shows that the abdomen protrudes without gender difference: muscle tension lessens and leaves room for subcutaneous adipose tissue.
In women, who gain a gynoid (or pear-shaped) appearance at a young age (when
the adipose tissue thickens in the lower part of the body), the reversal of the trend
is triggered after menopause. Fat is redistributed in the upper part of the abdomen
giving the figure an almost male (android) conformation (Bougourd, 2015).
Men generally maintain their appearance, apart from the common swelling of the
waistline.
Between the two, it is clearly the woman’s body the most inclined to bend under
the pressure of years:
it is among women (the subject theoretically and culturally more sensitive to the aesthetic
and psychological sense of dressing), that we record the major number of morphological
changes from ageing (Wells, Treleaven, & Cole, 2007).
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The swelling observed in the female abdomen, in figure 1, does not necessarily
indicate fat mass.
Osteoporosis and disc compression alter the spine and cause the arching of the thoracic region (thoracic hyperkyphosis) and the protrusion of the abdomen (Fig. 21) (US
Department of Health and Human Services, 2004). Besides the incorrect posture (that is quite harmful), this also causes significant loss of stature, which in non-osteoporotic people
(male or female) is already around 0.4/0.5 cm per year (over age 65, every ten years
it recedes by at least 4 cm) (Bryson, 2014; Chumlea et al., 1988). In cases of so severe osteoporosis
as to cause vertebral collapse (fractures), the spine arches even further and the
center of gravity shifts disproportionately (and dangerously) forward (Fig. 32).
The 3D scan of Heuberger, Domina and Macgillivary (2010) is even more eloquent
(the subject is 90-year-old, female again) (Fig. 43).
We find dilated abdomen and waist, thoracic kyphosis, neck stretched forward,
and unbalanced posture. And again, rounded shoulders, that appear bent downwards and asymmetrical (a study by Ashdown and Na reveals that the tendency
towards asymmetry is in fact way more developed in women) (2008).
We also note the relaxation of the tissues where normally fat mass is deposited:
buttocks and knees, breasts and neck, and arms too, where the infamous bat wings
thrive (doing the exact opposite of younger age, over 60 the arm circumference
expands while the tights’ narrows) (Wells et al., 2007).
It is understandable (and more than evident) that the fit of ‘standard’ garments is
compromised. A top will be short and tight at the bottom of the back, long in front,
and narrow at the abdomen. Collars and shoulders will not follow to the body line
and will remain loose on the skin. It will almost always be necessary to adjust the
cut after the purchase. Which is why the National Osteoporosis Society (UK) traditionally provides Brits with a pamphlet of do-it-yourself tips for adapting items
to rounded shoulders, kyphosis, and dilated waists and abdomens (Fig. 54) (National
Osteoporosis Society, 2015).
In the UK again, the Design for Ageing Well research project5 has produced a guide
to tailor functional sportswear for men and women over 60 (McCann, 2016).
During the elaboration of possible designs, the users were directly involved, recording their physical shape, taste, proclivities, and perplexities.
Predictably, the focus group showed no particular interest in the variety of styles,
but rather in the size ranges to make them more ‘age-appropriate’ (not only from
XXS to XXL, but also diversified by bust’s, sleeves’, and legs’ size).
Among the simplest solutions proposed, McCann (2016) points out the inclusion of
side bands of fabric to adapt the garment to the maximum variation in body contours, and, when possible, the use of hypoallergenic stretch fibers to ease mobility,
comfort, and—both in a physical and psychological sense—self-support (see page
71, Balance, posture, and proprioception).
Literature, guides, and surveys, they all underline unambiguous physiological facts
that provide us with a first and clear planning suggestion:
conducting analyses, in the pre-design phase, of the body segments that register primary and secondary senile alterations (see page 12) is the required premise for designers of clothing for all. Their first step will therefore be to conform the prototype
‘mold’ to the delicate and variable morphology of its recipients (relieving them, just to
start, of the annoyance of constant tailoring assistance).

Abdominal relaxation and progressive spinal deformity due to osteoporosis (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2004).
Osteoporosis progression (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2004).
3 Four 3D scans of a ninety-year-old woman (Heuberger et al., 2010). In blue, the morphological changes caused by the wear of the musculoskeletal system; in yellow, the one caused by the tissues’ relaxation; in pink, the regions exposed to irritations and mycosis.
4 Before and after the tailoring adjustment for thoracic Kyphosis as suggested by the National Osteoporosis Society.
5 Funded by the Joint UK Research Councils as part of the New Dynamics of Ageing 2009-2012 program.
1
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It is true that, in practice, revising the manufacturing clichés of a high-distribution
sector to try and match them with the anthropometric oscillations of an ageing physique, is a quite laborious task.
It will take time. It is reasonable to believe that it will happen, but in small stages.
On the other hand, the manufacturing of functional clothing (and assistive, and
perhaps even intelligent, clothing) only has a brief history, and limited popularity to date. Setting it henceforth on the mentioned parameters (that is, the
margins of anatomical fallibility inherent within age) might be a wise intent.
And, if well planned, it could lead the way and provide guidelines to make retailers follow the pace.
The next step (if not concurrent) is to consider the first and direct consequence of
the morphological mutations described: the biomechanical ones. Which is an obstacle (sometimes insurmountable) to perform the most elementary routines (such
as putting on shirts or trousers, in fact).
Limitations in movement, instability, loss of flexibility, loss of coordination. Each
one of these mechanical failures (which are a natural consequence of physical
changes with age) makes daily dressing and undressing a challenge (painful for
some, even dangerous for others) (Neves et al., 2015). People suffering from arthrosis,
for example, will find it very difficult to put a button into a narrow buttonhole,
pinch the eyelet of a zipper, or to put a shirt on, one arm at a time (Azher, Saeed, &
Kalsoom, 2012). In many cases, they are incapable of doing so and require assistance.
A well-designed garment for seniors, once accommodated to the special shapes of its
wearer, must be likewise accommodating (indulgent, in a certain sense) towards the
mechanical faults that come along with those new shapes. And this is not an easy
standard to fulfill.
If finally, at the practical test, in addition of being sensitive to the new needs and
asperity of the ageing body, the garment may even prove capable of satisfying or
soothing a part of them, it may also be legitimately considered functional.

Special needs
function
and acceptance

I

n 2011, Guptaa defined garments as functional, when beyond their protective and
aesthetic purposes, by interacting with bio- and nanotechnology, computer science, physics, and medicine, were engineered to offer the wearer effective benefits
and functions.
She recognized six classes of them:
the first, protective-functional, includes the majority of those currently produced—designed
to withstand extraordinary external stress (extreme climates mostly, but also biological,
chemical, or radioactive emergencies, or assaults by firearms and cutting);
in the second, medical-functional, we find (smart) clothing for monitoring physiological parameters (pulse, temperature, saturation) or treating circulatory and skin disorders (compression stockings, for example);
in the third, sports-functional (expanding on the market), technical-sportswear to improve
performance by reducing effort;
in the fourth, vanity-functional, garments with an aesthetic function (re-shaping the body).
in the fifth, cross-functional assemblies, the most sophisticated—designed for military and
space applications and capable of responding to multiple complex functions at the same
time;
and finally, the sixth, clothing for special needs: garments designed to meet the needs of specific target groups (disabled people—autistic, paraplegic, bedridden—but also pregnant
women, children, and the elderly) (Guptaa, 2011).

Few years have passed, and practice showed how these categories may be combined, especially in the interest of a growing target group. An assistive garment
for the elderly, of the sixth category (clothing for special needs), most likely will
have intrinsic characteristics of the second (medical functional), or even the
third (to stimulate an active and healthy routine), or—why not—the fourth,
since aesthetic satisfaction can be a very good incentive to the use.
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Let us focus on the specific category: clothing for special needs, commonly known
as adaptive clothing—including garments that, by cut and ad hoc measures, meet
the needs of people with compromised skills.
They have a simplified fit that tends to replace buttons and laces with magnets
and Velcro and integrate ergonomic tabs at the eyelets to compensate for finger
tremors. They can be standard cut, with side openings and easy grip points (Fig.
66), or originally tailored garments—like redesigned trousers for wheelchair users
for example, with high waist at the back and low cut at the front, rear front openings for physiological needs, and access points for IVs and catheters (Fig. 77).
We are talking about minimal but substantial details. They simplify the wearability, mitigate the frustration of the wearer, up to restore, sometimes, a precious
sense of independence—and, in any case, making it easier for caregivers to dress
and undress the patient.
It should be noted, once again, that a good product is meant not only to compensate
for physical-mechanical needs. The design can also be psychologically rewarding. Especially if ‘intelligent’ enough in balancing comfort and stimulation and
tempering the refreshing perception of oneself that, as observed (SPF theory, see
page 19), is the key to personal and social well-being—and the antidote to isolation (which is still an insinuating risk, see pages 18 and 19).
What we wear influences our mood and self-esteem [1].
Even in a negative sense, of course.
A 2017 study shows us how garments perceived as inappropriate could create discomfort in people with disabilities or reduced mobility, leading them in some
cases to deliberately evade opportunities for aggregation (Kabel, Dimka, & McBee-Black,
2017). For these people, clothing is a relevant factor, both in the search for personal
well-being and for their social involvement.
A dress that is ‘felt’ as unsuitable can generate such a sense of inadequacy that
could lead to what is perhaps even more disabling than the original disorder:
isolation, indeed.
6
7

Adaptive trousers and shirt for arthritis sufferers (produced by Silvert’s).
Adaptive trousers for wheelchair users (produced by Able2wear).
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In this sense, it is good practice to hold back the designer’s eagerness to engineer
the product for being at all costs infallible in the function it is asked to accomplish.
Discomfort can also be generated by a garment so thoroughly technical that appears in its design as a loud underlining of the disability, with the risk of ultimately ceasing to be functional altogether—having compromised in the user the
first condition of its effectiveness (i.e., the will to wear it). It is necessary to mediate, to ensure that acceptance of the object is not an accessory to its function.
Echoing what Graham Pullin has already observed, Mindy Scheier, fashion designer and creator of Runway of Dreams Foundation [2], reaffirms how psychologically
healthy it is to design adaptive clothing with the same stylistic expedients (refined,
if necessary) we save for the traditional fashion products:
Adaptive clothing is defined as clothing designed for people with disabilities, the elderly and
anyone who struggles with dressing themselves. Adaptive clothing did exist, but it was missing
that mainstream fashion component. It was very medicinal and very functional but not stylish.
And that's a huge problem, because what you wear matters. Clothing can affect your mood, your
health, and your self-esteem (Mindy Scheier, ‘How adaptive clothing empowers people
with disabilities’, TED@Tommy, 2017) [1].

Fig. 8

In 2007, there were only twenty-one companies in the world trading in special
needs garments (a survey reports their adaptive properties) (Na, 2007).
Today there are many, including popular labels. Tommy Hilfiger, for example,
launched the Tommy Adaptive line in 2018 [3, 4]. They applied the same cited measures
to simplify wearability (Fig. 8) without giving up the identity character of the
brand—the style, in other words (the same claimed by Scheier just the previous
year). These are not far from the practical or purely aesthetic choices (not launched
as adaptive, however) adopted today by equally popular sports brands (Nike and
Adidas, for example).
It has already been observed: what we choose and accept to wear is not only a
means to express our body, it is in fact an extension of it (Fortunati, Katz, & Riccini, 2002) (see
page 62). It defines our identity, and more specifically our body image (an expression first adopted by Freudian neuropsychiatrist Paul Schilder, in 1935):
the intimate perception we have of our appearance that influences our attitudes in complex ways (Mair, 2018).

We can say, therefore, that a truly functional garment for people who have physical impairments will only be as such if appreciated and accepted by the wearers—or, better, if the people who ‘add it’ to their body can recognize themselves
in it, and if through it (not despite it) they can accept themselves.
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T

he idea of clothing intended as an extension (more or less acceptable) of the
human body, reminds us of a further and decisive factor to take into account
while designing adapted (and adaptive) garments for the elderly.
Recalling the philosophical cognitivist principle of embodied cognition, whereby
human thought is connected and very often determined by the morphology and
mechanics of our body, psychologists Adam Galinsky and Hajo Adam have elaborated (and thoroughly investigated in an experimental study in 2012) the principle of enclothed cognition (Adam & Galinsky, 2012; Johnson, Lennon, & Rudd, 2014).
According to that, the clothing we wear—just as our body, being essentially an
extension of it—has the power to influence our psychological and decision-making processes. The keys of this conditioning are

Enclothed
cognition

the perceived symbolic meaning of the garment,
and the physical (epidermal) experience of wearing it,
which are both essential to wisely weigh during the initial design phase.
An easy example is the widespread feeling, once you put on a technical-sporting
garment, of being somehow more inclined to exercise, even more toned, with
more reactive muscles. It is precisely the effect that the garment (its meaning in
this case, even before its style) exerts on our psyche.
Actually, a study by Cameron et al. already confirmed it twelve years before (2000).
Back then, they were testing the effect (on the elderly’s psyche and actions) of wearing or not hip protectors in the long term. The test subjects were over 74 and had
all experienced previous falls and suffered from post-fall syndrome (and precisely
because of that, each had a very weak sense of self-efficacy8).
The subjects wearing protections showed a gradual increase in confidence, less
fearful in carrying out daily activities at home and outdoors, therefore resulting
more active, more mobile during the four-month observation. Trial subjects who,
in terms of age and physical condition, were quite like the ones who, as we have
observed (on page 79), would be tested by Lipsitz et al. six years later—to prove
once again how relevant subconscious and proprioceptive stimuli can be on the
elderly’s balance and gait control.
Hence, a fact that designers must treasure.
The shape of the garment can be functional on a subconscious level. It may induce active (and healthy) behaviors, more so when the wearer can acquire a
sense of security (and self-efficacy) from it.
This is something that has to do not only with the idea of protection, of material
shield (as in the case of the hip protectors tested by Cameron et al.), but even more
with the feeling of being adequately enclosed by the object we wear. A kind of
perception that concerns the confidence we establish with the garment, and the
physical and aesthetic comfort it conveys to us—or, as McCann says in a single
concept (2008), the feel-good factor that its shape and function can generate on us.

Perceived self-efficacy is concerned with people’s beliefs in their ability to influence events that affect their lives. This core
belief is the foundation of human motivation, performance accomplishments, and emotional well-being (Bandura, 2010).
8
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Comfort

P

erceived comfort is a multi-dimensional factor: psychological, as observed, but
also and above all physiological.
It is the result of an uneven combination of inputs recorded by the sense organs
(skin, eyes, ears, nose, mouth) that react to stimuli from the environment and send
neurophysiological impulses to the brain (Kilinc-Balci, 2011).
Defining comfort in a ‘universal’ way is in fact more difficult than defining the
opposite: discomfort. On an epidermal level, we can say we feel discomfort when
we feel too hot, cold, damp, rough, sticky, tingly, heavy, or stiff.
So, comfort derived from what we physically come into contact, could be understood, in a broader sense, as
that state in which pain and bother are absent and the temperature and humidity on the
surface of our bodies are mitigated and constant.

It is therefore clear why, in this respect, clothes are to be considered a primary
vehicle of it. According to Stevens and Fuller (2015), they are so on four levels:
thermophysiological
because of their thermal properties: the ability to keep our temperature stable in different places while we accomplish tasks and movements (by generating, and preserving,
the dress–body microclimate);
skin sensorial
because of the properties of their texture in mechanical contact with the skin (softness,
ductility, and absence of roughness, tingling, and moisture);
fit
because of the adaptability to the body and its movements, but also because of design
features and style (a level we have already discussed which is closely linked to the next
one);
psychological
for their performance, i.e., the adhesion of what we wear to the environmental and social
context within which we act (without this specific level of comfort, as said, the garment
could generate insecurity, even mental stress).

To manufacture a garment that is factually acceptable (see page 117), we must ensure it will be so at each of the four cited levels.
The problem (as it has long been discussed) is that senescence mixes up all the
variables and makes design a tough challenge.
On a thermophysiological level, for example, comfort must be carefully reconsidered.
Metabolic heat diminishes over the years. The vessels deform and lose efficiency in
peripheral constriction (which means more dispersion in cold environments). Sweat
also diminishes, i.e., heat-release by evaporation in summer (Stevens & Fuller, 2015).
In general, the perception (of both heat, and cold) decreases over the years, but
susceptibility to cold tends however to prevail (Guergova & Dufour, 2011).
The management of this information must guide the choice of fabrics and materials, of their compression and breathability, as well as the choice of the body
regions which are best suited to receive their grip, and those instead that it is
wise to leave unstressed.
These are not simple choices—the application areas, first and foremost.
Even the usual parameters we associate with skin sensorial comfort are mixed up
by senescence.
Epidermal fibers of elastin and collagen weaken (see page 15) and the skin becomes thin, irritable, and breakable (which is why bedridden elderly people are
more prone to develop bedsores) (Bryson, 2014). And that is the moment when the
softness, ductility, roughness, tingling, and moisture, as referred to by Stevens and
Fuller, start becoming a bit less ‘universal’ concepts.
Once again, it is within the perimeter of that slippery ‘particular’ that designers
are required to make use of their ingenuity.
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hen developing clothing for the elderly, the tenderness of the body surface,
along with the volatility of thermal energy, remain, therefore, the first factors
to be considered in the choice of materials and areas suitable for their application.
In this regard, research provides us with unanimous views (Meinander & Varheenmaa, 2002;
Sau-Fun, Chi-Leung, & Lai-Fan, 2011; McCann & Bryson, 2015).

Layers

The same principle will naturally apply to anyone who proposes to develop (for
the same target group) wearable technologies that aim to be acknowledged as intelligent.
Precisely because of the volubility of the skin and dispersion of heat, Timmins and
McCann (2015) suggest that the wiser way to design functional (indoor and outdoor) clothing for seniors is to take the ‘sportswear layering system’ as a model.
It is a concept of military origins and over the years has encouraged the manufacture of more and more lightweight, protective, and compact fabrics.
It is a composite but easy system that combines:
one underwear layer (baselayer, or second skin),
one or more middle layers (insulating/functional),
and a last, more external, protective layer (outer/aesthetic),

all of which are designed and assembled to
preserve the body–garment microclimate,
and allow the inclusion of wearable technologies and personal protection elements.

The underwear layer (second skin) is the most delicate, the one to which designers
tend to pay the most attention.
It is in direct contact with the body, must not rub or irritate it, and must be an
efficient ‘interface’ between the skin and the outermost layers (whose material
composition will be less limited by the wearer’s sensitivity) (Haffenden & Smith, 2015).
It is important that its fabrics retain as much heat as possible in the cold seasons
and, when necessary, limit or get rid of moisture—not an easy task, but research in
professional sportswear promises to accomplish it by experimenting with high-performance synthetic fibers. Synthetics, however, is not always a tolerated solution.
While adapting the system to the elderly, given the skin sensitivity, it might be
better to differentiate the layer’s texture by regions: prefer natural fibers for the
areas most exposed to irritation and mycosis (neck, armpits, groin, and breast),
and insert cuts of more technical fabric in the less delicate spots.9
McCann encourages the use of elastic fibers (with a variable percentage, depending on the wearer’s sensitivity). If well designed (non-invasively), they can gently
adapt to the shape of the body. For seniors, they would also offer a good proprioceptive support and a more practical fit (without fabric overhangs), while, at the
same time, giving the designer the chance to integrate e-textiles sensors—which, to
be reliable, must be well anchored and be as close to the skin as possible.
In this regard, however, a clarification is necessary. Although the market offers a
wide range of them (of different tenderness and thickness), the conductive threads
that integrate the sensors into the fabric are still metal. They can irritate delicate
skin, in some cases even cut it. It is therefore good habit to avoid direct contact,
especially for mature users. And the same applies, of course, to the new generation of electronic boards (flexible and printable—PFCB, see page 69). Even if they
are ductile and designed to be wearable (Lilypad by Arduino or Flora by Adafruit)
it is recommended to keep them separated from the skin and where they do not
hinder the fluidity of movement (back and abdomen are the most suitable areas),
even better if protected in fabric pockets or soft shells (removable for washing).
When designing attachments, it is ideal to stick to harmonious shapes to follow the
(mutating) morphology of the wearer—shapes which, besides being just cases for
the electronics, could also perform other functions (see again on page 67, the pants
with Armourgel inserts developed by the University of Sheffield).
9

Recommendation confirmed on daily practice bases by Dr Alessandra Geremia, General Practitioner, ULSS9, Treviso (Italy).
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These expedients (material and formal) can make an underwear layer for seniors
acceptable. And, to a certain extent, also curative.
The elastic properties we choose to assign to it, can themselves have a medical
function—to the benefit of the legs, for example, by improving peripheral circulation and drainage, soothing venous insufficiency, and containing varicose veins
(compression stockings are already widespread in the treatment of all these symptoms) (Sau-Fun et al., 2011).10
In outdoor use, the insulating layers design is also fundamental.
They must adapt in style and cut—therefore not generating friction in movements—
both to the second skin and the outer layers (Haffenden & Smith, 2015).
For a best performance, soft fibers are recommended, which can slide without
curling between the fabrics of the other layers while assuring the insulating effect
(fleece and thin quilted vests are usually suitable for the purpose).
This can be convenient even when dealing with seniors, who are sensitive to cold
(and not only when outdoors). Including a heating layer into the garment could
provide it with an added medical value (by relieving low back pain, for example)
(French et al., 2006).
The outermost and last is the outer layer. It is the shield between environmental
agents and the body–garment microclimate (generated by the second skin and tempered by the insulating layers).
To perform the task in the most effective way, almost all the items on the market
are synthetic, including breathable and waterproof (or hydrophobic) fabrics.
As expected, and to confirm what has been observed about the negligence of large
retailers, Haffenden and Smith (2015) point out how this kind of design arrangement,
although simple and effective, very rarely finds a synthesis that is targeted—in
terms of size, shape, and style—to the real needs of the elderly wearer.

Synthesis
Brief
Choices

T

hose are needs that, according to the same study (2015), are based on three summary indices that, in brief, could by themselves suggest a process strategy to
the age-designer:
garment fit
the product must be attentive to the mature body and its morphological changes, and it
must not complicate or impede movements;
simplified wearability
it must avoid eyelets of zips (hard to tighten) and buttons (even snap fastener, so complicated to press or detach), but not relying exclusively on Velcro (toward which the elderly
show a widespread aversion, both for practical and aesthetic reasons);
garment functionality
it must perform its task without requiring too efforts from the wearer, and beware not
to sacrifice aesthetics for efficiency (a need that is emphasized by the female population).

Scientific literature proposes a more than satisfactory variety of strategic brief to
design functional wearables for seniors.
Not so much, however, if we filter the search by limiting the results to ‘intelligent
clothing’.

10

For more information on materials and applications, please refer to the study by Sau-Fun, Chi-Leung, and Lai-Fan (2011).
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The tree diagram proposed in figure 9 by Timmins and McCann (2015) offers a clear
outline of how the design of functional garments (functional to the needs of everyone, not only the elderly) should be perfected.
The scheme, in this case as in the most of those available, does not consider the
selection criteria for electronics and intelligent components (which are instead
variables of great interest in the design of smart clothing). Nonetheless, its structure, linear and essential, is a good reference point.

Fig. 9

After end-user and concept recognition, the analysis path branches off to explore
three key macro-factors:
form
that incorporates the aesthetic choices (fabric, color, cut, resistance, proportions, and
finishing) and the cultural choices (which must be based on the social identity of the
recipient; it goes without saying that what is convenient—and convincing—for one age
group may not be for another; even if the fit is appropriate, it is not necessarily so for the
style, which instead may turn unwelcome, and therefore psychologically unacceptable);
commerce
that will orient the strategy—best suited to the times—to reach the satisfaction of the
wearer (according to the principles of the marketing mix: the four Ps);
function
for which the choices that are most respectful of the user’s body will be weighed up
(anthropometric, biomechanical, ergonomic, thermal, protective, but also—involving body
image—psychological) along with those considered most suitable for the activity in which
he or she is engaged (and for which the garment is supposed to be designed).
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Designing
intelligent clothing
for the elderly
A guide’s draft

T

he factors named by Timmins and McCann crossed with the brief indices of
Haffenden and Smith, offer us an interesting model of action.
However, the design of functional clothing which is also supposed to be intelligent
and assistive goes through a variety of decisional junctions that elude the previous
simplifications.
Designed to feel, react, and adapt to serve (see page 72), in order to perform their
task over the skin of the elderly, these products must simultaneously meet a number of criteria which at times seem to be stackable, and sometimes instead, quite
hard to pair up. Nevertheless, in one way or another, each is connected to the next.
This composes a network of variables whose primary nodes have been singled out
and examined by research since the ’10s.11 12
By placing them13 in a diagram that could be functional to the chronological order
of the developing process (clockwise in figure 10)14, the designer who intends to
experiment and prototype in the field of wearable gerotechnology can draft a personal guide fit for the purpose.

Fig. 10

Andreoni, Standoli, and Perego (2016); Cho (2009); Hadjidj, Souil, Bouabdallah, Challal, and Owen (2013); Nugroho (2013);
Pantelopoulos and Bourbakis (2010); Postolache, Carvalho, Catarino, and Postolache (2017); Seymour (2008); Tomico and Wilde (2015);
Wang (2018); Yang, Isaia, Brown, and Beeby (2019).
12 Each of the factors listed below, whose consideration is essential for designers, would deserve additional pages of analysis.
However, as stated in premise (see page 4), the text does not presume to go deeply into every subject in the short time of its
editing. On the contrary, it will tap into each discipline and draw the basics to compose a framework useful for its purpose—
which, in this case, is to offer the product developer a handy guide to the design of intelligent assistive clothing for seniors.
13 These are, of course, universal nodes to face at the beginning of any design process. What follows is their specific adaptation
for wearable gerotechnology developers. The text moves from the general to the particular. Which means from criteria suitable
to: all products in general ® then to wearables ® then wearables for special needs ® and then intelligent assistive for seniors
(e.g., the first two nodes we listed, Functionality and Reliability, are universal and mandatory criteria to focus on for every design.
Here we specifically question our possible concept about functions and accuracy issues we acknowledged during the thorough
exploration of part 2. Hence, focusing on clothing for special needs and medical functional, on stimulation and feedback, and on
sensors’ and actuator’s choices).
14 We wrote ‘could be’, because the chronological order may obviously vary according to the kind of product we intend to develop.
In some cases, for instance, wearability and acceptability criteria’s consideration must precede the reliability and accuracy ones’
(see in this regard what has been said on page 104 about the need to mediate and ensure that acceptance of the object is not an accessory
to its function).
11
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t stands at vertex of the process, even the temporal one.
It is the premise of every design, not only for the elderly, not only of intelligent
garments. It makes it clear from the outset what the purpose of the project is and to
which problem it wants to offer a remedy.
In the case of clothing for special needs and medical-functional (see page 102):

1. Functionality

in the treatment of which pathology (or discomfort) it intends to bring assistance—with
which service (monitoring, preventive treatment, rehabilitation treatment)—addressing
which target—what the needs of this target are, their inclinations, their reluctances.

This will bring to the preliminary choice of the functions/actions to be entrusted to
the garment:
detection of parameters (vital, movement, environmental)—provision of targeted feedback15 (visual, tactile, sound, olfactory, taste)—release of kinetic-mechanical impulses
(as a reaction to the data collected).

Clarifying in detail the functions of the finished object is fundamental for building
the preliminary system architecture. Which, in turn, will determine all our future
decisions. Once we decide to give feedback to the impaired wearer, for example,
which way (medium, material, stimulus) will be most suitable for the task?
First, we must figure out whether the architecture of the system we envision implies
a body–garment interaction only (i.e., the design of a sensory language to make the
body and the garment directly communicate—see pages 73, 74, 75, The function of
assisting. Clothes for the senses), or whether we want to rely on mediating supports
(like tablet or smartphone applications) with which the user is already familiar.
Once we have made our choice, we will go on questioning our concept.
What is the purpose of the intelligent garment?
What actions will it have to perform to achieve it?
What parameters should it be able to measure/monitor?
What feedback should be conveyed to the user?
How long will the device be worn, at what times of the day (or night)?
What is the system architecture?

These are the questions to ask at the beginning. Always.
They are necessary to make the functionality crystal clear—hence, its fulfilment or
disappointment immediately comprehensible at the practical test.

A

functional smart garment must be reliable and accurate.
More so if designed for the care of the elderly, who are not quick to recognize
and report system failures. The application of technology (hardware and software) is therefore fundamental. Once the functions have been defined, the selection of the most suitable electronics and mechanics must follow.
The equipment we choose must guarantee both durability and safety, while sizes
must be kept to a minimum and commensurate with the number of actions we
require (see page 116, Wearability).

2. Reliability
(and accuracy)

To begin with, we must ensure reliability and accuracy to the data—
to their processing, of course (entrusting it to a suitable software),
but first and foremost, to their physical, over-the-skin, recording (choosing/designing the
most comfortable hardware).

So, always after (and in accordance with) the selection of functions, we will proceed to that of the sensors. We must decide whether to use
conventional rigid ones (sensors of biometric data, motion, acceleration, orientation,
proximity, pressure, humidity, temperature, odor, light, micro-particles),
or e-textiles ones, where the weave itself is the data recorder (if well designed, they
guarantee the same versatility and accuracy as the rigid ones, except for micro-particles
detection and acceleration measurement) (see pages 60 and 69).16
See in this regard what has been observed in Chapter 2.2. About functions of smart garments monitoring vital and movement
parameters, see the fine analysis by Yang et al. (2019) and Postolache et al. (2017).
16 Types, properties, and applications are discussed extensively in the relevant literature (Heikenfeld et al., 2018; Majumder, Mondal, &
Deen, 2017; Kumar & Vigneswaran, 2016; Andreoni et al., 2016; Dias, 2015; Tao, 2001, Castano & Flatau, 2014).
15
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Then, of course, we must plan their arrangement (directly into the weave, or above
or below its surface) and their number (as usual, less is more). And while planning
this, we must also assess whether, among the items we chose, there are types that,
to be accurate, require direct contact with the skin. And if so, which position and
dimensions are most recommended to balance sensory comfort and reliability.17
The data detected from each sensor (input) must be received, as said, by a suitable
microcontroller18 (MCU) which in turn will generate an output (reaction) readable
to the user. This can be a—
visual, auditory, haptic, multi-modal, or assistive feedback.

Haptic and assistive feedback (providing alerting, support, or correction) are kinetic
reactions conveyed to the designated body part through the engagement of the—
actuators.

The choice of their number, size, positioning, and above all their type (see page
89), is certainly one of the crucial steps of the design process (see pages 113 and
116, Usability and Wearability).
The energy required to make ‘actuations’ efficient must come from a proportionate amount of charge (increasingly bigger as the system architecture includes one
or more impulse of motion as feedback).
To be reliable, the system must be carefully powered.
As pointed out in the second section of the thesis, this is one of the most sensitive
limitations of wearable technologies (see page 69). Which is why, in the planning,
we must calculate the precise amount of energy required between charges—asking
ourselves again, and more accurately, the fifth question about functionality, that is:
How long will the device need to be continuously worn to accomplish the healthy effect?
According to the answer, we will assess
whether to equip the system with an emergency power outlet or rely on batteries only;
whether to use wire or induction rechargeable batteries;
whether to integrate solar cells (Schubert & Werner, 2006; Smelik, Toussaint, & Van Dongen, 2016) or
Peltier cells to convert body heat into power supply (see pages 63 and 69) (Hyland et al.,
2016; Misra et al., 2015; Soin, Anand, & Shah, 2016; Wang et al., 2018).

When designing the architecture of our system, choices relating to the source and
transmission of charge will almost always prove to be the most delicate, and the
most technically binding: where and how to position the power pack; how to
make it homogeneous with the figure without compromising the body image;
how to assign a function to its volume.
Naïve solutions, besides making our product ‘unreliable’, would end up undermining all the other efficiency parameters: functionality, usability, wearability,
and, finally, acceptability.
So, the preliminary questions you should ask yourself to weigh up the reliability
of your design should be as follows:
What data need to be processed? Which and how many sensors are needed to collect
the data? What is their optimal placement on the user’s body?
What is the recommended position for the microcontroller? What algorithms are needed
to analyze the collected data?
Which and how many actuators are needed to give feedback? What is their most functional positioning?
Which types of conductive threads are best suited to the system architecture?
What is the energy consumption of the system? Which types of power supply are best
suited to charge it?
How many hours should the power supply last? How do you charge the batteries?
Are the processed data displayed by the user? On which platform? How are the data
transmitted?
See in this regard the first part of the thesis and again the clarification on page 107. See also the studies of Zeagler (2017) and
Andreoni et al. (2016).
18 For do-it-yourself programming, Arduino and Adafruit models are available (Ahmed, 2018; Olsson, 2012).
17
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his is a decisive node, always.
In the case of smart garments, it is worth to insist on an elementary fact (not
entirely taken on board by the industry):

3. Usability

designing carefully for the elderly (meeting their special needs) means improving the
product’s usability and making it, de facto, more compliant with the other (less demanding) age groups (Rogers & Fisk, 2010).

Usability is
the extent to which a system, product or service can be used by certain users to achieve specific
goals effectively, efficiently, and satisfactorily in a given context [5].

A concept that does not exhaust with the sole principle of ‘ease of use’ and ‘being
user-friendly’. In design, it is a composite value:
it deeply relates to the outcome of [human] interacting with a system, product, or service [5].

In this sense, if we place the elderly person as the end user of a new technology,
the choice of designing clothes gives us a first advantage.
Clothing is a congenial and familiar platform. And, as we know, habit is a friend
of usability. Mitigating the burden to carry around a foreign technology by having
it ‘absorbed’ into items with which we are already comfortable, is a strategy that
is as simple as persuasive (Yang et al, 2019).
Envisioning the sensors—and data, and warning signals transmitted through fabric
in real time—as an integral and fluid part of the natural line of the cloth will benefit
not only the ‘readiness for use’, but also the overall acceptability of the system.
On the other hand, turning visions into a concrete architecture, that is—as seen—
functional and accurate, is a much more tortuous task.
Homogenizing, or camouflaging, technology is not enough. The intelligent garment
must also be intelligible to all—i.e., comprehensible to those who by age are entering
(or have already entered) the cognitive decline.
Memory, selective attention, and executive functions are irreversibly altered as we
age. It is therefore imperative to reduce to a minimum the steps of use, as well as
the number of devices that the elderly will be asked to manipulate.
It is necessary to think about specific scenarios:
the first use (the moment the user initializes the technological garment and wears it);
the moment when the electronic components must be recharged;
the moment (if needed) when they must be detached from the fabric for washing.

We must consider the biological slowing down in processing information and ensure first of all clarity, then a proper (more indulgent) time for wearers to complete
the actions they are required to do, never overlapping them (demanding multitasking in old age, if not as an exercise prescribed by the therapist, is a failing purpose, and a bit sadistic too) (Lewis & Neider, 2017).
The way forward seems obvious: when minimizing demands for action, one will
maximize the chances that they are carried out without error (Charness & Jastrzembski, 2009).
However, over-simplification can also be counterproductive. If the device is cryptic, too self-managing (not very engaging, then), the user may feel frustrated.
Involvement is important (even more so the sense of involvement, and consequently the idea of control19), and can be guaranteed without necessarily demanding a mnemonic labor.

See Chapter 2.1, page 30: […] the request for help is understood as a sign of weakness, a consenting surrender of one’s own self-sufficiency,
and is evaded to the point that it is not uncommon for stubbornness to be listed among the recurring behavioral factors of falling.
19
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As Donald Norman suggests (1988), by designing an intelligent natural mapping20
(with a fluid correlation between the controls to be manipulated and the action
produced) we can favor a sort of gestural automatism and limit the urgency to memorize the sequence of use.
This will eventually simplify the user–system interaction, or, in other words,
the interactivity

—which is not a negligible factor for the success of an intelligent garment designed for well-being.
Wearable interactivity is the added value of receiving information from what we
wear without mediation, that is,
being updated on real-time measurements, alerted in case of danger, and advised on
behavioral corrections.

Its programming will condition (positively or negatively) the acceptability of the
technology we chose (see page 118).
While planning initial functionalities and their accuracy, if we decide that the user
will receive haptic feedback in different areas of the body, we are going to design
an epidermic dialogue—it can be either primitive or carefully articulated (see page
74, Unfolding Space), but, in any case, it must be usable.
This means it must be understandable, but also and above all recognizable, perceptible.
The mature wearer suffers from the primary regression of tactile sensitivity (Skedung
et al., 2018) (see page 15), a variable that will be determinant for the choice of devices
(both for control and warning), their positioning, and the signals (haptic/kinetic)
they have eventually to release ( Zeagler, 2017).
Let us add laziness and habit (an enemy habit, in this case) that in the elderly tend
to generate selective ‘deafness’. Having become accustomed to the monotony of the
alert mechanism, the user may begin ignoring it, especially if it is a signal asking
for muscular reactions (a postural adjustment, for example). Multimodal feedback
(visual, auditory, and haptic) and feedback of varying intensity and frequency are
wise choices. When well-modulated around the personal profile of the wearer,
they can prevent what is called ‘reactive torpidity’—and consequent disaffection
(and avoidance) of technology.21 22
If the system involves prolonged monitoring, an additional digital platform will
be needed to provide extended service (archive, consultation, comparison, progress
curve, targets—see page 52).
To ensure an acceptable user-experience even at old age, the first and fundamental
criteria of usability required from the interface design (which will be most likely
a smartphone or smartwatch application) is accessibility.23
So, once again, the recession of physiological functions must be considered—and
not only of touch, of course.
Motor dexterity is also reduced (hands shake, gestures become slower) and so is
the usability of the touchscreen. Icons and keys become a problem (frustrating,
discouraging), as do the combination of clicking buttons to generate commands.
It is then a good idea to avoid interfaces requiring fine motor skills, develop big
and spaced-out icons, minimize the command sequences and, where possible, enable voice control (Charness & Jastrzembski, 2009; Lewis & Neider, 2017).

Natural mapping refers to a design in which the system’s controls represent or correspond to the desired outcome. When controls map to the
actions that will result, systems are faster to learn and easier to remember [6].
21 Solutions encouraged by Dr Teresita Fabris, physiatrist at the San Marco Rehabilitation Center in Vicenza (Italy).
22 See in this regard Uninvited Guests by Superflux Lab [7], a short film that well describes how the intrusiveness or insistence of
smart devices can discourage their use.
23 In this context, accessibility refers to the usability of technical devices adapting to the capabilities of older and disabled people. The
EU website addresses to EU guidelines for accessibility of IT tools [8]. Regarding Italy, see the provisions of the Stanca Law of 9
January 2004 [9]. It is widely recommended a design approach that is more sensitive and committed to the creation of inclusive
environments. This goes through the recognition and the clear understanding of the elderly’s urgencies (Callari et al., 2012).
20
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The same consideration should be given to cognitive fogging.
The manipulation of the digital interface—like that of the wearable hardware with
which it is connected—must be as simple as possible, and minimal must be the
navigation steps. In this case too, an intelligent sequence mapping will help (not
only to learn the sub-functions of the application more quickly, but also to recall
their location and the steps to reach them). We must remember that an older person takes 50 to 100% longer to perform any kind of action, physical or mnemonic—including learning new software, obviously (Charness & Jastrzembski, 2009).
Only if the architecture of the interface is designed to be truly age-friendly (‘friend’
in this case is certainly the fittest term for the intent we pursue), then function,
accuracy, and usability could be rewarded and followed be acceptability.
Sensory decay (visual decay, first and foremost) is an obvious complication.
Normally, to minimize the size of devices (especially wearables), optical signals
are programmed to appear in small displays and as discretely as possible. With
minimalist features, mostly. This is a practice unsuitable for the over 60s. It has
been calculated that to make a word of four letters distinguishable to an older
reader (at the agreed distance of an outstretched arm—the most common reading
pose as presbyopia advances) one would have to type it approximately the same
size as their thumb (visual angle 0.6°) (Charness & Jastrzembski, 2009; Lewis & Neider, 2017).
Large fonts are therefore needed, which are not easy to fit into screens with sizes
systematically sought to be reduced to zero.
A reasonable solution is to provide the software with the option for variable text
and icon size and make the dialogue box adaptable to the subjective needs of the
reader.
As for the text style, clarity and linearity should prevail24: sans-serif fonts (Helvetica, Arial) and dark letters on a light background (Fig. 1125). It is also good not to
differentiate commands as per colors of words and symbols. When the crystalline
lens hardens and turns yellow, the recognition of tones becomes less and less accurate, particularly those at low wavelengths (violet, blue, green).
Once again, good practice (and common sense) will be to design merely age-friendly
solutions:
‘indulgent’, even if in contrast to the finesse of the design.

Fig. 11

Finally, the acoustic interaction must be defined: the sound feedback emitted by
the touch of icons or buttons and, more important, those necessary to draw the
wearer’s attention (this will apply to the interface, but also to any device we
choose to integrate directly into the fabric).
Ageing weakens the ability to distinguish sounds (especially high frequencies) and
focus on their origin (Burdick & Kwon, 2017). It is advisable to keep signals within a range
of 500-1000Hz, associate them, whenever possible, with visual and tactile cues
(making the feedback multimodal) and, in case of alarm notifications, to increase
their intensity and prolong duration (5 seconds, minimum) (Charness & Jastrzembski, 2009).

24
25

See studies by Dodd, Athauda, and Adam (2017) and Fisk et al. (2005).
Examples of text visualization (Fisk et al., 2005).
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Ultimately, all these considerations come from another elementary fact:
in old age, more than in other time of life, the usability of intelligent garments—and their
platform’s (integrated or Bluetooth-connected) and their hardware and software’s—is
categorically linked to the concept of simplicity.

Which, in relation to such a composite design process and intended for a target
audience with such unpredictable urgencies, seems an oxymoron (and a mocking
one at that).
The programmatic questions which we should then formulate, if not directly referring to the (impervious) principle of simplification, will refer to the (less peremptory) one of reduction:
How many components does the smart garment include? Can they be reduced?
How many and which actions will the user have to perform to make it work? Is it possible to reduce them?
Is the system intuitive? What and how many usage scenarios are envisioned? How to
reduce them without reducing effectiveness?
What is the control gesture-mapping that most naturally leads to the outcome of the
command?
What user–garment interaction will be established?
Is a digital platform necessary? How to reduce its command steps?
Is the wearable interaction really reduced to the essential? Is it age-friendly?

4. Wearability
(and aesthetic
function)

C

lothing and wearable devices are perceived through ‘somatosensory’ and ‘visual’ processing (Dunne, Profita, & Zeagler, 2014).

By filtering it through our individual somatosensory perception, we (per)form the
experience of wearability:
the purely physical sensation we feel when wearing a garment (an experience which
relates to the first three comfort levels outlined by Stevens and Fuller—see page 106).

Visual (aesthetic) perception, on the other hand, forms the communicative character of the experience:
the identity—both individual and social (third and fourth levels of comfort)—that the
dress inspires and that we choose to project by wearing it.

The somatosensory perception (already introduced in the previous pages) defines
‘the limits of physical conformity’ within which a garment becomes wearable or
unwearable.
Wearable is what will not cause us discomfort (tactile and thermal) and what we
will not deem complicated (to put on, keep on, take off). To the elderly wearer
(suffering from arthrosis, arthritis, reduced mobility), all the design expedients
mentioned for clothing for special needs apply (see pages 103 and 104). Which, in the
case of smart assistive products, will also have to coexist (in a comfortable and uncomplicated way) with all the hard components needed to make the intelligence
reliable, accurate, and usable.
Rigid devices and electronic inserts should be securely and durably attached to
the garment, occupy as little space as possible over the body and, above all, not
interfere with its movements—complying with the dynamic wearability—nor its
proxemic standards (Gemperle et al., 1998).
Referring to the Gemperle et al.’s study, Design for wearability, Zeagler emphasizes
how crucial the attention to proxemics is in the preliminary mapping of the body
areas to be ‘dressed’ by technology (2017).
Humans have a perception of their own figure that, albeit slightly, exceeds the
actual size (a deviation which helps the species to go its own way without hitting
obstacles). If a wearable device (or part of a garment) extends beyond those perceived safety boundaries, a sense of hesitation may set in, and the naturalness of
movement within environments will be affected.
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While at young age this is a negligible limit, easily compensated for by alertness
and dexterity—so that extruded and showy technological appendages are tolerable (and sometimes sought after, because they communicate identity and style)—
at advanced age it is always advisable to reduce protrusions to the bare minimum
and avoid angularity when possible. A sense of uncertainty (even minimal, like a
negligeable background noise) due to the slightest ‘proxemic scratch’, could make
the person’s gait unsafe and in long term increase the risk of falling (a risk which
this specific technology was intended to reduce).
So, where allowed, it is flexibility (shape/morphic adaptability) that will make the
difference. The wearability of smart devices will be more accomplished when
their thicknesses, adhering to the surface of the body, can be recognized and
accepted by the older wearer as almost natural curves—biological, rather than
technological (Dunne, Profita, & Zeagler, 2014). Once again: as ‘an extension of oneself’, rather than an unfamiliar intrusion.
As with shape, weight is equally important. Given the balance deficits that come
with age (see from page 28 to 32), the recommendation is to minimize inserts onto
the limbs and concentrate any gear as close as possible to the body’s center of
gravity, as in mimicking biology (in nature the maturing body accumulates mass
around the waist, hips, and loins) (Gemperle et al., 1998; Zeagler, 2017).
Still in terms of application areas, even if we are planning to produce stimulating
devices for active ageing, the sedentary nature of the recipient must always be
considered. At the initial design stage, we must estimate the behavior of our equipment at the time of sitting, that is the position in which the elderly wearer will
pause for most of the day, and to which our garment’s components will have to
adapt while maintaining their assistive features.
It is necessary to study in advance the effect that the choice of shape, texture, and
position of the components will have not only on the body–garment interaction,
but also on the multilevel body–garment–object interaction, predicting more complex but probable scenarios: the effect that a semi-rigid apparatus will have, for
example, in the double contact with loins and the seat, or while pressed between
the spine and the backrest, or between the forearm and the armrest. This is a decisive aspect. It affects the 2nd and 3rd levels of comfort and, if poorly managed,
can compromise the acceptability of the system—eventually, making it unusable.
Choice of materials, fabrics, cut, finish, and design: each of these variables outline
the physical experience of wearing a garment (whether smart or not).
The same attributes ‘forge’ the communicative character of the experience: its aesthetics, the pleasure to wear—but also the will to wear (hence its inclusion among
the criteria of wearability)—that precise product (which is not only medical, but also
fashionable).
In line with the thoughts of Pullin and Scheier (see pages 49 and 105), Andreoni et
al. (2016) note that, while designing intelligent garments, the same attention we pay
to the technical function should be paid to the aesthetic one, because it will participate in no small way in the final acceptance of the system, therefore its success.
The design then, as repeatedly emphasized, must try first of all not to be an explicit reminder of the affliction that is meant to relieve.
The form in which therapy or rehabilitation is administered can be visually gratifying (Marti & Giusti, 2011) and, with the right attentions, a means of reinforcing expression of the self (a direction taken to the extreme by Aimee Mullins, see page 49).
The key is to find the balance between ‘the assistive/medical composition’ and
‘the attractiveness of the shape’. Only by ensuring that they are not discordant,
by making them complementary in some way, by studying how to harmonize the
intelligence inserts into forms which satisfy the 4th level of comfort (the psychological and identity one), the garment will become long-term acceptable.
It will therefore be advisable—during the ideation phase of course, but also in the
most delicate moments of prototyping—to rely on the guidance of fashion designers who are familiar with the fundamentals of fashion and fashion psychology.
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The purpose, through the fulfillment of the psychological demand, is to persuade
the wearer to use and be satisfied with the device as much as possible. This is to
finally encourage between humans and design that sort of ‘bonding’, of ’aesthetic
intimacy’, that Neidlinger says is the key to ensuring the device’s wearability over
time (see page 91, extimacy and emotional durability).
The questions we will ask ourselves to define the wearability parameters of our
intelligent garment for seniors could be reduced to the following:
Does the arrangement of technologies hinder body movements? Does it affect proxemics?
Is the garment comfortable? Does its weight, shape, and size unbalance the body?
How is the garment worn? How can I make it easier to wear and undress?
Is the design a stigma of the ailment?
Is the technological garment aesthetically acceptable to the elderly person?
What ergonomic and aesthetic measures can make the design pleasant, affable, for the
wearer? What can be done to make this feeling last?

5. Acceptability

T

he false narrative that older people are in principle reluctant to use new technologies is debunked by the research work of Fisk et al. (2005).
The study makes it clear that low familiarity is not due to mistrust, but the fact
that they are not as often in touch with innovative devices.
They simply have fewer opportunities than younger adults to make use of them.
This is because of income, the vague perception of the need to rely on them, and
because they find it prohibitive to learn how to use new products.
In literature it has been observed that, on the other hand, where elderly people truly
recognize a technology usefulness, they are inclined to adopt it. Always providing
that its benefits are made clear, i.e. accessible (Callari, Ciairano, & Re, 2012; Rogers & Fisk, 2010).
It is a simple fact: validating, and thus demonstrating, the advantages of a new technology stimulate in recipients the perception of its usefulness and makes them
more inclined to accept it—and commit to adopt it, even mentally (Lunney, Cunningham,
& Eastin, 2016).
Nevertheless, acceptability is an ambivalent term.
At the beginning, the intelligent garment must acceptably satisfy the designer’s requirements. Technical (or analytical) validation will be needed first:
the planned functions will have to be recognized as acceptable (for sensitivity, typicity,
and accuracy) through a specified technical protocol (which may include samples’ collection, management, and catalogue) (Izmailova, Wagner, & Perakslis, 2018).

This is a needed proof of the prototype’s performance, but not yet of its usefulness.
In the case of intelligent assistive garment, medical eligibility should be verified
several times.
Clinical tests are indispensable—during the design process, then during therapeutic trials, and finally to get formal certification as a ‘medical device’ (Postolache et al., 2017).
Only full clinical validation will attest the design’s effectiveness in detecting, measuring, or predicting the parameters of interest (Izmailova et al., 2018).
Once it has been recognized as acceptable to those who conceived it, the project
will have to make a quantum leap—and become acceptable to those for whom it
is intended.
To understand how a system or new technology is perceived by different target
groups, attempts have been made over the years, examining the most common
acceptance processes.
In 1989, Davis introduced the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). According to
that, there would be two fundamental key factors around which approval (and
therefore adoption) of the novelty is consolidated:
perceived usefulness
and perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989).
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The first refers to the extent to which people recognize that the new product can
help and improve their abilities; the second, the extent to which they recognize
that managing that product does not require notable efforts (of learning and use).
The combination of the two factors will generate in the users the specific behavioral disposition which will drive them towards the new technology adoption or
not (Davis, 1989; Lunney et al., 2016). It is an outline model, conceived in years that seemed
technologically very distant to us, and since then it had been revised and supplemented several times (Shore, Power, de Eyto, & O’Sullivan, 2018).
What is still relied upon today, is the TAM revision developed almost fifteen years
later by Venkatesh et al. (2003): the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT).
The key factors become four:
performance expectancy
(perceived usefulness);
effort expectancy
(perceived ease of use);
social influence
how and how much the social context ‘presses’ for you to use the new product;
facilitating conditions
the personal and environmental concauses that facilitate its adoption (a composite factor for the consideration of which Venkatesh et al. referred to earlier and well-known
behavioral model theories).26

The TAM and the UTAUT remain the most cited models for examining the general
acceptability of technologies.
However, for the seniors’ target, the most suitable is probably the one developed
(along the same lines, but ten years after the UTUAT) by Chen and Chan (2014): The
Senior Technology Acceptance Model (STAM).
This model (which appears more structured than its forerunners, Fig. 12), considers
the influence that physical, psychological, and social changes associated with ageing
exert on the human-technology interaction. It was the result of twelve months of
study—a commendable contribution to research in gerotechnology—on a senior
sample invited to test a representative range of electronic devices (Shore et al., 2018).
More articulated, in this case, is the list of variables (the combination of which will
generate the attitude towards use). They are grouped on two levels, and they are
variably dependent on each other.

Fig. 12

The UTUAT’s facilitating conditions are in turn conditioned by the ‘perceived behavioral control’ (as defined in the theory of
planned behavior), the ‘facilitating conditions’ as listed in the MPCU (Model of personal computer utilization) and the ‘compatibility’
defined by the IDT (Innovation diffusion theory) (Chen & Chan, 2014). For further discussion, see Rogers (1995) and Ajzen (1991).
26
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Among the attitudinal factors of the first level, we find again perceived usefulness
(PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU), to which another one is to be added:
the usage behavior (UB).

The measure of their satisfaction is conditioned in turn (in an alternative way) by
second-level factors:
the feeling of being able or not to govern and dominate the product (gerontechnology selfefficacy, see footnote 8, page 105)—the apprehension at the prospect of using it (gerontechnology anxiety)—facilitating conditions (already introduced in the UTAUT model)—health
conditions—cognitive ability and physical functioning—social relationships—and, finally, attitude to life and satisfaction.

Applying the STAM model to the specifics of our future prototype will help to
predict, with an acceptable margin of error, what the attitude of the elderly will
be at the time of testing.
This, however, will not be enough to fully understand their acceptance processes.
It will be necessary to validate the usability and the actual involvement through
tests, interviews, questionnaires, and focus groups (more observation, then).27
Plus, we will need to validate the wearability on the skin (in the flesh). Which means
verify, once the prototype is done, the sincere and lasting disposition of the elderly
to wear the technology as we have assembled it.
In this respect, to test at first the ‘physical disposition’, the model proposed by
Knight et al. in Assessing the Wearability of Wearable Computers (2006) can be helpful.
It is an analysis system that cross-references the users’ ‘reaction’ data (physical
and mechanical) while wearing the technological product:
energy expenditure—biomechanical effects of postural and gestural adaptation to the new
encumbrance—perception of localized pain—discomfort due to unprecedented musculoskeletal stress or, conversely, perceived well-being (according to the comfort rating scale).

This time, programmatic questions do not seem necessary, just a good familiarity
with theoretical models.
Of course, it will be fundamental to involve not only end users, but also professionals (geriatricians and therapists, above all).
They are the key players without whom we cannot validate, in every needed respect, the acceptability of our design. Subjects whose engagement is binding for
the project, to make it fully respond to the needs of the target group and make its
emancipation possible from the prototype lab to the actual market—i.e., to give it
the ‘license’ of manufacturability (Yang et al., 2019).

6. Manufacturability
(and commercial
viability)

T

o make the e-textile functions last, the smart clothing manufacturing will
likely need a wide differentiation of assembly techniques (Yang et al., 2019).

The materials’ selection for conductive inserts is only the beginning.
Their incorporation in the different layers of the garment is one of the major design issues, and it is anything but obvious—even though it is often neglected in
the planning phase because intended as secondary, outside of product designers’
competence, who therefore tend to entrust others to handle it (too carelessly,
sometimes).
For the ‘intelligence’ of the garment to be reliable (and usable, wearable, and—not
least—validated) we need to understand whether, to ensure the most accurate
function, it is more convenient to ‘line’, ‘attach’, or ‘interweave’ its ramifications
along the layers (middle or outer—not the second skin which, as we have seen, must
be free form metal).
Above all, it will be indispensable to ascertain that the choices made in the prototype lab are reproducible (scalable) at reasonable costs in large scale.

27

See Dumas and Salzman’s studies about evaluation systems (2006).
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It is known there are many processing techniques: embroidery, sewing, knitting,
weaving, braiding, coating, laminating, printing, and chemical treatment (each
recommendable depending on the physical and mechanical properties of the sensors or actuators we chose).28
Their implementation is not a proper expertise of product designers. They must
be supported, in the prototyping phase, by specialized figures (fashion designers—who must be there even during the design and validation of the adaptive
details—then specialized textile technicians, and finally manufacturers).
It is needed to give them a vision, step-by-step, of the possible directions the project can take at the decision-making junctures (to face together any shape and compositive uncertainty).29
The aim is to align the subjective demand of the elderly wearer with the current
industrial supply (a thorny issue, as noted—see pages 101 and 102).
Once the industrial viability is ascertained, we must consider the commercial one.
Starting from the issues pointed out by Dunne since 2010 (see page 69), we must
assess the present-day commercial realities (and the four Ps of the marketing mix)
as a key factor to complete our planning phase (see the Design tree by Timmins
and McCann on page 109). Obviously, even in this case, designers are not required
to possess the expertise to deeply analyze market trends.
Once we finished testing our mock-up design in laboratory, a good strategy (and
a good practice) is to derive from that a basic rendition to present to the product
style and development offices of the relevant companies—a kind of ‘industrial
drawing’ (see page 204) of what is our vision of the matrix (the native model).
There, we could better acknowledge the potential of our concept, check its effective compliance with the most up-to-date product acceptance models (see page 119),
and understand if—or with which adjustments—in addition to the medical sector,
it could be adapted to other ones (sport and well-being, for example), if not even
to wide distribution.
In summary, the planning questions are:
Which conductive materials are needed for the system to function? Which ones are most
versatile in combining with common fibers (natural or synthetic)?
What is the most appropriate processing and assembly technique to make the garment
reliable, functional, acceptable? Which is the most cost-effective? Which is the most easily replicable? Which, finally, is the most durable?
Can it be the outcome of the chosen process fit for the market? Can it be commercially
viable? And again, can it be durable?

T

he life of an intelligent garment will depend on the quality and durability of
the fabrics and supplementary materials we select during the design phase
(Nugroho, 2013).

7. Durability

In each component of it, the designed garment will have to withstand daily wear
and tear: tension, deformation, abrasion, hand and machine washing.
It will (almost always) be necessary to provide for the removal of rigid electronic
inserts (non e-textile). We must design in a simple, intuitive way, their disconnection from the garment before washing, and, in an equally ‘smart’ way, their reinsertion. Otherwise (but less advisable), we could design perfectly waterproof cases.
Once again, the obvious path is the most secure: minimizing the number of devices, besides improving the usability of the whole system, will certainly reduce
the chance of malfunctions and perishability of its separate branches.
Regarding the cutting and assembly of garment segments which do not contain intelligence, apart from the morphological and
biomechanical notations discussed at the beginning of the chapter, the criteria of manufacturability for the elderly will refer to
those for any other age group.
29 For further discussion about techniques, properties, and costs’ comparison, see Gonçalves, da Silva, Gomes, and Simoes (2018),
Postolache et al. (2017), Kumar and Vigneswaran (2016), Dias (2015), Stoppa and Chiolerio (2014) and Castano and Flatau (2014).
28
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The weak point of the product will probably be the connections between the conductive threads and electronic inserts. They are fragile and more susceptible to
damage from wear and tear. It would be ideal to design the intelligence architecture
so that the system continues to function even in case of failure of one or more etextile joints, and provide for their separate repair anyway (Postolache et al., 2017).
Designing the assembly of components so that they are autonomous, removable,
and repairable, will extend the product’s life.
A life of which we must plan the cycle, weighing the environmental impact:
from the beginning, during the prototype phase (by choosing, where possible, sustainable
materials and production processes);
during the therapeutic administration (by assessing the perishability of the spare parts);
until the supposed exhaustion of the function (bearing in mind once again that ‘separability’ is the most convenient solution—for the disposal, in the case) (Postolache et al., 2017; van der
Velden, Kuusk, & Köhler, 2015).30

Hence, the last questions we are going to ask could be as follows:
Is the garment and its components washable?
Are fabrics and e-textiles resistant to wear and washing?
In case of failure, is the equipment repairable?
Does the intelligence architecture guarantee the reliability of the system even in case of
failure of one or more components?
What impact will the system have on the environment from its conception to its deployment?
Which EOL (End Life Cycle) is supposed? Will the components be easily separable and
disposable?

On paper
The analysis
of the obvious

T

hus, to summarize: beware of morphology, at first. Then biomechanics. Appreciation. Enclothed cognition. Improved self-efficacy. Comfort.
These are the factors (many times subjective) to be considered even before outlining,
on paper, the hypothetical system architecture, that is, during the ‘conceiving’ time.
A phase in which, in our case (wearable age-design), would be advisable to start
envisioning our product like ‘a balance of functional layers’.
Then, a preliminary field observation should follow (which should help us to clarify the actual direction of the project). It must be done thoroughly, in care facilities,
retirement homes, geriatric and rehabilitation wards, places offering a satisfactory
sample of the target group we are proposing to assist.
This is necessary to verify (in the flesh) the coaction of the factors mentioned above
and deduce which parameters to initially apply to the concept we have in mind.
It is a crucial phase because it is the moment when we initiate the exchange with
doctors and therapists to be continued until the clinical validation of the product—and even beyond, during the verification of the effectiveness and durability,
and in view of the upgrades.
This is followed by a focus on the primary design nodes (functionality, reliability,
usability, wearability, acceptability, manufacturability, and durability) and whether
and how our project meets each one of them.

30

For a sustainable choice of textiles and their disposal see Fletcher (2014) and Gwilt and Rissanen (2011).
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Then, finally, we can move to the prototype lab. But without ceasing to rely on—
and recognize when to be subordinated to—the key players: doctors, first and
foremost; but also electronic engineers, to whose scrutiny we should submit every
inclusion step of the intelligence; and fashion designers, who must assist not only
to the final tailoring, but also to all the phases of the delicate combination between
fabric and technology, ensuring their ’dialogue’ (both functional and aesthetic) to
be ‘in tune’ with the wearer’s body and reproducible (scalable) for the industry.
If we want to further simplify:
1. focusing on human centered Design, as always (although in this case the human factor is more elusive than ever);
2. careful field researching in senior communities and geriatric and rehabilitation departments;
3. involving professionals at each decision-making junction.

One can object that in taking on such an intricate subject, these seem, on paper,
rather obvious resolutions.
An objection to which in turn we could reply by citing the fine thinking of Alfred
North Whitehead:
It requires a very unusual mind to undertake the analysis of the obvious.

In the end, it is mostly that. A very unusual mind, an original point of view, that is
methodically requested from product designers—especially those who wish to
penetrate such a convoluted field of investigation (Buffagni, 2019).
These, however, are theoretical guidelines. On paper, in fact. Which must be ascribed
to that same ‘ideally’ which introduced McCann’s words at the very first line of
the chapter.
Modeling technology on the body (for real, on an ageing body) will take practice.
And the careful study of (in physical contact with) the case.
And experimentation (a lot of it).
Only during practice, we could validate the viability of the forecasts and techniques developed during the research phase and understand where they could
match with the real data, and where instead they must be withdrawn.
Thus, the next and final chapter will try and test in practice the methods so far
theorized. Before that, as an appendix, we will present an annotated list of assistive projects which have already done it or are in the process of (most of which
have already been shown as examples throughout the previous pages).
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Appendix
Recent
achievements
and state of the art
1. re-educational
garments for
postural control
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2. exosuits for
musculoskeletal
assistance
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3. walk assistance
devices for
neurorehabilitation
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4. garments and
wearable devices
for fall
and fall injury
prevention
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32

A project diary
Smart clothing for post-fall rehabilitation

Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter.
Try again. Fail again. Fail better.
S Beckett
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T

he theoretical exploration comes to an end. Now the acquired knowledge is
applied to the practice of design31 (see pages 4 and 5) (Fig. 13) to answer the
trickiest question in the thesis:

Power

in which way most valuable to its time design can act around the body of the elderly.

This will be done with consideration of past and current lessons, of the products
listed on pages 124, 125, 126, and 127, and all technologies mentioned in the text.
Their example will be regarded, but also their vision. While anchored in the present,
the following experimentation looks openly, and with confidence, to the tomorrow
of soft robotics—soft ‘actuation’ especially, which is, as noted, the innovative key to
‘softening’ the skepticism towards smart wearables (see page 89).
It will be done, above all, through the mediation of specialists (physicians, engineers, therapists) who have joined—and in many cases been passionate about—
the project.32

Fig. 13

The pages of the chapter that has just ended put on paper a general guide.
These ones will tell the development, on a body, of a particular project.
The hope is that the narrative will outline a reproducible and improvable map
that proves, in the practice of design, how today’s technology can adapt to the
body of the elderly for their own good (in this case, the elderly who have lost the
sense of confidence in their own mobility).
We will then ascertain the plausibility of the objectives of the premise: to offer a
theoretical contribution (a text) to the disciplines of interest (Design Science, Material Culture of the Product, Gerotechnology) and give shape to a practical product, a platform for three-dimensional study to be delivered to next researchers (the
report of the prototyping33 will close with an appendix dedicated to its possible
developments).
To begin and to clarify the purpose of the product (and answer the basic questions
referring to its functionality: what is the purpose of the intelligent garment? What actions will it have to perform to achieve it? and the subsequent ones on page 111) we
return to the case study introduced in the first part of the thesis. And we also return to support the choice of it, through some of Dr Mutter’s considerations (see
pages 29, 31, and 37):
Chronic pathological conditions, added to all the effects of natural ageing, affect balance
and stability more than any other faculty. Which is why, of all the risks, the most widespread, the most democratic and therefore the most feared by the operators and patients’ families, remains that of fall. All elderly people are exposed, no one is excluded.
The cautiousness that follows the first episode is not healthy, it is pathological: it leads
to an anxiogenic immobility, which in the long-term has weakening effects on muscles
and the sense of balance, making every movement very dangerous.
When someone falls, a disabling syndrome is onset (post-fall syndrome). It leads to excessive
caution, a loss of self-confidence, and an actual mental bewilderment: a depression that is a
consequence of the isolation in which the elderly, for fear, confines themselves.
See Research for design: doing research as part of doing design by Pieter Jan Stappers and Elisa Giaccardi [10].
Especially under the supervision of researchers and lab technicians at Eindhoven Technology University (TU/e Wearable Sense
Lab and D-Search Lab, where part of the design was conceived).
33 For the reasons explained (see Premise, footnote 1) it will be a homemade prototype, not refined. A first draft, if you will, of what is
intended to be the industrial version of the product (which will be depicted with a more accurate design from figure 102 to 112).
31
32
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Falling in old age, then.
The exacerbation of risk factors after the first incident.
The post-fall syndrome.
Here are the distinct ‘problems’ identified throughout the preliminary exploration. Moderating their incidence and intensity is the contribution which will be
required from the product (and its design).
Tailoring an intelligent garment that anticipates (foretell) the exact moment when
the risk of falling will result in trauma is, as repeated (see page 32), unthinkable.
To clothe the elderly instead with something that, as Mutter suggested, helps to
educate and accustom them to risk—stimulating their ‘sensory awareness’, a more
vigilant self-perception—is a reasonable direction.
Design has no divinatory power, but it does have the power to condition the perception of its users and, if well-conceived (if intelligent in balancing comfort and
stimulation, page 103), their very attitude. Even their habits.
Assisting patients physically and psychologically—stimulating their perceived
self-efficacy and intrinsic abilities which are still active—is a goal that every
specialist consulted recognizes as valuable, and certainly worthy of practical
verification. This is the purpose of the laboratory construction whose description
will follow (intelligent clothing for post-fall rehabilitation) and for the pursuit of
which we will firstly define (consistent with the guideline drawn in the previous
chapter) the product functionalities,
to whom they are addressed,
and what will be the timing of their administration (i.e., at what moment of the rehabilitation process they will prove to be more incisive and persuasive).

Matrix

T

he wide incidence of the case (see pages 13, 17, and from 29 to 37) is reconfirmed in a 2014 etiology study by Rau et al.
Worldwide, fall injuries remain the leading cause among geriatric hospitalizations
(femur and hip fractures, above all) (2014). And women, in every geographic and
cultural setting, remain the most susceptible (in the Rau et al. survey, there are 879
among the 1215 elderly hospitalized for fall-related femur fracture).
Ten years later, therefore, the findings (previously mentioned) of the National
Center for Injury Prevention and Control are reinforced: osteopenia, osteoporosis,
frailty, incontinence, and depression, all endogenous causes of falls (person specific factors), occur in old age with systematically higher intensity in women (compared to men of the same age: +40-60% of accidents; +81% of hospitalizations—see
page 31). Which is why—repeating what was said in the first pages of this work—
many studies would point gender difference as a basic factor to be taken into account
while designing instruments for the prevention or containment of fall risk (Gale, Cooper, &
Aihie Sayer, 2016).

It was observed firsthand during visits and surveys over the three years of research. In emergency departments, in orthopedic inpatient wards, in rehabilitation gyms: there are always more women.
To them therefore, to their body, we decided to adapt the first ‘mold’ of the prototype: its matrix. The body that, as we have seen, experiences the major number of
morphological changes from ageing, but is also the one that is culturally more sensitive
to the aesthetic and psychological sense of dressing (see page 99).
Let us see through which recovery steps (thus, at what point of their personal postfall patient journey) women offer themselves as an ideal target for experimentation.
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I

n falls whose outcome is acute femur or hip fracture, surgical intervention is
performed within 24 hours to contain the risk of necrosis and thromboembolism
(thus, the mortality rate) and to allow recovery of mobility in an acceptable
timeframe (Charalambous et al., 2003).34 Obviously, the longer you wait, the more pervasive (if not fatal) the complications will be.
If surgery involves prosthesis grafting or osteosynthesis35, strict post-operative
bedding will follow. As early as the second day, however, the staff will attempt to
verticalize patients and stimulate them with small postural adjustments. Because
the return to movement (cautious, but solicitous) is always the priority:

The patient journey

The fall
The rehabilitation
The fear

Each further day of forced bedding can correspond to 15 to 20 additional days of rehabilitation
(Dr Alfonso Forte, Physiatrist) [12].

This means that ‘the rehabilitation journey’ begins from the first stay in the orthopedic department. From minor adjustments on the bed to the assisted transfer to the
wheelchair. And then from the wheelchair to the bathroom (removal of catheters
is a milestone in curbing urinary tract infections, which are very common) [12].
The most responsive patients are discharged from the ward within five days and
transferred to the Physical Rehabilitative Department (or rehabilitation centers
equipped for inpatient care) and in two weeks they can move on to the last phase:
the outpatient recovery. From home, they will independently reach the designated center to complete the treatment [12]. However, for acceptable recovery after
severe trauma (with fracture), therapy will need to be prolonged (Beaupre et al., 2013).
Rehabilitation, whether inpatient or day-hospital, is an attentively calibrated process.
It must reinstate patients to the best functional stage their overall condition can provide (physical, mental, and social), and do so in the shortest possible time (Dionyssiotis,
Dontas, Economopoulos, & Lyritis, 2008). Without tears or excesses, of course. Urgency must not
mean haste—to which the elderly, out of natural impatience, would be inclined.
The objective of any post-fall therapeutic itinerary is always a physical and mental
rehabilitation that avoids the repetition of the event. Whatever the outcome of the
first episode, the point of arrival of the patient journey (which in cases of fracture will pass through a more intense and targeted orthopedic rehabilitation) is
always a postural and gait re-education that will prevent recurrences (Dionyssiotis
et al., 2008) (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14

Recovery time changes from case to case. In addition to the severity of the injury,
it will depend on prior health conditions. Comorbidity, depression, cognitive deficits, malnutrition, frailty, and gait defects will certainly mark the rehabilitation
process in a negative way.
On average, satisfactory tissue healing is estimated at four months after fracture
(Beaupre et al., 2013).
To recover, instead, a good balance and management of the gait (and assess the
rehabilitation as truly preventive) can take from eight to nine months. Up to one
year for patients to return to performing ADLs by themselves (Beaupre et al., 2013).
The timeliness of intervention depends on the efficiency of the health system. In Italy, it does not exceed 48 hours [11].
The operation of uniting the ends of a fractured bone by mechanical means (as a wire or metal plate). https://www.merriam-webster.com/medical/osteosynthesis.
34
35
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Even with non-severe injuries, recovery is not a foregone conclusion:
On average, in patients who have sustained an anatomic injury and a forced period of immobility,
the biological stabilization time is never less than 90 days.

This was reported by Dr Teresita Fabris, Physiatrist at the San Marco Rehabilitation Center in Vicenza (IT).
If biological recovery is uncertain, so is psychological one. As Fabris explains,
healing times are extended by the memory of the trauma, which is difficult to break
down and responsible for patients’ pathological regressive fear.
Therefore, what is called a CGA (Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment) is needed.36
In other words, it is necessary to consider not only the physical state of the elderly
at admission time, but also their psychological, familial, historical, and social state
(as Mutter already recommended, see page 34).
Based on each estimate, a cycle of ad hoc interventions should be planned, including
assessment of the recurrences-risk factors to which the patients’ personal ‘history’
seems to expose them the most, and consequently the fitting strategy for the preventive rehabilitation (Stenvall et al., 2007).
Literature confirms it repeatedly: to be successful in a reasonable time, the rehabilitation process (from a hip or femur fracture) must be multidisciplinary. If one wants
to restore an acceptable and socially inclusive functional capacity, medical measures
must be combined and coordinated with socio-educational ones (Dionyssiotis et al., 2008).
Which is why, in the early postoperative period, complementary professionals are
already involved: physicians, nurses, physical, occupational, nutritional, and psychosocial therapists (Bellatti, Luca, & Lusignani, 2014). The first intent of their coaction is, in
fact, to decrease the probability of the second trauma.
To achieve this in inpatient and home-based interventions, the therapy does not
have as a sole objective the ambulation of the elderly, but, more generally, the
recovery of interactions with family and community (Bellatti et al., 2014).
The goal, ultimately, is the recovery of social balance.
Which, however, will never be fully attainable if the motor one goes on faltering.
It is therefore understandable why all specialists recognize post-fall syndrome as
one of the most insidious threats to the recovery process.
It is the pathological fear of falling that the very first traumatic event passes on to
us.37
It is described as
a feeling of great anxiety due to the idea of a real, apparent or imaginary danger of falls (Lopes et
al., 2009).

At its root we find once again the perceived self-efficacy, which—as Bandura writes
(see page 105)—
is concerned with people's beliefs in their ability to influence events that affect their lives […],
[a] core belief [that] is the foundation of human motivation, performance accomplishments, and
emotional well-being.

While researching on its lowering at the expense of balance, Tinetti, Richman, and
Powell (1990) introduced, as a diagnostic tool,
the falls efficacy scale,

a test that measures how much the fear of falling can affect self-perception. This is
in fact a misleading influence that in many cases results into the inability for patients
to perform any activity of daily living without feeling at risk—which means imagining themselves always surrounded by danger (Pua, et al., 2017).

Multiphase process. From the holistic assessment of the health and well-being of the elderly being cared for, to the formulation
of a treatment plan that actively involves patients and their families (or proxy caregivers). Progress is reviewed periodically and
the care plan recalibrated accordingly (British Geriatrics Society, 2019).
37 The same pathological symptoms are experienced by elderly who deny ever having fallen before. The term ‘post-fall’ in some
cases is reductive (Schoene et al., 2019).
36
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Those who have very little confidence in their own aptitudes (physical and mental, even the basic ones) tend to focus almost exclusively, if not obsessively, on
their limits. And it is precisely at that moment that the fear of falling takes root,
and thrives (Lopes et al., 2009).
Referring to her patients in post-fall rehabilitation, Dr Fabris speaks of the syndrome as a real downfall, a decline that affects the person in every aspect, inner
and outer, sometimes in a disconcerting way.
A syndrome which, as already explored, is self-feeding and exacerbates the symptoms that induced it (scarce will to move, bad posture control and balance, frailty,
functional decline, isolation, depression) (Fig. 1538) in many cases leaving no alternative but terminal institutionalization (in hospitals or nursing homes) (Lopes et al.,
2009).39
For this reason, research and specialists agree on the absolute need, during rehabilitation therapy, of cognitive-behavioral interventions specifically aimed at reducing fear. They are indispensable, if one aspires to ‘reconstruct’ the functional
response of the elderly patient (Oude Voshaar et al., 2006).

Fig. 15

Very severe and widespread. This is ‘fear of falling in old age’.
Toward which Design doesn’t seem to have devoted much interest so far.
It is a shame because that is an inspiring challenge. It pushes to genuinely design
‘around’ the individual.
It is to relate to the shapes of the body (our body, sooner or later). It is to offer a
contribution to the intrinsic fragility of its architecture and the (uncertain) durability of its mechanics.

As per the figure, the first outcome is a drastic decrease in activity. For fear of falling, the elderly person becomes increasingly
sedentary. The musculoskeletal and vestibular apparatus is therefore affected: motor skills and balance management (already
impaired by the fall) recede further. The risk of new falls becomes concrete. Fear increases. The weakening becomes functional,
and not only motor, but also sensory and cognitive: the isolation (in which you confine yourself for fear of leaving and fall again)
leads to depression, and depression to mild cognitive impairment (see page 15), up to dementia.
39 A domino effect that erodes a person’s physical and psychological well-being, which was investigated over the years by several
papers (Denkinger et al., 2010; Gagnon & Flint, 2003; Hull, Kneebone, & Farquharson, 2013; Jellesmark, Herling, Egerod, & Beyer, 2012; Jørgensen et al., 2017;
38

Lopes et al., 2009; Mathon et al., 2017; McAuley, Mihalko, & Rosengren, 1997; Murphy & Isaacs, 1982; Pfitzenmeyer, Mourey, Mischis-Troussard, & Bonneval,
2001; Scarlett, Baikie, & Chan, 2019; Schoene et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2015; Young & Mark Williams, 2015; Zijlstra et al., 2007).
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Concretely (physically), a fall in old age and the creeping fear that it will happen
again, produce in us, in the very short term, defects in walking and posture.
In the subjects observed, we record so-called
conservative behaviors,

those we believe are necessary to resist supposed new pitfalls by which we begin
to imagine ourselves surrounded. These are remedies we self-prescribe (not always
consciously—Fabris explains). The most common are stiffening strategies:
we reduce range of motion and angular velocity of the lower joints, we lose stride length
and fluidity, and we habitually assume what is called cautious gait.

Poor gait in turn spoils posture: to compensate for walking imbalances (real or
perceived), wrong adaptation mechanisms are used that become routine (trunk
anteflexion, knee flexion) (Pfitzenmeyer et al., 2001) [13].
The habit to unhealthy standing consolidates into a chronic postural defect that
carries over into sitting:
typical of patients who have developed the syndrome is sitting on the edge of the seat and
abandon themselves in backrest, leaning badly in the sagittal plane (Pfitzenmeyer et al., 2001).

Confirming what practitioners and physicians at The Colonnades (Charlottesville,
VA) have indicated, Dr Fabris and her fellows agree that—
—it is essential for seniors in care to be re-educated to the healthy posture.
Regaining control is the key to functional recovery, both physical and psychological.
Because it is on that control that the management of balance—therefore safety (real and
perceived), and therefore fear—depends.

Quickly (and contextually to the design purpose), let us see the elementary principles on which this evidence is based.
Mechanical equilibrium is understood as the state of stillness of a body on which no
forces act (or act in a complementary way so that the resultant is zero). The human
body can maintain it when the center of gravity (in an upright and stable position)
is projected within an imaginary polygon between the soles of the feet, near its
center. The more centered the projection, the less the rebalancing efforts will be—
the force required from the agonist and antagonist muscles of the spine will be
reduced to the bare minimum (Le Huec et al., 2019). If the center of gravity is projected
outside the polygon, efforts will proportionally increase.
The cone of economy (or cone of efficiency) depicted by Dubousset (1994) reiterates the
same obvious principle (Fig. 16). The wider the diameter of the base (at shoulder
height), the more intense the muscular and vertebral effort to sustain the upright
position.

Fig. 16
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Fig. 17

If we don’t suffer from peculiar traumas or degenerative diseases, the economical
balance (the narrow cone—the healthy one, the desirable one) is maintained until
mature age.
Then, base and volume of the cone tend to expand. In a natural way (more or less
controllable) with the coming of senescence. In a pathological way (and not always governable) with the coming of fear.
Elderly people with post-fall syndrome must therefore make an insistent effort to
activate the spinal erector muscles and restore their figure to a safe state. Which,
however, will still be a state of transitional balance. And, while in transitional balance,
new imbalance can occur at the minimum stress (a slight sharpening of flexion force
over joints and muscles, for example, either voluntary or irreflective) (Le Huec et al., 2019).
Educating patients to a posture (in motion or stationary) that is as ‘economical’ as
possible will obviously reduce their chances of falling again.
In nature, time and even more so the force of gravity (the invisible enemy, says Fabris)
structurally modifies the spine (degeneration of the discs, atrophy, bone deformation, kyphosis). The rest of the body, in order to conform to the transition (in an
attempt to balance itself), echoes it with compensatory morphological alterations
(most evident along the sagittal plane—Fig. 17) (Le Huec et al., 2019). These are bad alterations, and the fear of falling comes to exacerbate them:
the body segments become more and more misaligned40 (kyphosis, lordosis, anteflexion
of the trunk, and flexion of the knee get worse);
joints, vertebrae, and intervertebral discs wear out in the long run;
and the spine, at the origin of the degenerative spiral, becomes even more stressed—
and well beyond the ordinary biological wear and tear.

Through fear, then, normal ageing is exacerbated.
Until it becomes potentially pathological.
For Design, as for rehabilitative medicine, the right moment to intervene and reeducate to a healthy postural control (to prevents the risk of recurrences) is the
period in which the deviation of alignments is transitory (not yet permanent). By
timely reversing the course, the patient’s overall well-being will be preserved:
the physical well-being, by protecting the musculoskeletal system and slowing down
its wear and tear;
and—perhaps even more markedly (and therapeutically)—the psychological well-being.

Because, if the product succeeds in satisfying the mechanical (re-educational)
function it has set to itself, i.e. giving the wearers a sharper awareness of their own
figure, it will consequently reduce in them the perception of risk. Hence, the fear.

P

ost fall rehabilitation requires, as mentioned, cycles of therapy of varying duration (depending on previous overall conditions, the severity of injury, and
the type of surgery undergone).
In the last phase of the process—the outpatient one—the elderly will reach the
chosen structure on average two, three times a week. The clinical check-up will
continue, but its purpose is to become superfluous in the shortest time possible.

Design brief

Hence, a first consideration about the product’s function and terms of administration occurs.
It will be convenient for the design to intervene at a time not far from discharge,
when the relationship with the medical staff loosens and so might do the patients’
confidence in their own abilities, allowing the seeds of apprehension to creep in.

In rehabilitation, the correction of ‘alignments’ (of the segments, i.e., the distinct body fractions between one joint and another)
is always the priority of therapists. It is essential for the recovery of acceptable posture and the maintenance of its control. For
more details see Alignment of the human body in standing (Woodhul et al. 1985), Properties of body segments based on size and weight
(Dempster & Gaughran, 1967), Movement posture and equilibrium: interaction and coordination (Massion, 1992).
40
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At home, the design should prolong (never being intrusive) the outpatient therapy and the sense of security that in-person care provided.
A therapy which in fact is not exactly to be ‘prolonged’—patients must learn to
cut the hospital bond and disengage from hands-on treatment. A more correct
term is probably ‘dilute’. The design must, among its functions, ‘dilute’ detachment.
It must make self-sufficiency feasible, but without the patient considering it as
abandonment, and therefore traumatic (which is why telemedicine—the remote
dialogue via app with the specialist—will be indispensable).
The first programmatic question about the product functionalities (on page 111,
What is the purpose of the intelligent garment?) could then be answered:
to cultivate in a domestic environment the good habits of outpatient therapy and calm
the wearer by ‘diluting’ his need for care and the apprehension derived from the perception of its deprivation.
In short, to restore a sense of self-efficacy through the compromise of technological
mediation.
A mediation that, let us not forget, must be comfortable, pleasant, and indulgent (or,
in one word, affable; see page 91).41

Before asking the next programmatic question about product and purpose (what
functions will it have to perform to achieve it?), we need to look at the state-of-the-art
technologies available to designers and find answers—today’s, laboratory, physical answers—to the questions formulated at the beginning of the theoretical exploration (Research Questions, on page 43):
Which technologies can extend, prolong, support the body's functional capabilities?
Which can help to reduce the risk of falling for the elderly?
How can they, correct posture and balance without being invasive?
Can they restore confidence in the body and alleviate the post-fall syndrome, therefore contributing to prevention of falls and the 'overall well-being' of the individual?

The second part of the thesis (Wearing technology) served in fact this purpose: to
identify contemporary and feasible responses to the four questions listed.
In the light of what was found in those pages—and weighed up in the ones that
followed—we can proceed to the design brief:
general objective
to prototype a set of smart clothes for post-discharge rehabilitation treatment: a mediated care tool that works both for the physical and psychological benefit of the elderly
(whose terms of administration are prescribed by the therapist on a case-by-case basis);
physical function
to correct posture and gait defects and improve balance (through the kinetic-reactive
engagement of a ‘very smart’ suit and by stimulating proprioception through targeted
compression areas);
psychological function
to improve ‘perceived self-efficacy’ (by acting on ‘enclothed cognition’ through shapes
and aesthetics) and the sense of safety (through daily reports on a digital doctor-patient platform from which it is also easy to access the history of progress, so that it is
‘intelligible’ to the wearer the benefit derived from the efforts made, and the value of
persisting—all translating into the recovery/maintaining of a healthy physical routine).

The development technique will be that of iterative design: a cyclical process of
elaboration, testing, analysis, and revision.
Through a sequence of rectified versions, the prototype becomes a research tool
to gather new data and update and evolve the design (Nielsen, 1993; Zimmerman, 2003).
In our case, the prototype will go through three shape revisions (two of which are
radical).
41 A direct consequence of its success will be the faster recovery of the patient. The indirect one (in the long term, on a large scale)
the decongestion of healthcare structures and the reduction of social costs.
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To introduce the first version, we tagged the three basic functions/actions required
of the system—based on which we sketched its elementary architecture42 (Fig. 18):
to detect movement and body segments’ alignment via sensors;
to kinetically react on the wearer's body through actuators;
to process data and make them available (through a digital doctor-patient platform) in a prompt
and simplified way for the patient, more detailed for the therapist;

Fig. 18

The patient is given the smart suit during the first informational visit.
The patient tries the suit on and the therapist sets the functions (app installation in the smartphone, sensor and actuator setup)
and explains the use and maintenance of the components.
The therapist defines the daily intervals for effectiveness and suggests the simplest fitting techniques (compatible with the patient’s physical condition).
Once running, the app will record the data collected by the sensors and return daily reports, accessible to the patient in a simplified and ‘stimulating’ version, and to the therapist in a ‘medical’ version with more detailed specifications.
Alerts will be sent to both if prolonged states of inactivity are detected.
The therapist can send messages, assign exercises, and schedule appointments in the shared calendar.
All data will be recorded in the rehabilitation center database.
42
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Introductory note
making a virtue
out of it

W

hat follows is the design report of a fully homemade prototype. It will be evident from
the coarse rendering of some finishes that no industrial assistance has intervened. A
condition, as we said, forced by restrictions that have affected the time of planning (see page
5). Which nevertheless turned out to be very useful for measuring the actual manufacturability of the product, detail by detail.
Although rough and tacked up in emergency, the result set the stage for a first actual industrial version (see page 204, The Industrial Design).
Despite the limitations, it has been a worthwhile effort. Enlightening, in some way. While
compelled to manage every single piece of the manufacturing puzzle, even those entrusted by
habit to other professionals, the designer acquires at last a more vivid, and tangible, sense of
his project—and her profession.
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D

IRECTION

Targeting the most evident (and in perspective most dangerous) physical effects
of the first fall (sentinel event):
postural insufficiency;

Design
n° 1
first drawing

gait defects (cautiousness, uncertainty, shuffling).

functionality
and detection
accuracy

CONCEPT

A wearable system that is discreet and applies soft robotics to:
preserve the torso alignment (and consolidate the habit of ‘economical’ posture);
support leg lift when walking (and limit the risk of stumbling due to an awkward gait—
according to the same principle that guided Yves Bèhar in the design of his ‘exo-muscles’,
i.e., adding muscle power to naturally complement the user’s strength; see page 81).
SUPPOSED DYNAMIC PRINCIPLE

For postural assistance, which is apparently simpler to resolve, it is assumed that soft
actuators will be activated when significant and prolonged misalignments are detected.
More complex is the study of the lower part of the garment. Like the pedal assist system of electric bicycles, the ‘assistive’ support will have to intervene only in response
to the natural muscular stimulus (to aid, not to replace). As the leg begins to rise, the
actuator engages to relieve the strain.
TIMING AND ZONE OF INTERVENTION

The engagement time frame of the postural actuator (Y-shaped on spine and shoulders) will be controlled by the MCU (microcontroller unit) which is housed into a lumbar case together with the battery (and a pump in case pneumatic actuation is chosen).
Considering it trickier, we will focus on the lower part.
The swing (forward motion of the leg while walking) is introduced by a pre-oscillatory
phase and then divided into three biomechanical intervals (initial, mid, and terminal
swing) (Perry, 1992) (Fig. 19).
We must assess:
the dynamic moment in which we can intervene;
and to which muscular fascia provide assistance.

The second problem is solved, again, by the lesson of Bèhar—and of all the exosuits
listed on page 125 (Superflex, Myosuit, Xosoft, Exosuit), which in turn, for the components’ arrangement, owe the passive devices for neurorehabilitation on page 12643:
the most stressed muscles in the walking phases that follow the detachment of the sole
from the ground are the hip flexors (iliopsoas, rectus femoris, tensor fasciae latae)—

and those are the same whose functions we have to mimic if we want to get the motor
assistance optimized (also in terms of power supply—hence weight, hence acceptability)
(Weineck, 2004).

Fig. 19

43

Hip Flexion Assist Orthosis (Carda et al., 2012), Strider Hip Flexion Assist Device [14], Hip Flexor Assist Device [15], Flexion Support System
LemaStrap [17], TripleFlex [18], Soft Robot Exosuit (Awad et al., 2017).

[16],
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FIRST STUDIES

Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the first concept samples:
actuators (pneumatic, electro-reactive, shape-memory) and their position for spine and
flexor assistance;
first examples of lumbar case;
elastic bands placements (along the leg and thigh for swing assistance, along the back
for postural corrective traction).

Fig. 20

Fig. 21
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Fig. 22

FROM GAIT MONITORING TO POSTURE MONITORING: THE SENSOR

Whatever the actuator may be, to react in support of gait it must be instructed to action
by a proper movement detector.
It is up to the sensor to trigger the assistive process.
The reliable/accurate monitoring of the walking phases will be followed by the additive
response on the flexor. In the same way, the monitoring of spinal alignment will be
followed by the back corrective traction.
We chose the solution that can be best fitted into fabrics without stiffness and protrusions (see the observation about Wearability and aesthetic function on pages 116 and 117)
and with minimal impact on production processes (Gioberto, Compton & Dunne, 2016). That is:
the Machine-stitched E-textile Stretch Sensor, resulting from weaving a conductive thread
onto stretch fabric with the bottom cover-stitch technique (one of the most common sewing machinery patterns, therefore easily reproducible—and scalable).44 It is a loop weft
whose stretching induces a progression of contacts that gradually shorten the circuit
(and therefore the resistance measured at the ends) (Fig. 23).

Fig. 23

Tested by Gioberto, Compton, and Dunne (2016), and personally together with engineers from the Wearable Senses Lab and the Dsearch Lab at TU/e. In Figures 23, 24, and 25, the 235/34 2-ply HC+B thread from Shieldex Statex (silver-coated polyamide). The company has discontinued its release and recommended as a replacement the 235/36 2-ply HC+B, which will be used for the final tailoring.
44
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By applying the multimeter probes to the opposite ends of the sensor, we verified that
the extension of the fabric is followed in proportion by a decrease of the resistance (Fig.
24). The longer the string we will apply (and the recurring of the loop pattern), the
more short-circuits caused by its deformation will be—and more intense the drop detected will be.45

Fig. 24

By making a right-sized string of it adhere to body surfaces in flexion and extension,
it will be easy to quantify their motion.
In our case, by placing a pair on the knees we can reliably decipher the gait.
The knee—as we can see from Perry’s diagram in figure 19—begins flexion in the preswing phase. From that moment on, the resistance measured will begin to vary.
The system’s ‘intelligence’ will be required to read the information and engage the assistive actuation at the very beginning of the next biomechanical interval: the initial swing.
Such simple and efficient, the system will distinguish walking (knee data detections
will be alternating) from sitting/standing (knee data detections will be simultaneous).
By adhering to the spine, the same Stretch Sensor will detect improper bending and
trunk anteflexion.46

Fig. 25

Thus, sewed into the right segments—and entrusting the data processing to a welldesigned intelligence (which interprets and, in the future, learns)—this soft sensor
could trigger a prompt and topical assistance, both for gait and posture.
45
46

For experimental details, see Machine-Stitched E-textile Strecth Sensors (Gioberto, Compton & Dunne, 2016).
As successfully tested by Gioberto, Compton, and Dunne.
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THE SPECIALISTS’ FIRST EVALUATION: A CHANGE OF DIRECTION

These was the first outlines we brought to the attention of geriatricians and general
practitioners47, then to the physiatrists and therapists of the rehabilitation centers contacted and made available.48
The idea, which in theory was welcomed with great favor, on closer examination—
drawings at hand—has given rise to the first doubts.
Geriatricians and general practitioners recommend limiting the amount and bulk of
technology applied to the elderly’s body.
Not only protrusions, but also weight and potentially irritating materials needed to be
reduced (a point which, for the matter, was already taken as fundamental for the upgrades to come—in line with the principles addressed in the guide to Usability and Wearability on pages 113 and 116).
The most relevant (and peremptory) objection, however, was raised by the physiatrists, who are in daily contact with the target group—with seniors in motor recovery,
with the broad spectrum of their physical impairments, and the equally tangled spectrum of psychological ones.
In their opinion,
supporting leg lift and assisting walking in an additive way is not helpful.

It might be—Dr Fabris explained—if patients suffered from neurological disorders.
She cited post-stroke rehabilitation patients who must re-learn how to control their
muscles. In their case an ‘external mechanical encouragement’ would help (and they

are, in fact, the recipients of the rehabilitation devices mentioned on page 126).

For the elderly who have fallen it is different. Their injuries are not neurological, they
are purely anatomical and followed by a period of forced immobility.
What is required is to consciously re-train muscles, use them, and, when possible,
strengthen them.
Delegating efforts (even minimal ones) to technology, is counterproductive. It creates
dependency, and it finally leads to what we are attempting to curb: sarcopenia. This is
the case of rigid corsets—Dr Fabris explained—designed to provide mechanical support for those suffering from spinal deformities: when patients get rid of them, the
back always fails. Because muscles are no longer trained.
Dr Fabris, together with the physiatrists and therapists of the same center, urged us to
focus all efforts on integral postural control (as they all strive to do every day). Which
means to re-educate the elderly to maintain a correct posture not only of the upper
body but also of the legs, soliciting a conscious (active) regulation of knee bending
and weight unloading.
Again: it is the maintaining of a good postural alignment (static, and dynamic) the
very key to safety.
Besides monitoring alignments through accurate sensors, what they all recommended is to work on the quality of the stimuli to be transmitted to the elderly to
remind them of their own figure’s cognition in space (avoiding habit, selective deafness, and disaffection; see page 114).
We therefore proceeded to the first and most sensitive iteration.

47
48

Dr Massimiliano Mosca, Geriatrician, AULSS 1, Dolomiti; Dr Alessandra Geremia, General Practitioner, AULSS 9, Treviso.
San Camillo Hospital in Treviso and San Marco Rehabilitation Center in Vicenza.
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The project evolves. A medical evaluation of the first concepts warned that additive walk assistance does not meet the physical function we have set (in brief on page 306),
it may even negate it.
Gait defects are more likely to be corrected with attentive work on postural stimuli.
Mechanical leg traction was then set aside—thus, also pleasing the geriatricians and
the general practitioners (less applications, less weight).
Following the therapists’ advice, we will limit the lower actuation to a LilyPad Vibe
Board for each inner knee49 (20 mm Ø, 1.5 grams), which is imperceptible in size but
enough to transmit a clear haptic alert for the sensitive area (and suggest corrections
in case of prolonged flexion and wrong weight unloading).
NEW DIRECTION

Psychological function (on page 136) was confirmed. Physical function was updated:
the postural re-education (for the benefit of balance and gait) will be mechanically carried out by a sensorized shirt (very smart) that will transmit neuromotor stimuli (compression and traction) of variable intensity depending on the motion data it will detect
in co-operation with pants that are also sensorized but free of soft robotic inserts (but
still active smart, because equipped with a vibration micro-actuator). Proprioceptive stimulation by means of targeted compression areas remains intended.

Fig. 26

By clinical recommendation, the precise area ((sensitive, but not so close to the bone where stimulation would be perceived as
irritating) is the junction of the inner knee and calf (marked in red in figure 27).

49
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NEW MONITORING

Operating in a coordinated mode, the upper and lower parts of the suit must detect:
prolonged incorrect alignment (standing and sitting);
inappropriate relaxing of abdominal muscles50;
overall amount of motion (and consequently sedentarism).

We confirmed the use of the Machine-stitched E-textile Stretch Sensor: along the thoracic
and sacral segment of the spine, on the abdomen, and in pairs on the knees and under
the buttocks. Cross-processing of the data will distinguish gait and alignments (Fig. 26).
STIMULATION AND ACTUATION

According to what was recommended during the preliminary therapeutic evaluation
(and already pointed out in the theoretical guide—see page 114, Usability) the stimuli we
send to the upper body must be receivable and perceptible for a fair amount of time.
To avoid disaffection or progressive numbness, they will have to vary in kind and
intensity.51
Reversing the approach we used in the first definition of Timing and zone of intervention
(on page 138), we will now focus on the upper section of the suit.
We chose to entrust the combined functions of alert and stimulus to
shape-transition actuators

to be sewed inside the shirt (which therefore becomes a kinetic-reactive garment: changing to assist—hence very smart).
They will be ‘pneumatic’ actuators, so that the controlled air injection could induce variable ‘tones’ of stimulation (monotony, as mentioned, is the enemy of receptivity, more so
in the elderly).
The alerting/stimulating engagement will be variable and ‘tuned’ according to need:
‘gentile’ (as a soft cue), in the beginning;
a bit deeper, as a second warning;
intense (or even ‘binding’) if the wearer persists in misbehavior.

Three Y-shaped elements have been assumed (Fig. 27):
a single one on the spine, for corrective traction;
and a pair on the abdomen, for a warning compression that induces muscle contraction.

Fig. 27

Training to contract the abdominal muscles—therapists explained—helps a lot in maintaining the correct posture.
Less complicated will be the alert management down the inner knee, a delicate area for the elderly, which is often sore and therefore
sensitive to stimuli (even the slightest). The monotonous vibration of the micro-actuator will be more than enough.
50
51
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Immediate objective: an affable neuromotor stimulus.
In the medium term: the definition of an intimate user–device language that ‘tutors’
to postural education—in a conscious way at the beginning, which gradually becomes
more natural, until almost irreflective with practice (in accordance with the experimental intuitions of Jakob Kilian and CuteCircuit—see page 74, The function of assisting.
Clothes for the senses).
The purpose is that the fluid injection also makes as fluid the dialogue between the
assistive device and the body. A body of which, once dressed, the suit can mimic the
surface in the most familiar way (reassuring, soft, with no stiff exo-muscles).
More than the mechanical traction, it is the flow of air over the designated epidermal
segments to trigger the corrective reaction (which will be forced at first, and more natural and instinctive over time).
Then, by not replacing muscles, but gradually strengthening them, we could consolidate good posture and limit the risk and fear of falling.
THE FORM OF THE PNEUMATIC FUNCTION: REFERENCE MODEL

For the actuation to respond with accuracy to the two required mechanical functions
(traction and compression) the material and structure of the inner tubes are fundamental.
Modelling techniques for pneumatic elements to complement assistive systems have
been under study for some time: actuators designed to contract, stretch, and twist
(Nguyen & Zhang, 2020).
In 2013, the MIT Media Lab’s PneUI project tested the shape-control potential exerted
by fluid injection on experimental composite interfaces (Yao et al., 2013).
After three years, the same lab developed aeroMorph (Fig. 28), a more advanced study
to suggest the design of origami patterns for air-input shape-transitions, all printable on
common materials (Ou et al., 2016):
a universal bending mechanism that creates programmable shape-changing behaviors with paper, plastics, and fabrics. We developed a software tool that generates this bending mechanism
for a given geometry, simulates its transformation, and exports the compound geometry as digital fabrication files. We envision this technology could be used for designing interactive wearables, toys, and packaging industry [19].

Fig. 28

We will refer to these studies to define pattern and texture of our inner tubes.
But first, of course, we needed to design the garments to house them.
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CUT: PREMESES

Bearing in mind the conditioning factors listed in the previous chapter (morphological
and biomechanical transitions, skin sensitivity) we drew the first shape hypotheses.
In figure 29a:
the areas where the garment must adapt to the age-related changes in the figure (waist,
abdomen, shoulders) and the cut should be looser;
sensitive areas where the fabric should be soft and hypoallergenic (armpits, chest, groin).

Fig. 29a

In figure 29b:
the areas of possible (and tolerable) compression, where the stretch fabric inserts (essential for the sensor’s accuracy and the proprioceptive stimulus) and the actuation outlines (where the pneumatic elements will be inserted) can adhere.

Fig. 29b
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Then, in figure 30, possible solutions for the adaptive fit:
front opening for the upper garment, to avoid passing over the head (complex, given
the stretch fabric inserts, especially for those suffering from arthritis and arthrosis); and
large opening at the crotch for the lower garment (for physiological emergencies);

for the trousers, in detail:
full open separated pant-legs with side magnetic closure, or else ordinary sewed pantlegs but with well-defined gripping points for easy fitting (side pockets for cushioning
pads are provided in each version).

Fig. 30

LAYERS

Designing ‘intelligent clothes’ is, as repeated, about balancing uneven materials and
technologies (Fig. 31).
For fabrics and components to find an appropriate balance (acceptable for the therapist,
but especially for the older user) it will be wise to rely on the layering system recommended by Timmins and McCann (see page 107).
The tailoring of our assistive/rehabilitative system involves the assembly of three distinct textile layers, in both the lower and upper part. A fourth—non-strictly textile—
‘layer’ will be ‘connected’ to the upper one.
Thus, we drew (Fig. 32):
1. second skin layer (intimate)
made of soft and warm hand52 fabric, which is pleasant to the skin and protects it from
the roughness of the outer layers;
2. e-textile layer (middle)
made of stretch weave into which the sensor circuits are sewed (the function accuracy
is paramount, softness is no longer first priority);
3. outer layer (actuator-aesthetic)
to the inner face of which the actuators will adhere—pneumatic ones and vibe boards (the
outer face—essentially aesthetic—is provided with side pockets in the upper cut of the
pants for housing the optional cushioning pads);
4. intelligent ‘layer’
not a proper layer in fact, but a plug&play lumbar device to be connected to the upper
part of the suit. It is the heart and brain of the system (it houses electronics and mechanics)
and it is protected by a soft shell, an ergonomic cushion designed to support correct sitting.
Fabric hand is defined as the estimated quality of a fabric, evaluated as reaction of the sense of touch, which is integrated in our brain to a
total value. https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/fabric-hand.

52
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Fig. 31

Fig. 32
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FROM THE DRAWING TO THE MODEL: FIRST CUT

As expected (see pages 117 and 121), the passage from the drawing board to the garment workshop confirmed how essential it is to be assisted during the process by
professionals who are familiar with the psychology and techniques of fashion.
We then proceeded to performing the initial tests on mannequins together with fashion
designer Andrea Bertello (IUAV, University of Venice).53
To begin with, we used ready-made stretch garments in polyamide and elastane (92%, 8%).
In figure 33, we drew:
the sensor circuits’ outlines, and their links to trousers and the intelligent ‘layer’,
and then the paper patterns;

In figure 34, we basted:
cut and assembly of the second skin (blue Lycra) and e-textile layers (white),
and first sample models to check the fabric stretchability and sensors’ adherence to the
body—and, above all, to proceed with the first wearability test.

Fig. 33

53

The combination of fabrics, the accuracy of the cut, and the adherence to the body are all thanks to his intervention.
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Fig. 34

FIRST WEARABILITY TEST

The volunteer is an 80-year-old woman with a history of falls.
We asked her to put on the separate parts of the sample suit by herself: two pant-legs
and a shirt with a frontal zip.
In the mock-up (with no gripping points sewed), the fit of pant-legs was awkward.
It was not the shape and properties of the fabric to be a problem, but the arthritis in
the volunteer’s hands (a personal, yet widespread condition, that cannot be ignored).
Holding the fabric—she said—is complicated. This is a problem she faces every day
when putting on her compression stockings. It is unthinkable to do it while standing.
She said that for years she would not put on either stockings or trousers without sitting
down first (usually on the edge of the bed).
This is, of course, predictable information. The woman’s condition and habits are very
common. It was however good to have visual confirmation of those—a bodily confirmation. This helped to realize the extent of that condition and align to those habits the shapes
and control mapping of our product.
While confirming the favorable expectations (the adaptability to the elderly morphology and the perceived benefits of compressive stimulation—the volunteer said “she felt
it very good on her skin”—, the stretch fabric did display some limitations.
In relation with the closure system, mostly.
Having chosen the front zip as a solution to ease the fit (and avoid wearing from the
head, which is hard for people who suffer from arthrosis and arthritis) we immediately
noticed the flaws in the handling.
It takes effort to make the edges converge and hold them firmly to fasten the slider to
the zipper. So, strength is required to close the zipper by pulling the fabric. The more
you go up, the more the effort increases (and this is all very unfriendly for those who
suffer from tremors, or arthritis/arthrosis).
The volunteer, in fact, asked for assistance (Fig. 35).
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Fig. 35

For the lower part of the suit, at the end of the test we confirmed the choice of regular
pant-legs (no side openings) with inserts of hard fabric handles to assist the fit (even
when sitting).
To keep them in place, we added an adjustable waistband with Velcro closure (Fig. 36,
left).
For the upper part, we considered sewing adaptive inserts to reinforce the zipper and
to make it less difficult to close.
We excluded magnets and Velcro. Magnets because of functional defects (small ones
would not resist the elastic tension of the fabric, and large ones would interfere with
pacemakers). Velcro because of fit defects (its stiffness would produce waves in the
weave and curling in the stitching lines, spoiling both aesthetics and wearability—
therefore acceptability).
We opted for a vertical hook-and-loop system. The hooks were sewn along the zip line
to be looped in series as the zipper is closed (a sort of guide/assistant to the slider’s
lifting—Fig. 36, right).

Fig. 36

With the proposal of the adaptive arrangements, the layers’ patterns, and new drawings
of the lumbar device and actuators, we went back to listening to doctors’ and therapists’ opinions.
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NEW EVALUATION BY SPECIALISTS: NEW CHANGE OF DIRECTION

Once again, as their vision of the project became clearer and clearer, Dr Fabris and
her team intervened to radically change its direction.
On second thought, the back traction for postural correction would not be so convenient.
The deformation of the actuator on the spine and shoulders would be poorly effective.
It wouldn’t be enough to transmit a truly ‘audible’ neuromotor stimulus to the elderly
user, and thus to trigger the corrective reaction we desire.
They agreed on transferring the back actuators to the front part of the torso, between
the abdomen and the chest, adding them to the abdominal ones (Fig. 32). The proximity of the two pneumatic stimuli would make them ‘noisier’, and the friction on
the new area (way more sensitive than the back and shoulders) would trigger a more
instinctive and natural correction—plus, haptic perception would intensify, as
would the proprioceptive effect.
We welcomed the observation.
And we prepared to redesign the anatomy of actuation.

Fig. 37
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We then repeated the stages of the process in an orderly manner:

we drew the new actuation outlines directly on the model’s body (Fig. 38);
according to the sensations/impressions told by the volunteers during the first test (which
largely confirm the theoretical considerations on Comfort and Layers on pages 106, 107,
and 108) we redesigned the layers’ shapes and their paper patterns: the cut of the etextile layer will replicate the second skin’s one; the outer layer will include the redesigned
inner tubes and the LilyPad Vibe Boards and will hide (and protect) the sensors sewed in
the e-textile layer (Fig. 39);
we finally updated the mock-up (Fig. 34) and went back to testing the fit.

Fig. 38

Fig. 39
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Fig. 40

SECOND WEARABILITY TEST

The trousers drawn in figure 36 (two pant-legs hanging from a waistband with Velcro
fasteners) did not live up to expectations.
The front and back are difficult to distinguish, as the sequence of use (the volunteer
put on the band before the pant-legs).
The Velcro fastener is hard to manage, difficult to close correctly. It requires the effort
of both hands.
We realized that the pant-legs must be detachable from the waistband, which will also
need to be redesigned and require less effort, both physical and mental, to put it on.
The system of hooks and loops to aid the zipper is also unsatisfactory.
The assistance is minimal. Out of the three elements we had sewed, only the first two
achieved the desired effect. The hands’ effort continues to be an impediment and it is too
penalizing for the wearability.
The first volunteer (an 80-year-old woman with an android body conformation suffering
from arthritis) asks us for help again (Fig. 41).

Fig. 41
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The same issues, if not bigger, were reported by a second volunteer (75-year-old with
a gynoid body conformation suffering from hyperkyphosis, osteoporosis, and arthritis)
(Fig. 42).

Fig. 42

We then decide to test an alternative solution to resolve both defects (to the waistband
and zipper):
the band becomes, as anticipated, a separate element (to which the pant-legs will be
‘connected’ at a later stage). It becomes an elastic tube (continuous, with no flaps to be
hooked nor Velcro inserts) to be worn from below or above, depending on the wearer’s
disposition.
Onto the front of it (making it also easier to recognize the right side for putting on), we
sewed the hooks (mushroom-shaped) to which the loops for the zipper assistance are to
be fastened (Fig. 43).

The aim is to make the closure less hesitant/trembling.
Once it is fixed to the abdomen—no more loose on the opposite edge of the shirt—the
hook should be more controllable and easier to reach by the corresponding loop.

Fig. 43

Although the test showed a clear improvement in the handling, the gestural mapping
was still too intricate.
We had to go back to the paper. And draw again.
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The second test, however, gave us a positive outcome.
Regarding the perceived comfort, the volunteers (heard separately) admitted they
have appreciated the compressive effect of the system (first of the waistband, but
also of the shirt and pant-legs).
They both spoke of a beneficial sensation of containment and stability.
Meaning that the intended proprioceptive goal was within reach.
We then proceeded to the next and last shape iteration.

T

he emphases with which we are dwelling upon the wearability details and reporting their
pedantic revisions may seem excessive. But it is one of the most delicate issues. We must
insist on it.
The product’s shape and its smooth interaction with the elderly body are the first criteria for its effectiveness.
It is, as always, a balancing act. It is necessary to understand when—and know how
(seeking advice from professionals)—to balance assistance and re-education.
Why insist so much on ‘assisted’ closure? Wouldn't it be more useful to stimulate manual training and keep some details as complex as they are?
In that specific case, after having spent a long time with the target audience and hearing from
those who take care of it, we preferred the ‘aid’ to the ‘stimulus’ to avoid disaffection with the
product and ensure that the intelligent system is usable—and used, first and foremost.
The required qualities of its final cut remain affability and performance. It is up to the
designer's sensitivity to figure out how to balance them.
But it is more than evident that many choices will have to sacrifice the minimalism of
form (so appealing in the Aura Powered Suit and Seismic Powered Clothing, see pages 81
and 83) to meet the wearer's physical limitations.
By its very nature, the final product must be a mediation effort (between the drive
towards tomorrow and the pragmatic acceptance of the present).
The current prototype is in fact a research tool which probes the opportunities of that
mediation (a tool prepared roughly, for obvious reasons). A starting point, hopefully.
Which, in turn, can only begin with the circumstantial selection (as described so far) of
its most convenient shape features.
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We therefore reconsidered the choice we had believed the best to combine elastic
fabric (i.e., compressive effect) and easy fit.
We gave up the zipper.
We worked instead on a ‘wrap dress’.
We kept the waistband as the base to which the fasteners are attached and extended the
shirt flaps so that they wrap around the abdomen and hips.

In figure 44, the sequence of wearing in paper pattern:
the band will be put on first;
then the right flap is fastened to the hook that is stitched on the front of the band (at the
top left);
the identical move follows with the left flap finding its hook on the right side of the
band (stitched at the bottom).

Fig. 44

In figure 45, we proposed the design to the volunteers.

Fig. 45

The new cut and its adherence to the body were welcomed by both (even though the
body conformations are far apart). “A much less tricky solution”, they said.
The dressing is accompanied by a more fluid gesture.
No less important: a much more graceful appearance on the body.
By adapting it to the new cut of the shirt, we then updated the entire system.
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We envision a modular administration of it (following XoSoft’s experimental clinical
model—see page 84):
the combination of waistband, shirt, and lumbar device remains essential for the functioning;
the pant-legs, on the other hand, can be ‘disconnected’ and intended as accessories (it is
up to the doctor to decide whether they should be worn according to the treatment
plan54—in pairs or individually, for the entire duration of the treatment or just for a part
of it).*
*This would give us the opportunity to develop a lighter and more ‘manufacturable’ version of
the system, with no waistband needed and a smaller lumbar device in charge of a sole intelligent
shirt. From here on, however, we will continue with the construction of the complete set, which is
less easy in terms of design and wearability but aimed to cover a wider audience with wider needs.
Later, we will provide a sketch of how a 'lightened' model for low-risk patients might look (see page
211, The Industrial Design).

Fig. 46

In post-fall syndrome sufferers, the cone of postural efficiency (see page 134) depends in the first place on control over the upper
body. The lower defects are generally compensatory mechanisms (see page 135). If patients’ conditions allow it—if their age is
not so advanced or if they maintain a discreet control of the lower alignments—one can prescribe the upper components only.
54
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Fig. 47

NEW SETUP: RELIABILITY OF CONNECTIONS AND REFINING OF CUTS

In figure 46 and 47, the new drawings of the assistive modules (depicting layers and
sensor circuits55).
The waistband (double-layered: second skin and e-textile—the outer is not necessary)
becomes the central ‘connecting’ element:
more extended in height, lined with soft hand fabric, it balances comfort and compressive/proprioceptive stimuli;
it is the conductive link between the lower circuits and the shirt’s e-textile layer (through
which the circuits will then continue to the intelligent ‘layer’—following the patterns outlined in figure 33 that will be more accurately represented in figure 96);
it keeps both the shirt and pant-legs in shape (by mushroom-shaped hooks and, as we
will see, tiny squares of conductive Velcro—which are lined up over colored Lycra
patches and work as ‘transmission bridges’).

The position of the Velcro and the design of the connections are the critical points.
They condition the wearability, usability, and acceptability of the system.
Number and position of the sensors in figures 46 and 47 have not yet passed the technical validation tests, which will be discussed
from page 165 on (The data collector: technical protocol). Their circuits, along with those of the LilyPad Vibe Boards, will be drawn under
the supervision of electrical engineers Geert van den Boomen (TU/e) and Andrea Biasetton (Aprilia), and will be better detailed form
page 192 on (The 4th layer).

55
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Velcro, as mentioned, is disliked by the older target audience.
We then reduced it to a minimum: small squares (in yellow in figures 46 and 47) so as
not to alter the stretched fit of the fabric.
It is though essential that each conductive square adheres with accuracy to its match
without overlapping and risking electrical contact with the near ones.
For the dressing/connection a gestural mapping must be designed that is as simple in
the display as rigorous in the outcome.
To guide the elderly patients in the sequence of use—which they will have to carry out
daily and, if possible, by themselves—we used clear shapes and color codes which
cannot be misunderstood.
In figures 46 and 47, we sketched in red and blue the ‘transmission patches’ of the shirt
and waistband (better refined in paper patterns in figures 52 and 53—then, in figure
54, in white and yellow, the pant-legs’ ones).
Besides being key elements for electrical transmission (thus for the very accuracy of the
intelligent function) they reinforce the bonding and fit of the modules also guiding the
older patient to the right plug-in of the system.
We will see how to insert them into the three modules (to the second skin layers, precisely)
and make sure that expectations on paper will not be disappointed by the test on fabric.
First, we went back to the tailoring workshop and gave the models
their final shapes and contours (to be submitted to the volunteers, and within which the
pneumatic actuators and sensor circuits must be designed proving to be reliable, efficient, and non-invasive).

Fig. 48

According to the shirt’s new design, we worked on the second skin and e-textile layers
fabrics56 (in the handmade version57 we cut them from the same pattern):
for the second skin, we replaced the test fabric (polyamide 92% elastane 8%) with bi-elastic
grey mélange cotton (90% cotton, 10% elastane) which is more comfortable and gentler on
the skin.58
for the e-textile, we kept the white Lycra (as mentioned, the accuracy of the Stretch Sensor
depends on its good elastic response).

Onto the e-textile, we sewed the test sensors (abdomen, sacrum, and thoracic vertebral)
along with the conductive threads heading to the center of the spine (where the lumbar
device will be connected).
Before sewing the two layers together and covering the circuits with the second skin’s
cotton, we made a last check of the sensors’ reactivity (Fig. 48).
The fabric of the third layer (the outer) needs the attentive insertion of pneumatic elements. We will cut it when we have
clarified the materials, dimensions, and deformability of the inner tubes (from page 174).
57 In the industrial version the product, the e-textile’s cut will be smaller (performed by suitable tools—see page 205).
56

Cotton is still the most recommended fabric for patients with skin disorders—atopic dermatitis and eczema, for example (Gauger,
A percentage of 90% guarantees a wide margin of tolerance (and comfort) even for the most
susceptible wearer.
58

2006; Ricci, Patrizi, Bellini, & Medri, 2006).
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Next, we refined cut and assembly of pant-legs (second skin, e-textile, and outer layers59)
(Fig. 49).
Then, we revised proportions and fabrics of the waistband:
two-thirds circumference of the e-textile layer (side and back) will be in elastic mesh60;
one-third (front) in Lycra, thinner, so that the effect of the pneumatic actuation on the
lower torso and abdomen is more pronounced, according to the scheme in figure 37
inspired by the second clinical evaluation (see page 153);
the whole circumference will be finally lined (inwards and outwards) by the second skin
layer in bi-elastic grey mélange cotton.

Fig. 49

The mock-up lacks most of the smart inserts (sensors, transmission patches, vibe
boards) but we nevertheless submitted it to the volunteer (of prominent abdomen) for
a quick wearability test (especially of the upper part—which is more sensor-equipped
and therefore more delicate—while being put under high tension) (Fig. 50).

Fig. 50

In contrast to the shirt’s outer layer (which will be discussed on page 174), the pant-legs do not include pneumatic actuators,
just a vibe board of negligible size between the inner knee and calf (20mm Ø, 1.5 g—see page 142 and figure 43). We can therefore
verify the look in advance (blue in figures 49 and 50).
60 Benecreat Heavy Stretch Knit: 69% bio-polyester, 31% elastic rubber.
59
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It was in fact a useful test.
It led us to adjust the design so that the transmission segments on the shirt—where we
will place the colored Lycra patches—strictly adhere to their counterparts in the waistband (even in case of strong deformations) (Fig. 51).
It also convinced us to perform one last correction in the closing system:
moving the hook to which the left flap must be secured (see the sequence of wearing in
figure 44) from the right side of the waistband to the right side of the shirt (see details
in figures 52 and 53).

This will make the gesture more fluid and the outcome more ‘embracing’.

Fig. 51

In conclusion, we drafted the final paper patterns (Figs. 52, 53, and 54)—or, in other
words,
the ultimate limits (in size and shape) within which we could arrange the sensors’ and
actuators’ disposition—i.e., the true ‘core’ of our assistive concept.

Fig. 52
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Fig. 53

Fig. 54
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T

HE DATA COLLECTOR ACCURACY: TECHNICAL PROTOCOL

Only when proven that the final shapes of the modules (shirt, waistband, pant-legs)
are acceptable for the volunteers (with different body conformation), we can verify
whether, included/limited in those shapes, the architecture of the ‘intelligent circuits’
withstands the practical test.
Let us see then if the Machine-stitched E-textile Stretch Sensor meets our expectations if
we incorporate it into the design (n° 4) that has passed the wearability tests.
As pointed out in the theoretical guide (see page 118, Acceptability), for the prototype to
be accepted first and foremost by its designer—and therefore worthy of development—
technical (analytical) validation of the intelligent functions is indispensable:
the planned functions will have to be recognized as acceptable (for sensitivity, typicity, and accuracy) through a specified technical protocol.

In our case, it is imperative that each sensor thread woven into the e-textile layers is
accurate in data collecting,
and reliable in distinguishing postures and walking.

For the analytical validation to be accurate (and the devices chosen to perform it to be
efficient), the sensors must be exposed.
Therefore, we didn’t use the modules so far assembled, but a standard suit functional
for the test (with an elastic response that is quite identical to our finished product).
We placed the sensors to be tested61 on Lycra strips and sewed them onto the test-suit
in the exact position they will be in the actual cut (Figs. 55 and 56).

Fig. 55

Fig. 56
61

Bottom-thread coverstitched (Shieldex Statex 235/36 2-ply HC+B).
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The architecture
of the intelligence
1. The data
collecting

Three for the shirt:
thoracic vertebral sensor: 15 cm, vertical, along the thoracic segment of the spine;
sacral sensor: 10 cm, vertical, along the sacral segment;
abdomen sensor: 15 cm, horizontal, just below the navel62;

three (vertical) per leg:
gluteus sensor: 5 cm;
hip sensor (gluteus bis*): 15 cm;
knee sensor: 5 cm.
* The doubling of the gluteus strips (that we basted in the trial session) was decided because, at a
first preliminary check, the 5 cm segment marked mild resistance variations (because of its shortness and the limited mobility of the joint—unlike the knee sensor, where the same dimension is
made efficient by a wider movement of the joint).

The chosen technical protocol—tested on a 75-year-old volunteer with thoracic hyperkyphosis, protracted abdomen, and asymmetrical shoulders—matches the use of the
digital multimeter63 (to measure the resistance of each strip) with the analysis of postures and steps processed by the capture sensors of a Vicon optoelectrical system64
(Figs. 57 and 58).
In the tests we will cross-reference data extracted from
two pairs of static poses
and one moderate pace gait.

Fig. 57

Fig. 58

In figures 56 and 57, you will notice an additional abdomen sensor divided into two strips. We wanted to test it in case, in future
updated versions of the product (with more advanced knowledge and materials), the front opening would again be considered (see
page 217, Tomorrow). For now, in the following report, we will not consider the measured values (L quadrant and R quadrant in figures).
63 Meterk Digital Multimeter.
64 Vicon motion capture system, in use at the Movement Analysis Laboratory of Disabled Children at the Arcispedale di Reggio
Emilia (IT).
62
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In figure 59, we noted the resistance of each sensor in transition from the first to the
second static pose:
sitting upright
we asked the volunteer to sit up and keep her back as straight as possible (not easy, given
her peculiar skeletal condition);
natural sitting
we left the volunteer free to relax and return to her usual posture.

Fig. 59
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The overlapping of the motion capturing in the initial and final poses (Fig. 59, last
image below) showed us the actual extent of the movement that generated the change
in resistance.65
As expected, when the volunteer indulged in incorrect posture, we recorded drops in
resistance in the thoracic vertebral, sacrum, and abdominal sensors (-1.8, -0.6, -1.2 Ω).
Those were slight variations, especially the sacrum’s, because slight was the overall
motion of the volunteer (as is evident from the Vicon diagram).

Figures 60a and 60b show the transition between the two next static detections:
standing upright
once again, we asked the volunteer to maintain a straight standing posture;
standing naturally
we left the volunteer free to return to her natural posture but additionally asked her to
bend her knees slightly.66

In this case we observed drops in resistance in all sensors except the gluteus.
The most indicative (above 1 Ω) was recorded at the thoracic vertebral, abdomen, and knee.
Variations were still slight, barely perceptible in some cases (sacrum and hip/gluteus bis).
While not reassuring us with assertive numbers, the test confirmed expectations about
the mechanical response of the Stretch Sensor and its reliability in most body segments.

Fig. 60a
65
66

To ease the reading, we added in the figure (here and in the next ones) the capturing of the initial pose.
To also monitor the dangerous habit we have observed in most patients (see pages 33, 134, and 135).
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Fig. 60b

In figures 61a and 61b, we finally crossed:
standing upright
and sitting upright.

Fig. 61a
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Fig. 61b

As predicted, almost all values regressed (the minimal increase in thoracic vertebral resistance is negligible—it only displayed that, by sitting, the volunteer has slightly improved her spine alignment).
The useful data that met expectations were the drops in resistance at the knee (-2.6/-2.4
Ω for a 90° flexion) and hip (-4.2/-4.3 Ω) sensors.
The gluteus sensor was less efficient (-1.5/-1.2 Ω), and the sacrum was essentially irrelevant for the third consecutive time.
We chose at this point to forego both and delegate the lower detection—including pace
detection, which will be tested next—only to the knee and hip (formerly gluteus bis67).

The e-textile legs’ sensorization (hip and knee for static monitoring) provide us, in fact,
with a soft instrument for motion recording.
It allows us to measure how active or sedentary the subject is without burdening the
‘intelligence’ with extra inputs from IMU sensors.68
We then tested the Stretch Sensor’s accuracy for that specific function.

Fig. 62

This shows how much an empirical choice (hastily made at the beginning of the session) can turn out to be conditioning for the
development of the process—and how much the research through design method can be twisting and yet fruitful.
68 The IMU sensor includes an accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. It generates an amount of data that would make the
programming of the Micro Controller Unit (MCU) far more complex. We will consider it later (on page 213) while describing the
light version of the system, with the shirt only. In that case, since the vibe boards and all the lower sensorization are missing, the
computational capacity required from the microcontroller will be much reduced.
67
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Once we have connected the probes to the bare ends of the sensors, we asked the volunteer to move at a moderate pace, multimeter in one hand, smartphone on video recording
mode in the other (Fig. 62).
The resistance data collected will be matched with Vicon captures of the joints’ flexion
angle (at the hip and knee).69
We first examined the hip sensor (testing the right one).
In static pose, the resistance was 36 Ω.
While walking, it oscillated from a minimum of 34.2 Ω to a maximum of 38.6 Ω, which
peaks refer to the instants of the maximum traction of the flexor (initial swing), and
those of its maximum relaxation (terminal swing).
The range (4.4 Ω) meets expectations (Fig. 63).
The recurrence of such a resistance fluctuation (alternating on right and left hip sensors) will allow the intelligence to recognize and quantify motion and rest.

Fig. 63

The Vicon system generates a large amount of data. We reported a small part of it, the most relevant to the test: those referring to
the flexion/extension parameters of hips and knees (figures 63 and 64 also lists the biomechanical data on cadence, stance, and swing).
69
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In the same way, we tested the knee sensor (Fig. 64).
While walking, we detect a resistance oscillation from 18.3 to 20.4 Ω. (19.2 at rest).
The variation (2.1) is enough for our purpose—but could be improved.

Fig. 64

DATA LEGIBILITY AND SENSORS REFINEMENT

At the end of the session, we were satisfied. By cross-referencing the data collected by
the Stretch Sensor, the intelligent ‘layer’ can distinguish correct from incorrect postures
and walking from sitting.
With more accurate programming algorithms, it could also recognize exercise sequences prescribed by the rehabilitation plan. And not only that.
The elegance of programming, its refinement from year to year, will be the key to the
future of this system, as with many other assistive devices in production. It will likely
affect its shape upgrades. Hence, its wearability.
To this day, a first analytical validation gave us a positive outcome: the sensors’ arrangement is acceptable. Nonetheless, it can be improved.
The overlap of the Vicon captures in figures 59 and 60b (last diagrams below) showed
us how the unhealthy (and risky) behavior is enacted even with minimal movements.
Which is why the detection system must be very sensitive.
The test confirmed it: from standing upright to natural sitting, the decrease in resistance
noted at the thoracic vertebral and abdomen are not so marked (-1.8, -1.2), neither at the
knee from standing upright to sitting upright (left -1.4, right -1.1). Nor, as we have just
seen (Fig. 64), is marked the variation at the right knee while walking.
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To make the data more readable, as mentioned (see page 140 and Fig. 21), we must
extend the sensor along the anatomical segment in motion—i.e., increase the number
of its looped stitches, and, consequently, the progression of contacts from stretching
that will shorten the electrical length.70
The initial (and optimistic) limitation in sizes, was meant to comply with the principles
of simplicity and sustainability, which are more respected the less is the thread we use,
and the less is its processing.
Nonetheless, the bottom cover-stitch is, as said, a very common and affordable process
(which is why we chose it), and, after all, the extensions suggested by the tests, to ensure a good usability/acceptability margin, are not so radical. Not to mention that a
relevant amount of thread won’t be needed anymore once we remove the sensors we
have assessed as useless.
Thus, considering the removal of the sacrum and gluteus, as agreed upon after the third
test (see page 162), we updated the list and sizes of the sensors as written on page 158.
And we left
two for the shirt:
thoracic vertebral sensor (+10 cm): 25 cm,
sacrum sensor;
abdomen sensor (+5 cm): 20 cm;

and two for each pant-leg:
gluteus sensor;
hip sensor (gluteus bis) (=): 15 cm;
knee sensor (+5 cm): 10 cm.

FIRST PROGRAMMING

The value ranges measured in the five tests are purely indicative, useful for certifying
the reliability of the method.
Once the system is completed, to assess the resistance drops we must consider the extension of each thread toward the back plug-in (see figure 48).
There, we will measure the actual resistance variation and set the ‘alert range’ beyond
which the actuators will be engaged.
Those measurements will make different sense depending on the body from which
they are extracted.
The assessing of the resistance drops cannot ignore the morphology and motility of
the surfaces on which the bottom cover-stitch will be laid.
The sensors will have to be calibrated via app for each patient.
This will be accomplished during the first informational visit (see footnote 42 on page
137). The therapist will
validate (ad personam) the reliability of the detecting,
calibrate the subjective range of values in the app,
and initialize the system by setting on those values both the intensity of the alert stimuli
(vibe boards), and, more importantly, the pneumatic re-educational intervention.

70

For details, see again Machine-Stictched E-textile Strecth Sensors (Gioberto, Compton & Dunne, 2016).
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T

HE LOCATION. SHIRT: OUTER LAYER

As with ‘the shape of detection’, ‘the shape of the pneumatic actuation’ must also
find a proper place—and prove efficient—within the cut determined by the fitting test
iterations.
The design and integration technique of the inner tubes will be decisive.
They will be heat sealed with pre-programmed folding patterns (according to the aeroMorph model cited on page 146) and located in the actuator-aesthetic layer of the shirt
(to which, from now on, we will refer as the outer) (Fig. 65).
Let’s see the path that led us to their design.

Fig. 65

DESIGN

On the advice of the TU/e researchers 71, we conducted the first studies on smallscale samples
to easily measure how and to what extent the shape influences the kinetic response,
and to test the most suitable insertion/stitching techniques (for the actuator to follow
the fabric stretching as smoothly as possible) (Fig. 66).

Fig. 66
71

Bruna Goveia da Rocha, Ph.D candidate, Department of Industrial Design, Eindhoven University of Technology.
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We had started the actual processing while beginning the last design iteration (on page
154, Fig. 38, Design n° 3) when we had drawn the intervention area directly onto the
volunteer’s body (whose abdomen was taut and quite dilated).
On her android silhouette, we had marked the outlines of a pair of actuators according
to the model encouraged by the therapists (as represented in figure 37, on page 153).
From that first sketch, we updated the contours of the sample prototypes (free tubes,
with no heat-printed pattern yet) to ensure they fit into the subsequent cuts of the shirt
(Fig. 67).
Until the last one, the wrap-shirt.

Fig. 67

Fig. 68

To understand which size and position is the most favorable, we checked their behavior while combined with stretch fabric, and the consistency of their adhesion even to
angular bodies (Fig. 68).
This is, in fact, one of the most predictable difficulties: giving the actuating element a
proper compromising design to make it satisfactory in function (i.e., not only perceptible, but also persuasive) for as wide a range of users as possible.
This is not an easy task. Not to mention that, to make the stimulus sharper, it is not advisable either to increase the inflatable mass nor to spread the pressure over a larger area.
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Even in this case, in fact—and more than what has been said about sensors—limiting
sizes is fundamental.
The slimmer the design, the less energy is required for activation.
As well as weighing a lot, pumps demand a significant charge effort. The less air they
supply and the less pressure effort is required, the smarter the overall performance of
the system will be (in terms of cost, space, and weight—all to the benefit of acceptability, of course).
This is no secondary aspect, and will be the focus of our next choices—first and foremost, the heat-sealed pattern of the inner tubes.

PRINTING

As mentioned, we follow the example of aeroMorph (MIT Media Lab; see page 146, Fig.
28). By heat-printing72 a sequence of pre-tested geometrics (diamonds in our case) on
one side of the inner tube, we can control the bending during the fluid injection.
According to the guidelines published by Ou et al. (2016), we drew the diamond patterns
within the contours agreed upon with the therapists (which in turn had been resized
within the cuts passed through the wearability tests).
We then prepared the CAD drawings and commissioned the sample models we intended to use for the validation tests (Fig. 69).

Fig. 69
72

With a heat-sealing head mounted on common 3-axis CNC machines [19].
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Of each model, we will test two versions:
a lighter one (white samples73 in figure 69) with both sides—the one in more direct
contact with the body, and the other adhering to the fabric of the outer layer—in
plain TPU film (thermoplastic polyurethane);
a stronger one (black samples 74), still in TPU, but with the outer side strengthened
with Cordura fabric—to verify if the layer doubling can help ‘divert’ the expansion
inwards, perhaps making it more ‘audible’ to the body.

To have acceptable terms of comparison, we drew four models:
one for studying purposes only, with only two heat-printed diamonds (one at the center
of each arm), thus the maximum air capacity—this is a prototype we won’t test on volunteers (the expected motion, already observed by MIT researchers, is a sharp elbow
not functional for our intent), but the study of its behavior compared to the others will
help to calculate how much the repetition of the pattern, and therefore the reduction of
the air volume pumped, will actually affect the timing and intensity of the actuation;
one with six diamonds—from which we expected a segmented but still fluid bending;
one with sixteen diamonds—to get a spiral curvature, more contact points, and a bit
‘twitchier’ bending;
a last one, for studying purposes only, with thirty-three diamonds (sixteen for each arm,
and one at the fork)—to test the maximum repetition of heat-printed patterns allowed
by the size (thus, the minimum air volume pumped).

Figure 70 shows the prints (which confirmed our expectations, with no exceptions).

Fig. 70

As made clear, our guiding criteria was lightening:
of materials,
of the processing techniques,
of the volume and pressure of the pumped air.

73
74

Printed by New PuntoPlast.
Printed by D-Air Lab.
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What we are looking for is the right compromise between the processing methods and
density/lightness of the material to provide a kinetic response which is stimulating but
not annoying (the contact with the skin is in any case mitigated by the Lycra and cotton
layers of the waistband and shirt).
The aim is doing so without been obliged to pump air at pressures that require bulky
and high consumption pumps.
On initial handling, the samples printed with six and sixteen diamonds reacted to the
passage of air in a way that seems best suited to the function required, and with a deformation compatible with the cut of the fabric into which we plan to attach them.
Even if slightly, the higher stiffness of models with Cordura reinforcement made the
bending less linear, with little contractions that gave us the impression to be more ‘audible’ to the skin.
These were however vague tests, with no actual contact with the stretch fabric and, above
all, the body—which can have its own angularities, but also adipose tissue that could
cushion, or even neutralize, the stimulus we are trying to induce.
We then proceeded to the first tests on people.

FREE SAMPLE TESTS

To decide which samples to add to the shirt’s outer layer to submit to patients at the
rehabilitation center, we tested the most promising pairs (six and sixteen diamonds,
lightweight and with Cordura reinforcement) on a first volunteer.
She is 75 years old, with multiple previous fall episodes, gynoid body conformation,
and a significant amount of adipose tissue right in the touching areas of the actuators.
In figure 71, while both standing and sitting, she worn the six diamond samples in
pairs—first in plain TPU, then reinforced—between two Lycra shirts (with an elastic
response identical to that of the multilayered mock-up we will tailor for the clinical
evaluation).
Having fixed the pair of actuators in a position as faithful as possible to the outlines
drawn on the pattern (Fig. 53, on page 164), we asked the volunteer to point the spots
where the stimulus feels more pronounced as we introduced air.
Then, her real-time impressions:

Fig. 71

“with both versions [light and reinforced]—she said—there's a good sensation of pressure
spreading around the belly. But if I had to choose, the white one [light] seems to give a more...
particular touch.”
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In figure 72, we asked her to try out the two versions (TPU, TPU + Cordura) with sixteen diamonds. And we asked her again to point which spots are the most stimulated.
She told us she felt…

Fig. 72

“… an air flow very similar to the previous test, but this time there was a kind of slightly stronger
manipulation, especially with the black version [+ Cordura], under the chest and under the navel" [i.e., at the ends of the inner tubes, where the shrinkage of the contours is felt more
clearly, especially if they are reinforced].

When in doubt as to which density is better (light or with reinforced outer face), she
said she preferred the sixteen-diamond version for each type.
There were three reasons for this:
she felt a better ‘fit to the body’ (while the six-diamond samples gave her the sensation
of moving away from the torso as the volume increases);
she felt a stronger ‘manipulation’ in the central abdominal region;
and lastly, on a purely aesthetic level, the pattern on the shirt seemed more graceful to
her than the ‘sausage’ pattern produced by the six-diamond sample.*
* The defect was evident in both versions, which implied the Cordura reinforcement did not push
the deformation inward, or it did, but not as clearly as we expected. We therefore had our first
doubts about the point of its use.

We let a few days go by (so that the receptors’ memory can fade), then we repeated
the test on the same volunteer.
This time, however, we tested together (one on the left-hand side, and one on the righthand side) the light and the reinforced versions of each sample (six-diamond in figure
73, sixteen-diamonds in figure 74).
We repeated each session twice. The second time we handed the volunteer the handpump so that she could control the air intake and weigh by herself the sensory involvement in proportion to the volume and pressure of the pumped fluid.75

Unlike the analytical sensor validation (where the planned functions will have to be recognized as acceptable through a specified protocol), the validation of the tactile-compressive function relies almost exclusively on subjective sensations and impressions. Apart
from verifying good kinetic response of materials and shapes to the passage of air, there is no objective protocol to measure
patients’ sensations. Our m. o. once again was the one encouraged by Dr Mutter (limited, of course, by the restrictions imposed
by the pandemic emergency—see page 5), which is: contact and attentive listening to the elderly, and their involvement (physical,
but also mental) during the experimentation, even if their contribution may result hazy, or even contradictory. Practice will help
us to recognize and give due weight to those aspects which may appear secondary, but more than others make all the patients resembling
each other: need for comfort, need for beauty, relief from pain, rediscovery of the sense of self, peace with one's body, and confidence with one's
stability—both physical and emotional (see page 36).
75
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At the end of the new tests, our doubts about the materials remained. This time, in each
session, the volunteer informed she “felt better” the white version (lightweight).
On the other hand, she firmly confirmed her initial impressions about the number of
diamonds:
“the folds of the sixteen-diamonds are certainly more stimulating.”

Fig. 73

Fig. 74
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We then proposed the same sequence of tests to a new volunteer.
She is 81 years old, with several previous episodes of falls (without lesions), android
body conformation, taut belly, but no fat mass (Fig. 75).
Her impressions, from test to test, was almost identical:
“Of the two, I feel more affected by the one with sixteen diamonds”;
“Between black and white [light and reinforced] I don't feel much difference. I feel the same
pressures in the same spots. If I had to choose, I would choose the white option because it makes
me feel less bulky, and it is less rigid underneath the fabric, it seems to be less awkward.”

Fig. 75

These feelings were confirmed by a third and final volunteer.
Younger (71 years old, only one fall episode without injuries), android physique, softbellied but still quite toned. (Fig. 76)

Fig. 76

Although they left us uncertain about the use of Cordura, all tests on the free (not yet
fastened) samples gave us unanimous confirmation:
shape, size, and pattern withstand the test on different body builds: whether taut, soft
with fat, or moderately relaxed, the bust receives fluid stimuli with an intensity that
does not disappoint our expectations.

We had what we required to proceed with the evaluation tests on the center’s patients.
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A MULTILAYER MODEL FOR CLINICAL EVALUATION OF THE ACTUATORS

The actuators we use will therefore have sixteen diamonds.
For the trials, we will insert them into the outer layer of a multi-layer test-shirt (roughly
finished, but with a component layout that is perfectly faithful to the industrial product).
The left-hand side will house the lightweight actuator (white), the right-hand side houses
the reinforced one (black), so to dispel the last doubts about materials.
As we will do for the pant-legs, we began the assembly process with the cut and equipment of the e-textile and outer layers (Fig. 77):
on the white Lycra of the e-textile we wove the circuit that from the lumbar plug diverges
towards the upper Stretch Sensors (thoracic v and abdominal) and towards the ten lower
transmission points (five76 per flap) where we let the ends of the threads emerge (they
must then cross the second skin in correspondence with the ‘transmission patches’).
on the inner side of the outer (blue Lycra) we placed the actuators following the pattern’s
outlines (the white on the left-hand flap, the black on the right-hand flap). We stitched
their ends only*, to keep them in position but free to slide. To be sure, we sewed a beltloop on each arm (four in total) and did the same (two smaller loops) to fix the little tubes
going towards the pump (out into the ‘intelligent layer’; see page 192).
* Stitching them on to the Lycra all the way around would deform the shirt at each air injection.

Fig. 77

Two for the vibe board (power and actuator control); a total of three for the knee and hip sensors (two sensor signals and one shared
ground—see page 198).

76
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Leaving the bottom hem unsewn, we joined e-textile and outer layers (also attaching
the two closing eyelets—latex and propylene).
Then we moved on to the second skin (Fig. 78):
by laying it over the e-textile, we verified the alignment of the ten transmission points
and applied (in the outer face, that will adhere to the waistband) the colored Lycra
patches and the conductive Velcro squares—which, as mentioned above, will guide the
elderly patient through the correct and intuitive fitting of the garment, while keeping
the fabric in shape and the connections between the modules secure.*
* In the industrial version, Lycra and Velcro will be laser cut and applied to the second skin
without stitching (with iron-on interlining, see page 205, The ‘Industrial’ Design). As is evident in figure 78 (and even more in the next ones), in the test-shirt—as in the test-waistband
needed to fasten and keep it in shape—we had to enlarge the elements a lot (see the actual sizes
in paper pattern) and join them together with rough stitching. It was difficult to do it otherwise,
when working by hand with stretch fabrics and semi-rigid inserts. However, every detail, by
functionality, carefully matched with what will be its final and (re)producible version.

Fig. 78

We were then able to ‘connect’ the second skin by passing the ends of the conductive
threads (that we had left to emerge from the e-textile) through the cotton and colored
Lycra (grey and blue in the picture) and pinning them to the Velcro squares (Fig. 78,
bottom left).
Finally, we sewed the hems, but once again we do not fix the lower one.
We only basted it to be able to work on the transmission links at a later stage.
This is particularly important for those in the lumbar area, where, once the most efficient actuators have been chosen and fixed, we will complete the connections to the
socket (a key and defining element of the project—see page 189), which is the point of
convergence of our ‘modular assistive network’ and at the same time, in fact, the socket
into which we will insert the intelligent layer’s ‘plug’.
Meanwhile, in figure 79, we proceeded to the test-waistband assembly.
It has no outer layer. We therefore equipped the second skin (bottom of the picture, with
the inserts we oversized as necessary) and e-textile (top):

Fig. 79
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to the second skin, we attached two fasteners, four patches (two to be connected to their
matches on the pant-legs, two to those on the shirt), and two provisional elastic knit
grips (we temporarily sewed on by hand) to help patients fit the band from below;
in the e-textile, we wove the ten conductive lines that connect the upper and lower circuits (according to the scheme in figure 96).

As with the shirt, once we pinned each thread to the corresponding Velcro square, we
could join the layers together (this time, lining the e-textile on both sides with the second
skin’s cotton).

Fig. 80

Having verified the symmetry between upper and lower equipment (Fig. 80), we were
ready for testing:
to understand whether the impressions of patients undergoing postural re-education
therapy confirm the ones gathered from the volunteers.

PATIENTS IN POSTURAL REHABILITATION. SENSATIONS. JUDGMENT

As mentioned, the social restrictions imposed by the 2020/21 pandemic emergency
have made contacts with susceptible persons—i.e., any citizen over 60—very hard.
However, by observing strict safety protocols and thanks to the efforts of Dr Fabris,
we managed to involve two patients from the San Marco Rehabilitation Center (Vicenza) in the trial.
They were slightly younger than the age-range of those to whom the product—in the
‘full version’, with the combination of all three assistive modules—is intended for
(over 75, approximately). On the other hand, because of their personal and health history, they were, according to the doctor, particularly suited for the test.
These are “not easy” patients, Fabris said. They are apparently stubborn and not well
disposed. Which is why she chose them: to test the product on people who are likely
skeptical about its usefulness, on women, in fact, into whom will be very challenging
to feed the will to wear it.
They are 71- and 64-year-old (any older patient would have been considered too much
of a risk), both undergoing postural rehabilitation therapy.
While they wore the waistband and shirt by themselves, we clarified the reason for
our presence. We made this statement:
“We are developing a prototype garment to re-educate good posture. Between the layers of fabric,
we have attached two air chambers that we will inflate and deflate as you wear it.”

This was a purposefully vague description, so as not to condition them and maybe
cause them to behave or express impressions which, more or less consciously, please
(or reject) our expectations.
In figure 81, by personally adjusting the air pressure, Dr Fabris began the sequence of
tests and asked the patients to report their impressions.
We noted those of the first patient (71 years old):
the pressure—she said—was felt more strongly on the left [where the plain TPU
sample was];
she challenged the fact that the actuation, although ‘audible’, did not indicate to her
how to “correctly posture”, but admitted she felt somehow “urged to react”;
finally, she acknowledged that “the tightness of the garment was pretty invigorating”.
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Fig. 81

We repeated the process and asked for the second patient’s response (64 years old):
her too—she said—felt a more distinctive manipulation on the left and middle side of
the abdomen;
the actuation—she said again—was indeed “pretty loud” but “did not keep the torso upright
as it should” [uninformed about the re-educational principle of the product and accustomed over the years to rigid orthopedic corsets, she imagined a ‘passive’ administration, i.e. that the shirt would have supported her in an upright position even without
her reaction or effort];
once the shirt was removed—she finally said—she felt like there was still a “trace” of the
actuation around her torso, like a kind of [tactile] “memory” in that specific area of skin.
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The considerations were in line with expectations.
The two patients—Fabris explained—were neither prepared nor, above all, “instructed
on how to react physically to the induced stimulus.” They were brought into contact with
the product deliberately without mediation. Hence, their doubts about the ‘active’ reeducational function.
If the wearable system (in full or light version) is ever adopted as a therapeutic tool, it
will be up to her (the doctor) to explain, and prescribe, what the most appropriate
physical response is to follow the stimulus, and it could be different according to the
case being treated.
Although the impressions collected were far from having a representative statistical
value, the sequence of trials (including the introductory ones with the free samples)
satisfied us.
It showed us that the assistive principle we are studying and testing may indeed make
sense, and, more importantly, be a possible key to telemedical development.
The design of the actuation is acceptable, and potentially functional.
By adhering to the four ‘anatomical corridors’ designated by therapists (still sensitive
areas, but not so much irritable) the inflated tubes can
stimulate receptors and induce a satisfactory ‘urge to reaction’.

The architecture
of the intelligence
3. Assembly
and convergence
of the assistive
network
The socket

F

INISHING OF THE TAILORING AND ASSEMBLY OF THE SOFT COMPONENTS

Besides having made clear which pair of actuators to insert into the shirt (the plain
TPU version 77) the latest tests pointed out two fit imperfections (evident in the last two
images in figure 81 and reproduced in figures 82 and 83), one of which could affect the
accuracy of the detection, and therefore the correct engagement of the soft robotics:
1. in the wearer with wide hips, the actuators’ expansion affected the outer layer tightness;
2. more importantly, in the effort to adapt to the gynoid body conformation, the shirt’s
left flap deformed and misaligned the layers (in the case of figure 83, even dragging the
Velcro squares*).
* As mentioned, in the mock-up the ‘transmission patches’ were oversized and the squares—laid
on a longer Lycra strip and further apart—were subjected to much more tension than they would
in the industrial version. This is however a risky defect and must be prevented.

To correct the tightness flaw, we sewed the three layers with a single machine stitch
along the contours of the actuators and created a lining (Fig. 82).
Inside of that, the tubes will continue to be free to slide (the stitch does not pin their
contours) but their expansion will be accompanied (and partly absorbed) by the fabric
within the new embroidery (as per figure 8578).

Fig. 82

Depending on demand, the industrial product could be available in several versions: with reinforced tubes or less heat-printed
diamonds. The native version remains in lightweight TPU with sixteen diamonds.
78 In the mock-up, the delicacy of the weave still reveals some defects. In the industrial version (see page 204) the problem will be
solved by replacing the Lycra of the outer layer with Taiana’s Kinetech (which is much more high-performance) [20].
77
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Fig. 83

Fig. 84

To dispel any doubts regarding the fit of the closing flaps, we reinforced them with Neoprene inserts (Fig. 83). We sewed them between the e-textile and the outer layer.
We also did the same in the lumbar region (Fig. 84) to prevent sagging when we should
plug in the 4th ‘layer’.
Figure 85 shows the outcome of the adjustments.

Fig. 85
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Adjustments which we also bore in mind when finishing the last mock-up module: the
pant-legs (Fig. 86).
The tailoring followed the same order as for the shirt (see page 182).
It therefore began with the cutting and equipping of the e-textile and outer layers:
into the e-textile, as per the procedure, we wove the Stretch Sensors (knee and hip) and the
conductive lines, and once again let the ends of the threads emerge from the fabric 79;
we continued to the outer, and at hip height we cut out pockets for the protective pads;
then, according to the pattern, we sewed the Lilypad Vibe Boards under the inner knee.80

After having connected the vibe boards, we joined the two layers sewing Neoprene inserts in between, at hip height, as we did for the sensitive spots of the shirt.
In this case, as well as maintaining fabrics aligned, the reinforcements will give the unsteady hands of the elderly a thicker grip.
As with the shirt, we finished with the second skin:
we attached the patches and pinned the threads coming out of the e-textile onto the Velcro squares.

Finally, we matched the profiles and closed the three layers together with a machine stitch.

Fig. 86

The three study modules—shirt, waistband, and pant-legs—are ready:
the wearable assistive network (entirely soft, in detection and actuation, in electronics
and robotics) can be connected, and the ‘intelligent’ circuits which run through it can
converge towards the center of their power supply.

For each leg: two threads at knee height (for the vibe board’s power and actuator control) and six at hip height (the same two for the
vibe board, plus the four for the sensors—hip and knee). The two sensor grounds will be pinned to the same Velcro square and will
proceed through the waistband and shirt as a single thread towards the shared pin (GND1 pinout, in the MCU diagram on figure 90).
80 Arduino guarantees water resistance and washing machine resistance. As seen in the picture, we covered them in any case with
polyethylene film to delay deterioration.
79
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CONVERGENCE OF THE ASSISTIVE NETWORK: THE SOCKET

Its diameter is 95 mm, its thickness 10 mm. It sorts the command lines of the 4th ‘layer’
and holds its weight—like a kind of ‘atlas vertebra’ of the system.
It is effectively a part of the outer layer of the shirt (to which it is attached with permanent fabric glue) and the height of its positioning is crucial.
As noted (on page 134), one of the consequences of post-fall syndrome is that
the habit to unhealthy standing consolidates into a chronic postural defect that carries
over into sitting. Typical of patients who have developed the syndrome is sitting on the
edge of the seat and abandon themselves in backrest, leaning badly in the sagittal plane
(Pfitzenmeyer et al., 2001).

To make use of the bulkiness of mechanics and power supplies and make them into a
re-educational tool (an ergonomic lumbar support while in sitting position), the physiatrist’s indication is to lay their housing (the intelligent ‘layer’) between the T 11 and
L 2 vertebrae. The socket, therefore, will adhere to the spine approximately between T
11 and L 1 (Fig. 87).
Even more important than position is the design.
The shape must guarantee accuracy and reliability for the four functions:
1. safely convey the conductive lines to the microcontroller unit;
2. divert the air blown by the pump to the two actuators, without leakage;
3. hold the lumbar device in place and secure its connection, even while sitting;
4. be ‘the system’s switch’.*
* Before putting on the shirt, the moment the patient connects the lumbar device to the socket,
the pressure on the contacts will ‘switch on the intelligence' and ready the system (plug&play).

Fig. 87
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DESIGN: THE PRODUCT WITHIN THE PRODUCT

The performance of fabrics on the skin, the relationship between the elastic capacity
and anatomy, comfort, the smoothness of the cut in movement, the techniques of machine stitching, the sewing of conductive lines, all of that had to be considered so far.
Every intention, before becoming action, had to pass the scrutiny of technicians, first
of tailoring, and then electronics, to certify that fabrics and circuits, once combined,
kept the properties for which we had chosen them.
That of designer was a mild direction. Every choice of shape and style was subordinated to the indications of the professionals mentioned and limited within the (sometimes very strict) perimeters of their recommendations.
Now, perhaps for the first time, while still relying on their expertise, the designer can
put her skills to the forefront and develop original form solutions capable of housing
the available technology and making it truly smart and usable.
Having received from the engineers the diagrams of connections and the list of components necessary for their accuracy, and from the textile operators the information on
the assembly techniques of fabrics and plastic inserts, we can devote ourselves to free
drawing, and designing—at our discretion—the (two-part) heart of the system:
the intelligent, rigid hub,
and its transition, ‘semi-rigid’, to the soft network (the socket, namely).

This is perhaps the most significant part of that platform for three-dimensional study we
mean to deliver to next researchers (see page 129).
It is the product within the product. A design onto which, more than any other, it is
hoped that future research could intervene.
A pair of elements, perfectible in size and materials, but that are meant to be, together,
a durable concept—even in future projects, as ‘constant components’ into which wearable extensions of ‘variable conception and usefulness’ can be grafted and flourish.
In figure 88, the design of the first element: the ‘door’ (and socket) of 4th ‘layer’:
a ‘male’ socket, in fact (as can be seen in figure). That is a functional choice. The conductive threads’ pins, along with the little tubes’ fittings, create a thickness in contact with
the spine. By absorbing it in a protruding plug we can limit the element’s volume.
Usability is the first yardstick. The plug-in/switch-on design must be intuitive and easy to
handle, even for those with reduced manual skills (the same goes for the plug-out/switchoff, of course). The protrusion of the socket and its housing in the lumbar device must
appear perfectly complementary and the direction of their interlocking unmistakable.
As always, the choice of material is decisive. Neither too rigid, so as not to irritate the
skin (delicate on the spine), nor too soft, so that connectors and valves do not deform;
and, as always, it should be as light as possible. A thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) will
allow us to adjust the consistency as needed.
From TU/e researchers come the recommendation to protect the pins and air valves
during washing (to prevent oxidation and water seeping into the actuator tubes). It is
theirs81 the idea of the soft washing cap, which is easily removable. The waterproof pad, on
the other hand, is fixed. It is a disc of water-repellent fabric (86% Polyester, 14% Polyamide) to prevent infiltration from the fabric.
The assembly is performed in this order: we cross the pad with threads and little tubes (in
slits we will seal with glue) and glue it to the outer layer of the shirt; we connect the threads
to the mating pads and the little tubes to the valve (some drops of hot glue will extend the
life of connections); finally, we glue the perimeter of the socket to the fabric of the pad.

After that, we can focus on the actual location of the intelligence: the ‘second element’,
the more structured one—keeping Dunne’s warning always in our mind (see page 69):
The bulk of attachments is perhaps the big obstacle to wide distribution (2010).

If times still do not allow us to make these attachments unnecessary, design can help us
to make them acceptable, and possibly comfortable—plus, in our case, functional.
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Professor Daniel Tetteroo, Future Everyday Group, Department of Industrial Design, Eindhoven University of Technology.
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Fig. 88
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The architecture
of the intelligence
4. The 4th ‘layer’

W

HAT IT MUST SUPPORT. WHAT IT MUST CONTAIN

Solid on the inside, soft on the surface, we require the lumbar device—which is
the housing of the intelligence and its mechanics—to interpose between the back and
the support in a smooth, and possibly corrective way, when the patient sits down.
We will need rigor, simplicity of form, and, since we are basically designing an anatomical extension that is invisible to the wearer, a lot of attention to dynamic wearability (the
interaction between the worn object and the moving body; see pag. 69) (Gemperle et al., 1998).
Hence, thanks again to the discussion with TU/e researchers, came the idea of splitting
the structure into three parts. A central body which, when grafted, holds the socket
firmly and keeps the inner components stable, and two side ‘flaps’ which can flex and
adapt to the movements and pressures of the back (inside which we will house the less
delicate elements) (Fig. 89).

Fig. 89

There will be six fundamental components at work
82

1. a MCU (Micro Controller Unit);
2. a Bluetooth module;
3. an air pump;
4. a battery pair in series;
5. a solenoid valve;
6. a pressure sensor.

To choose the first, we must remember what we are demanding of it:
through programming of a not too complex firmware, which pair it with the smartphone
application, our MCU will have to
read the input signal from the sensors (given in Ohm) and interpret positions (sitting
and standing), misalignments, and walking phases (i.e., the overall daily motion);
(only when standing) activate the vibe boards if the input of both knee sensors drops
below the warning value set during calibration (see footnote 42, p. 137);
switch on the pump and pressure sensor if the input from the thoracic v and abdomen sensors drop and remain below the set value for a period of time considered harmful or risky
by the therapist (2-3 minutes, approximately);
operate the solenoid valve to deflate the actuators if the body returns to the correct position for a satisfactory time (time adjustable via app by the therapist);
control batteries’ status and charging;
display the system status on the three-color LED (active/not active; charged/low/charging).

For the native version of the product, we chose a SparkFun ESP32 Thing development
board [20].
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Listed by Geert Van den Boomen, d-search lab, Industrial Design Department, Eindhoven University of Technology.
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We did it according to the advice of the engineers, to whom we have submitted the
drawings, and after having been assured by the IT developers that, in association with
that item, the firmware to make the system usable and reliable via app, is indeed programmable—and not in a cumbersome way, of course.
In figure 90, the diagram of each circuit that will be controlled by the board.

Fig. 90

The measurements are:
26 mm x 60 mm; board thickness: 1.5 mm (increasing to 6.5 where the power pin—white
in figure 91—is attached); weight: 6 grams.

It can manage the input signal of ten sensors and includes—as required—a plug for monitoring and charging lithium-polymer batteries (LiPo), plus a Wi-Fi module (which we
won’t need for the time being), and a Bluetooth module—which in fact is the second
of the fundamental components on the list, the one that allows us to read the data in
real time on the patient app (whose design will be clear and simple) to which the doctor
app (with a more technical interface, see page 202) will then be synchronized.

Fig. 91
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The choice of the third component is perhaps the most delicate. It conditions the choice
of the fourth one and the entire geometry of the product.
The greater the power—hence the size—of the pump, the more powerful and larger the
battery must be.
The decision will therefore determine the weight and size of the product.
While waiting for miniaturization to provide us with more room for maneuver, to increase acceptability we must once again seek a fair compromise between efficiency and
wearability.
A compromise which, having reviewed what is available on the market, we found embodied in electronic sphygmomanometers for domestic use.
The micro-pump they are equipped with (Fig. 92) seems to meet our needs:
length: 60 mm; diameter: 27 mm; weight: 60 grams (noise: < 55db; at a voltage of 6.0 V can
emit two liters of air per minute).83

Fig. 92

A pair of 3.7 V (2000 mAh, 7.4 W) batteries will power the system:
61 mm x 42.6 mm x 6mm; weight: 40 grams (each).

Even in borderline cases—if pneumatic engagement came to correct posture an average of 100/120 times per hour (an exorbitant figure even for the least disciplined patient)—the two batteries in series would guarantee all the functions outlined in the
diagram (Fig. 90) for more than 10 hours.84
The voltage allows both actuators to reach full pressure (300mmHg) in 10/11 seconds85,
which is perfectly in keeping with the intentions. The flow must not be overwhelming
(that would annoy the old patient), nor too gentle, becoming essentially inaudible.
The fifth item on the list, the solenoid valve, exhausts air from the actuators once the
patient regains and maintains correct posture.
We again picked the component used in portable sphygmomanometers. A 6 Volt minisolenoid valve (exhaust valve solenoid in the diagram in figure 90):
27 mm x 13 mm x 15 mm; 16 grams.

The sixth and last item, the pressure sensor, regulates the activation of the pump and
solenoid valve to avoid the tearing of the inner tubes. We once again looked at the
equipment of sphygmomanometers with automatic inflow and outflow.
The measurements of the model we chose (code MPS20N0040D-S, Fig. 90) are
7 mm x 7 mm x 10 mm— the weight is negligible (< 1 g).
The latest generation of sphygmomanometers (Omron Evolv for example, see page 52) have lighter and less bulky pumps, but
they are not powerful enough to produce the timely expansion we require. Their flow rate is too low (> 0.5 L/min).
84 Estimates by engineers Geert Van den Boomen (TU/e) and Andrea Biasetton (Aprilia).
85 In the mock-up, an overall volume of less than 200 cc. The capacity of each sixteen-diamond heat-printed actuator is approximately 90 cc, to which, albeit minimal, the internal volume of the little junction tubes must be added.
83
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When arranging the six primary components within the device (balancing weights and
dimensions) we should even find room for the volumes of the secondary components
(the accessory and connecting ones):
Additional PCBs
In the schematic diagram by engineer Van den Boomen (Fig. 90), the four transistors
essential for the activation of the pump, solenoid valve, and vibe boards are marked at
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4. Whereas R9, R10, R11, R12, R13, R14 are the micro-resistors essential
for the readability of the six sensor signals.
The weight of the additional PCBs (printed circuit boards) which will house them is
irrelevant, but the cutouts will have to be profiled and laid in such a way that the safety
of the connections is always assured. The choice of shapes and dimensions will be not
secondary.
4-outlet valve and tubes
A polyethylene fitting is needed to receive the air from the pump through the silicon tubes
and divert it to the exhaust valve, the pressure sensor, and the device’s outlet nozzle
(toward the double outlet air valve of the socket, which in turn will separate the flow
between the left and right actuators, Fig. 88). The estimated dimensions are:
4-outlet valve: 23 mm x 12 mm x 19 mm (> 1 g);
Pump to 4-outlet valve tube: 50mm x Ø 4.2mm (inner Ø 2.4);
4-outlet valve to exhaust valve tube: 25mm x Ø 4.2mm (inner Ø 2.4);
4-outlet valve to pressure sensor tube: 20 mm x Ø 4.2mm (inner Ø 2.4):
4-outlet valve to outlet nozzle tube: 40 mm x Ø 4.2mm (inner Ø 2.4);

To complete the equipment, there will be a USB input for recharging—which has very
little influence on the arrangement of the volumes.
Having taken note of every figure, we put on paper the arrangements which seem to
us most appropriate, and the shape of the shell most suitable to cover them (Fig. 93).

Fig. 93
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DESIGN

With a primitive idea of shape, we tested the wearability and acceptability of encumbrance on the volunteer already knew: 75 years old, slim, with the spine marked by
osteoporosis (Fig. 94). A borderline case who, due to her thinness and pathological
spinal deviation, hardly tolerates weights and protrusions.
It was also thanks to her feedback that we deduced the compromise volume—thick
enough to house the components and assist with seating, but not so much as to jeopardize the dynamic wearability of the system:
223 mm x 130 mm x 45 mm.*
* Volume included between the useful minimum for the support while sitting (180 x 112 x 28,

below which the aimed corrective function is lost) and the limit beyond which the device could
compromise the proxemic confidence of most wearers, even the most robust (265 x 136 x 52).

Fig. 94

223 mm x 130 mm x 45 mm are therefore the dimensions of the soft case:
two injection-molded polyurethane foam shells (with partial hole pattern—see page 209)
covered with fabric (breathable Kinetech).

Inside, a board of opaque polypropylene (by elasticity and density86, ideal for the required function) is where we will insert the components (Fig. 95):
on the side flaps (slightly bendable):
the two batteries;

in the middle, protected by a semi-opaque polypropylene shell (flexible to absorb
shocks):
the pump (in a space-saving slot), the MCU, the solenoid valve, the 4-outlet valve,
the USB port, and the two additional PCBs:
—PCB1, which houses the six micro-resistors (R9-14, Fig. 90) and seven pogo pins
(spring-loaded magnetic connectors) for the sensor circuit inputs (see page 198);
—PCB2, which houses the four transistors (Q1-4, Fig. 90), the pressure sensor,
and three pogo pins for the vibe boards circuits (see page 198).
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See in this regard Polypropylene as a promising Plastic: a Review (Hisham A. Maddah, 2016).
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Fig. 95
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In figure 96, the circuit map.87
There are ten connection plugs (mating pads on the socket; pogo pins on the lumbar device):
seven for the sensors—one for each sensor signal, plus one for the common ground;
three for the vibe boards—one for the common power (VBAT), plus two for the actuator
controls.

Fig. 96
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Validated by engineers Geert van den Boomen (TU/e) and Andrea Biasetton (Aprilia).
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The contact of mating pads and pogo pins will switch on the system. The function
status will be displayed by the LED (Fig. 97):
green—connected to the socket (active);
orange—disconnected (inactive/charging);
red—battery low.

Fig. 97
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Fig. 98

Via Bluetooth, the intelligent ‘layer’ will interact with the patient app (Fig. 98). Each time
it is launched, the viewable data will be updated and synchronized on the doctor app.
To offer the elderly an acceptable user-experience (see pages 114 and 115, Usability), the
interface must be elementary and very easy to consult: the steps of navigation must be
minimal, and so must be the effort to memorize the contents’ location.
In figure 99, the wireframe of the patient app—installed by the therapist during the
informational visit (see footnote 42 on page 137).
Fixed, onto the home menu:
date, voice recognition, and function status (Smart clothing on/off).
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Fig. 99

Just below, there are four large keys (with vibration feedback on touch):
Posture—when touched, it opens a vertical timeline of the daily ‘actuations’ (of the shirt,
and of the pant-legs if prescribed as a therapy module) which is followed by a graph of
the improvements and a switch to deactivate the actuators as needed.
Movement88—it shows the number of steps since the system was activated; the total time
of use and the amount of movement and inactivity (sedentarism); and a trend graph.
Calendar—it opens the agenda with reminders programmed by the therapist.
Notification—it opens a drop-down menu with messages sent by the therapist (to which it
may be replied with a preset response system), and eventual alerts (if prolonged periods
of inactivity are detected—which will also be displayed on the doctor app, of course).

Finally, in the top left-hand corner, there is a drop-down menu with:
battery status (below 30%, the alert icon will appear on the Notification key);
and font size (Aa key)—to enlarge texts 89 as needed.
Motion calculation is due to the lower sensors. In the light version of the system (without pant-legs and waistband—see page
213, The Industrial Design) an IMU sensor will instead be attached on the PCB2. The MCU will be reprogrammed accordingly.
89 14/16 pt by default, dark and sharp characters (sans serif) on a white background, as indicated by Fisk et al. (2005) (see page 115).
88
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Fig. 100

The doctor app’s home is even tidier.
It will only show patients’ names (Fig. 100).
As the concerned therapists from the San Marco Center insisted, the main goal is to handle a ‘time-saving’ interface. Patients for whom the system detects anomalies will therefore be listed at the top with a priority icon, in the section labeled as—
Alert—by touching the name key, access to the personal page will be preceded by a post
explaining the nature of the anomaly noted (followed by a list of preset alert messages
to be forwarded to the patient app, if desired).

The Alert section will be followed in alphabetical order by the regular—
Patient list (which includes both those who have been prescribed the wearable device,
and those who are treated in ordinary therapy90)—when touched, it opens the personal
section where, to the four keys synchronized with the patient app (with the Posture key
enriched by analytical pop-ups about spot, extent, and duration of the misalignments),
four more are added:
Patient data—including contacts;
Medical history—including anamneses;
Current device / Activate device—to check the function status of the model in use, or
select and activate the most suitable version for new patients (full modules or light);
Sensors setup – to adjust the thresholds of the values detected by the sensors beyond
which it would be advisable to engage the actuators (depending on the physical characteristics of the patient);
Call now—to directly contact the patient.

Finally, the navigation bar at the bottom of the screen, with:
back home, appointment calendar, and ‘+’ (for registering new patients).
The app is intended as an extended service tool with which the doctor can monitor the progress of all patients, not just those in
post-fall rehabilitation.

90
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In figure 101, the app’s flow chart shows the simplicity of the architecture and navigation
mapping (especially on the patient version, where the content is never deeply displayed).

Fig. 101

With the programming of the interface, the design of the intelligent device is completed.
The digitally modelled 4th ‘layer’ can be produced (and connected to the three textile
ones, the form and function of which we have validated in prototype).
Yet, for the fulfilled system to be effectively produced (and ‘product’), we need to
demonstrate it is scalable.
So, from the mock-up, according to the notes collected during tailoring and testing, we
must derive a basic design to be presented to the ‘product style and development offices’ of the relevant companies:
an ‘industrial drawing’, ultimately, of what is our vision of the first model of the series,
the native model—both in full and light versions (Figs. 102 and 110).
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Fig. 102

The ‘industrial’
design

FULL

In figure 103, the three layers of the shirt:
Outer—like the handmade mock-up, it incorporates the actuators, the four belt-loops, and
the Neoprene inserts (1 mm thick) on the inside. Materials and shape, on the other hand,
have been improved. On the advice of the D-Air Lab researchers91, the blue Lycra of the
prototype is replaced by bi-elastic Kinetech (still light but thicker, it increases the compression effect and is more effective in pushing toward the body the actuators expansion) [20].
The cut is then extended over the shoulders (like the second skin’s one) with white Lycra
(the same used for the e-textile, which can now be laser cut and resized).
E-textile—Lycra and Statex 235/36 2-ply HC+B thread are confirmed, but, as anticipated,
the size is reduced. The cut, as shown in the pictures, surrounds the circuit area only.
This will lighten the garment without losing the tightening effect (enhanced by the Kinetech of the outer layer).
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Irina Potryasilova and Enrico Rossetto.
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Fig. 103

Second skin—The cut and fabrics of the prototype are confirmed, while the shape and
position of the transmission patches have been perfected. The laser helps to better profile Lycra and Velcro (so squares can become rounded circles). Once again, the D-Air Lab
researchers have identified the most convenient solution for the inserts: Fliselina adhesive
thermo interlining—an iron-on bi-elastic stiffener that glues Velcro onto Lycra, and then
Lycra onto bi-elastic cotton. Which is a cleaner and more precise solution than stitching—
plus, it stiffens the fabric segment making it more manageable for the elderly user.*
* In future versions for younger users, where the firmness of the grip is not as decisive (as repeatedly proven by wearability tests on the elderly), it will be possible to reduce the manufacturing steps by printing the patches directly on the bi-elastic cotton and attaching with Fliselina
the Velcro circles only.
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Fig. 104

In figures 104 and 105, the rigid and semi-rigid inserts, all faithful in size and position
to the handmade model:
the hook is smoother than the ready-made item we sewed onto the mock-up;
the socket, as mentioned, is attached to the outer layer with permanent fabric glue (ironon solutions are obviously not suitable in this case);
for both, as for the washing cap, additive manufacturing is recommended92—polypropylene for the hook, TPE for the socket and cap.

The shirt manufacturing ends with the layers’ assembly—including the attachment of
the closing eyelets (polypropylene and latex, Ø 4mm)—and the single-stitch lining of
the actuators. All as per the handmade model.
Which is not an obstacle to scalability. 3D printing is increasingly being included into production chains because of the reduction in manufacturing cost and the opportunity of customizing details (Horst, Duvoisin, & Vieira, 2018).

92
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Fig. 105

In figure 106, the industrial version of the waistband:
unchanged from the mock-up, except for the handles (removed and replaced by slits in
the e-textile and second skin fabrics) and, as with the shirt, the use of Fliselina for the insert
of the connection patches.

Fig. 106
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In figure 107, the pant-legs.
As with the shirt, the blue Lycra of the outer layer is replaced by Kinetech and patches
are laser-finished and attached with Fliselina.
Apart from that, every choice (of material and method) made in the finishing of the
research model is confirmed (see page 188):
thus, the pockets for the cushioning pads, the Neoprene reinforcements, and the polyethylene seal for the Lilypad Vibe Boards are confirmed;
and so are the three layers’ cuts, as per the original patterns on pages 163 and 164.*
* This time we do not limit the e-textile to the contour of the circuit area to not give up the
compressive effect on the calf (which is recommended to stimulate venous return—see page 35,
Remember the muscles).

Fig. 107
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The manufacturing of the ‘full’ design ends with the assembly of the intelligent ‘layer’
(Fig. 108).
The two soft shells are in injection-molded polyurethane foam, the outer one with six
side holes (to let the pump ‘breathe’). Both are lined with Kinetech (elastic and breathable, it will be fixed along the contours with industrial spray glue).
The protective shell is in injection-molded, semi-opaque, semi-flexible polypropylene,
and it is secured to the board by four snap-fits.
The board is also injection-molded in polypropylene, but opaque and more rigid.
Among the components, only the solenoid valve and pump have snap-fit housing (one
because is more delicate, the other because is heavier). All others are attached with highstrength adhesive.*
* Besides easing the print, when working on very small thicknesses and inside devices that, due
to their positions, are exposed to pressure and impacts, it is prudent to limit protruding clamps—
which are easy to snap.

Fig. 108
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Fig. 109

Once produced, the native model may be worn under comfortable clothing (jumpers,
sweatshirts, and sweatpants).
This does not mean that it must be seen as underwear.
The design is flexible. That is to say that its identity is meant to adapt to the wearer’s
one (see page 116, Wearability and aesthetic function).
It is up to patients to decide whether to wear their underpants over or under the pantlegs (depending on their needs); whether to wear the shirt module as an undershirt, or
as a vest over a t-shirt or long-sleeved shirt; or whether to think of the system as a
sports outfit and match it with shirts (over the pant-leg) or sporty leggings (under the
pant-legs). Together with the therapist, they will choose when to reinforce the hips
with shock-absorbing pads (available in orthopedics shops) (Fig. 109).
As it was emphasized in the design guide:
The purpose, through the fulfillment of the psychological demand, is to persuade the
wearer to use and be satisfied with the device as much as possible (see page 118).
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The simplicity of aesthetics—without flattening into an aseptic and impersonal design—offers the users (especially female) a range of options that should prolong emotional involvement (emotional durability) and, for as long as possible, distract from the fact
they are basically undergoing a medical treatment.
This is a process of acceptance that is not easy to ensure, especially for the very elderly
or particularly frail users, to whom the full version of the product is dedicated.
The goal will likely be more at hand for less severe cases, to whom the ‘light’ version
can be prescribed (Fig. 110).
LIGHT

As mentioned, the system consists of a sole kinetic-reactive shirt that, being controlled
by a lighter version of the lumbar device, assists the home rehabilitation of patients to
whom therapists have recognized upper postural re-education as sufficient (once a
good alignment of the lower segments has been ascertained and the unloading of
weight have proved not to affect the knees).
The design is essentially the same, the adjustments depend for the most part on the
removal of the connection patches (without the pant-legs, the purpose of the waistband ceases—which was in fact to keep the modules in shape and connect their circuits
through the Lycra and Velcro inserts).

Fig. 110
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In figure 111, and 112 above, the shirt’s layers:
Outer—two hooks are added: one on the inside, which crosses the second skin’s cotton
through a slit and replaces the left hook of the waistband; and one on the outside, to
which a new closing eyelet will be fastened.
Without Velcro, the shape defect showed in figure 83 is resolved. The Neoprene reinforcement at the flaps is no longer necessary, only the back one remains.
E-textile—without the circuits of the lower sensors and vibe boards, the cut is reduced
to the bare minimum, just enough to house the circuits of the thoracic v and abdomen
sensors.
Second skin—Apart from the small slit previously mentioned and the lack of patches, it
remains faithful to the handmade mock-up.

Fig. 111
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The adjustments to the socket and lumbar device are also minimal (Fig. 112):
mating pads and pogo pins are reduced to three: two for the sensor signals (thoracic v and
abdomen) plus one for the ground;
for motion detection, PCB2 is equipped with a nine-axis IMU sensor:
model TDK ICM-20948 [22], 3 mm x 3 mm x 1 mm (< 1g) (relieved of the data from
the four lower sensors and vibe boards, the MCU firmware can easily handle those
generated by the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer);
and lastly, the power supply also can be lightened:
two 1000 mAh batteries, 50.8 mm x 33.5 mm x 6 mm (23 grams each).

Fig. 112
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Fig. 113
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DURABILITY. LIFE CYCLE

We underlined it on page 121:
Designing the assembly of components so that they are autonomous, removable, and repairable, will extend the product’s life.
A life of which we must plan the cycle, weighing the environmental impact.

From this awareness comes the choice of materials and assembly techniques for both
the industrial versions.
The Stretch Sensor is reproducible. The stitching technique to sew it is one of the most
common and simple industrial (and home) processes. This means that if one or more
sensors are damaged or they wear out over time, by unstitching the layers we can remove the conductive thread (Statex 235/36 2-ply HC+B in polyamide and silver) and
replace just the amount needed (at low cost).
Easily separating the conductive thread from the Lycra means, of course, that at the EOL
it can be sorted and reused (as it would not be for printed e-textile circuits).
Snap-fit and high-strength adhesive utilized within the lumbar device allow the mechanics and electronics to be uncovered for maintenance of the individual components.
Faulty and non-repairable electronics (e-waste93) will be disposed of at WEEE collection
points (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment).
We chose TPE for the socket and washing cap, and polypropylene for the board, protective shell, and hooks, because of their elastic and cushioning properties (pronounced
in TPE, moderate in polypropylene). As thermoplastic polymers, if disposed of properly,
they will be melted and reshaped to give life to new products (Kulkarni, 2018).
The recycling of polyurethane (injected foam to produce the 4th ‘layer’ shells) is more
laborious. It can be mechanical (the waste is cut and reassembled with adhesive to produce sports mats or padding, for example, or pulverized and blended to produce new
PU); or chemical, whereby the waste will be reduced to its elementary constituents
(Kulkarni, 2018).

The processes of discoloration and separation of natural and man-made fibers, on the
other hand, have never been perfected. The disposal of clothing, as is well known, is
the weak link in the virtuous circle of production.
More so in sports and technical sectors where synthetics are predominant. Even though
they account for more than half of the textiles on the market, no technology has yet
been developed to guarantee their satisfactory recycling (Jönsson et al., 2021) (Fig. 11394).
So, it is necessary to focus on durability: make the processed materials become unsorted waste as late as possible.
As we have observed (see page 121):
the life of an intelligent garment will depend on the quality and durability of the fabrics and supplementary materials we select during the design phase (Nugroho, 2013).

Our selection is therefore geared towards this.
Lycra is elastic, light, but above all resistant. It is commonly used in the manufacturing
of garments most exposed to stress and wear (swimwear, for example).
Kinetech, a high-performance fabric developed for technical and professional sports use,
is even tougher.
Velcro, Neoprene reinforcement on the outer layers, and the water-repellent fabric of the
waterproof pad (86% polyester, 14% polyamide) are also resistant.

The vulnerable spot in the system is the cotton, which is a natural, delicate fiber. Despite
the elastane reinforcement (10%), it is the least durable material woven into the product.
After all, as warned in the design guide (on page 110):
to perform their task over the skin of the elderly, these products must meet a number of
criteria which at times seem to be stackable, and sometimes instead, quite hard to pair up.

In this case, having to choose the second skin’s fibers—to put into contact with the fragile surface of the body—sacrificing comfort is nonsense.
The criterion of ‘durability’ must give way to that of ‘acceptability’.
They can be enriched with heavy metals and toxic halogenated organic substances (PCBs, in particular) and pose a risk to
human health and the environment (Abdelbasir, Hassan, Kamel, & El-Nasr, 2018).
94 Recycling routes for collected and sorted textile materials [To date, 2 Mt end in waste]. Data are for Northwestern Europe, for which detailed
data on composition of textile material flows are available, corresponding to approximately 5-10% of the global volumes (Jönsson et al., 2021).
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It is, in any case, the first sample designed for industry.
The listed materials (almost all tested in prototype versions) are those suggested for
its specific manufacturing.
With instructions for their assembly, the project of the native product comes to an end.
Whether the ‘life cycle’ of its design begins.
A design which, in the hopes by those who proposed it, is meant to grow up through
ideas and intuitions of new researchers, and then mature by adapting to tomorrow
—in other words, to age actively.
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CHARGE

This is a point that has long been emphasized.
Body heat energy harvesting seems to be the most convincing way to remedy the major
weakness of this kind of product. That is, the batteries’ duration and size (Morabito, 2016)
(see page 63).
Research on F-TEGs (flexible thermoelectric generators) is working in this direction.
Transforming human heat into electricity to power wearable devices (Hyland et al., 2016; Kim
et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2018) (Fig. 114, left and center).

Fig. 114

Among all innovations, this is perhaps the one that could best benefit the system we
tested in prototype, both in the full and light versions.
In the first, the waistband is designed to adhere to what is in fact the surface of the
body with the highest heat emission (the thermographic atlas in figure 114 is eloquent)
(Tkáčová, Hudák, Živčák, & Sidun, 2011). The harvesting cells, once perfected, could be integrated
between its layers. The compressive elastic effect of the cut—already provided in the
original design—would keep them stable and well attached to the charge source.
Likewise, in the light version, the new technology could be woven into the shirt’s flaps
(Fig. 115).
If research progresses as expected, an upgrade to a fully self-powered product will be
soon conceivable.

Fig. 115
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Tomorrow

MECHANICS

The mechanical upgrade could be less distant in time.
The pump, for weight and consumption, is the element that most limit the design of
the lumbar device.
The goal of course is to rid the system of any rigid hardware. But it can be achieved in
stages.
Meanwhile, it would be interesting, for example, to consider an intelligent combination of piezoelectric micropumps.95
The ones available today still have very low flow rates (max. 200 ml/min), but their
weight and size are very advantageous [23, 24]. The function relies on a bimorph membrane crossed by a sinusoidal current wave. The positive voltage contracts the membrane, drawing air into the flow chamber, while the negative voltage relaxes it, pumping air towards the desired direction (Fig. 116).
Whether we use standard mechanical models tested in prototypes, or piezoelectric devices designed from scratch specifically for our product, it is research into miniaturization which will mark the future of all those wearable systems which, like the one
proposed, rely on the potential of air as an innovative assistive resource.

Fig. 116

ACTUATORS

Without having to wait for the advent of incremental or radical innovations, research
could already develop the thesis study on pneumatic actuation and therapeutic function in an alternative way.
This is one of the points this thesis relies on the most—being in turn indebted to the
insight of Neidlinger, Goveia da Rocha, and Verstraeten.
The controlled airflow actuation—managed by an intelligent generator that might be
inspired by the two-element hub we designed in the thesis (socket + 4th ‘layer’, see page
190, The product within the product)—could be extended to new anatomical regions.
By continuing to work with physiatrists and therapists, the possibilities for development are many and promising.
The study, and above all experimentation, on topical pressure stimuli and body’s reactions (reflex and non-reflex), goes along with the search for new designs, new forms
to be assigned to the inner tubes and their heat-printed patterns, and that of natural or
synthetic fibers (also stimulating) to line them.
The research for refining what we have called (on page 145) the intimate language between the wearer and the kinetic reactive garment, can also address younger targets
(with less worn-out receptors), for sport, recreation, meditation, and play. This aspect
can also be deepened in the medical field, of course.
95

Once again, the brainchild of Professor Tetteroo, Industrial Design Department, Eindhoven University of Technology.
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Dr Fabris, for example, said she hopes for an original design that can replace the passive scoliosis corset prescribed to her patients today.
Or, by rethinking the actuators’ design on the legs and arms, post-stroke neuromotor
aid could be provided to rehabilitate walking or exercise limbs affected by hemiplegia
(Fig. 117).

Fig. 117

SENSORS AND CUT

Finally, in support of a more extensive actuation, and using more refined MCUs and
firmware, even the architecture of the detection can be enhanced.
New Stretch Sensors can monitor shoulders, elbows, and ankles (Fig. 118), and provide
the doctor app with a wider picture of the patient’s physical state. A patient who will
be able to practice remote physiotherapy sessions, alone or under the supervision of a
family member.
The splitting of the abdomen sensor in the front of the shirt (see footnote 62 on page 166)
will then make symmetrical cuts possible (more appreciated by the male audience) as
soon as we can rely on more sophisticated adaptive fastenings—with electronically activated magnets, for example (only to be prescribed to patients without pacemakers,
of course).

Fig. 118
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Many other roads will certainly be viable tomorrow, each worthy of new researches.
Some of which would likely be underway even before this one draws its conclusions.
After all, this is the aim of the ‘research through design’ method we mentioned on the
first page of this final long chapter:
make the data gathered from the iterations of the experiment available to those who are
already working to repeat, correct, and update it.
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I don’t believe in ageing. I believe in forever altering one’s aspect to the sun.
Hence my optimism.
V Wolf
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B

efore one last thought, and to introduce it properly, here is the timeline of all
the bold excerpts.
To the reader who has time and will to scroll it, the sequence will mark the stages
of the research and reveal its direction—also making it clear why drawing conventional conclusions wouldn’t fit this kind of exploration.

Bold excerpts

What it means—and, mostly, what it implies—to design for, around, on (if not even inside) a body
in pain. (page 4)

Premise

Before the mandatory overview of technologies and their use, the first step for design is the confidence with its users, and the clearest possible perception of their needs. (page 5)
[about 2020 health emergency] The majority of those who did not make it, were affected by previous
combinations of chronic ageing pathologies (multimorbidity): any device, any discipline (or combination of disciplines) that delays or alleviates the onset of one or more of these pathologies—by
encouraging active and healthy ageing—is always to be considered a precious defense tool, the
more so in front of an epidemiological singularity and such a widespread exposure to danger.
(page 5)

Within 2030, there will be more adults in the world over the age of sixty, than children under the
age of ten (page 11)

1. Design Science
and population ageing

Design Science […] will have to understand which technical innovations make the most sense
to use to ensure the most comfortable transition for mankind toward this new and increasingly
widespread status of maturity. (page 11)

1.1. Third age
disorders

Ageing is probably the most familiar and least understood phenomenon of human biology.
(page 12)

Hints of physiology/
Social plans

Preventing (curing!) ageing is already a chimera for Geriatric Medicine, let alone for Industrial
Design. ‘Softening’ its course instead, making it more livable—less hospital and aseptic—or, in
a formula perhaps trivial but effective, more ‘people-friendly’, it is a practicable intention and
consistent with the principles of Design Science (and, in fact, the aspiration that drives this research). (page 18)
The acknowledgment—also in steps, from objective to objective—of a good general performance (both
physical and social) translated into a refreshing perception of one’s own quality of life. A self-awareness which, if preserved over the years (through the care of one’s habits and public participation), regardless chronological age, can make the primary ageing less precipitous, and the pathological one less invasive (whose symptoms, as we have observed, feed on a sense of exclusion,
loneliness, and sedentarism). (page 19)
[about the third stage of functional decline] Promoting active and heathy ageing means postponing
the entry into this last painful stage (irreversible and often long lasting) to as many individuals as
possible by prescribing them not only pharmacological therapies but also and above all healthy rules
of behavior, and—where possible, thanks to the collaboration of different disciplines—the instruments (including technological) that make the compliance with these rules stimulating and comfortable (healthcare services ® comfort / stimulation ® physical well-being—SPF theory). (page 22)
To answer this necessary call, the Product Design Research will have to refine a method plan. Which,
at the very least, could be simplified in three points:
1. TO STUDY the intrinsic abilities (mental and physical) of the users and devise new tools to
keep them functional for as long as possible;
2. TO DESIGN by setting as an objective the social involvement of the users and their selfesteem (to better the overall well-being as intended by the SPF theory);
3. TO IMPROVE (humanize) pre-existing medical and technological devices, or participate in
the creation of new ones to make AHA effective, and appealing. (page 24)
[about field observation] Objective: […]
to observe daily [medical] practices at such a proximity that is not interfering with the treatment process, but enough to document which feelings this process generates in those who
practice it and those who receive it;
to try and predict at what stage of that same process, Design can make its know-how available with suitable results. (page 27)
Every single case encountered was already a set of cases. It gathered over the years a progressive
combination of pathologies (mostly chronic), one triggered by the other, in a domino effect almost never predictable. Prescribing (or designing) a general aid is extremely complex. (page 28)
Chronic pathological conditions, added to all the effects of natural ageing, affect balance and
stability more than any other faculty. Which is why, of all the risks, the most widespread, the
most democratic and therefore the most feared by health professionals and patients’ families, is
that of fall. All elderly people are exposed, no one excluded. (page 29)
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1. 2. Observation/
Direction
Virginia 2018/
Falls

The cautiousness that follows the first episode is not healthy, it is pathological: it leads to an
anxiogenic immobility, which in the long-term has weakening effects on muscles and the sense
of balance, making every movement dangerous. (page 31)
More than one study would point gender difference as a basic factor to be taken into account while
designing instruments for the prevention or containment of fall risk. (page 31)
Any object of daily use (clothes, shoes, any product, any technology, even though designers attempt to make it friendly) may, for unpredictable reasons, trigger the very fast chain that leads
from the slightest imbalance to a ruinous injury. The more the years pass, the more the probability of an incident becomes concrete, making each product an enemy.
“Falls are a tough challenge for technology” (Dr Justin Mutter, UVa HS). (page 32)
Whatever the dominant cause (or the slight one that in addition to others becomes crucial) the
progressive inability to maintain a correct posture has a universal consequence: the loss of balance. This is why, among the person specific factors associated with the risk of falling, it is definitely the most relevant. (page 33)
“Bad design can affect elderly lives” (Dr Justin Mutter, UVa HS). (page 34)
[about elderly patients] Motor practice for them is a kind of initiation, and that is why its prescription must always involve the entire body.
Rehabilitating only the affected muscles is an incorrect approach. The aim of the therapy is to
remind the brain of all the muscles it used to master.
“Therapy for all body is necessary to retrain the brain and make it remember the muscles”
(Barry, physical therapist at The Colonnades). (page 35)
Designers should try and welcome in a less hasty and preconceived (if not discriminatory) way the
direct voices of the elderly in care, and, maybe, focus their first ingenuous efforts on those very
aspects which may appear secondary, but that, at the end, more than others make all the patients
resembling each other, despite their very human diversity. That is: need for comfort; need for
beauty; relief from pain; rediscovery of the sense of self; peace with one's body; and confidence with
one's stability (both physical and emotional). (page 36)
From the very first incident, when someone falls, a disabling syndrome is onset (post-fall syndrome). It leads to excessive sedentary caution, a loss of self-confidence, and an actual mental
bewilderment: a depression that is a natural consequence of the isolation in which the elderly,
for fear, confine themselves. (page 37)
Convincing the elderly and earning their trust, or even their loyalty (to the method and the technology we offer them for their own good) is the hardest task.
In most cases, the offer will be seen as an imposition, and technology as an obstacle.
For this reason, it would be useful to design something that will lighten, or, even better, camouflage the offered support. We should integrate it into accessories toward which the elderly is not
skeptical.
Getting to do it into their own familiar clothing (whatever the device to integrate is for—to prevent or detect, to increase mobility, stability, or simply a sense of self), it is still a rare goal. And,
therefore, an enticing cue for Design research. (page 42)
Scientific search engines refer to a notable amount of studies citing devices both to prevent, and
report falls in the elderly. However, if we limit the survey to simple wearables, we discover that in
the same field there is very little emphasis on smart clothing as a potential resource to invest and
develop. One of the research contributions intended by this work will be to try and (somewhat)
remedy this defect. (page 43)

2. Wearing
technology
2.1. Extensions
of the body
History, vision, prospects

[about wearable technologies] The term brings with it much wider implications (which have not
yet been fully revealed). It refers to a family of artifacts—electronic and otherwise—of multiple
purposes and functions, but all united by two common factors: the close relationship with the
body, and the immediacy of use. (page 47)
In Design meets Disability, Graham Pullin underlines how much the aesthetic approach has the
power to change the value of the artifact itself, transforming medical devices into stylish accessories. (page 49)
Not a radical innovation but certainly iconic was the body extension on the market since 1979. It
affected fashion through all the following decade: the Sony Walkman, that made music not only
portable (as the forty-five-rpm record player already did), but in a certain way (and for the first
time) wearable, like a stylish accessory. (page 51)
In the new century, orientation seems to reverse. The wearable technological object no longer
escapes reality. On the contrary, it absorbs every manifestation of it. It records data and sensory
stimuli to process them for the wearer’s benefit. (page 54)
Mann’s implicit aim is to adapt technology to humans in the most organic way possible, serving their
needs in the most rational way. His idea is to create a new form of synergy between man and processor
which no longer requires the use of hands (as in laptops and PDAs). A synergy made possible by
always ready to use wearables which can establish a long-term adaptation with the body. (page 55)
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The most recent wearable computers promote the interest of individuals towards healthier lifestyles, making them increasingly inclined to wear those very devices that, with a greater reliability, guarantee traceability of vital parameters and recreational routines. The nature (and the
design) of the feedback returned by these devices, on which users chose to rely, will inevitably
influence their behavior making them more or less motivated to achieve the proposed (or imposed?) objectives. (page 57)
Not dissimilar technologies and purposes (minimum formal encumbrance for an increasingly
detailed biometric recording) will mark out the sector’s innovations in the years to come. Same
composition logic (a conductive thread woven into fabric and an external rigid data processor
linked through conductive buttons), same end: to monitor and assist the body they dress. Extending not only its shape, but also—and above all—its functions. (page 60)
We have seen how twenty years have passed since the first time we dealt with bodies dressed in
technology, with fabrics interwoven with movement probes and temperature and pulse detectors. What can we expect for the next twenty? Rather than waiting for the mutation in technology,
couldn’t Design simply participate in it—meaning, actively animate the stages of the ongoing
transition? In other words, could Design, in concrete terms, influence the evolution of wearables? (page 61)
In today’s smart clothing, what is still solid is reduced to an infinitesimal processor and what is
flexible is already a breathable membrane, second skin shaped to absorb what the body radiates
and translate it into computable data. The research agenda aims for this: to make electronics tight
and fluid, like fabric in fact. (page 62)
However, the thinning of weight and shape, the exaggeration of pliability (and liquidity), might
not be the most significant goals on the horizon of intelligent wearables. Instead, it will be their
becoming active. No longer will they simply be readers, or biometric data processors (which are
still passive, in a sense), they will be dynamic correctors: physical assistants. Educators, in short,
tutors of the body and its health.
In this sense, referring to the heart of this research, it can be deduced that the elderly population
(which is increasing) is, and will be, the ideal target of this evolving technology. They will be the
demographic group who, due to necessity rather than fashion, will make the most interested use
of it. They will probe benefits and defects and suggest course corrections if needed, marking
eventually a product’s success or oblivion. (page 62)
These are but visions, projections. Destined to be just that if we don’t try and emancipate them with
the validation of scientific data and the support of engineering tools (the ones available today, not
just the ones we hope for tomorrow). (page 63)

Medicine also looks at advanced solutions for motor dysfunctions. And maybe in a not-too-distant future it will prove to be effective in healing (or regenerating) from within what designers
aim to assist from the outside.
Though, the point is: while waiting for that future to manifest, Design has the chance to rework,
or better reshape, the state of the art of technology and make it respond in a way that is ready-touse (and sustainable, and human) to the present demand (increasingly present, as per the cited
data). A chance which is also a declaration of intent: while waiting for Medicine to make tomorrow’s treatments accessible, to redesign today’s technology and make it accessible for those seeking treatment. (page 66)
[about passive, active, and very smart clothing] Certainly, whoever proposes to fashion for any of
these classes of clothing, before the levels of intelligence, will have to evaluate the design solutions
which better guarantee the comfort fit. If the user is resistant to wearing it, whatever its level of
intelligence, the product will have disregarded its function. (page 67)
It may be obvious, but we should insist on it: when designing on and for the body, it is essential
to take wearability into account (meaning the mixed interaction between the human anatomy
and applied elements), and more specifically (if we design everyday clothing) the dynamic wearability, that is the interaction between the worn object and the moving body. (page 69)
With the weakening of sensory functions, proprioception becomes fundamental for posture and
balance control. After age 70, for orientation and stability, the body tends to rely more on proprioceptive signals rather than visual and vestibular ones. Setting our design approach on this
objectivity is decisive if we aim to innovate in the field of motor assistance. (page 72)
We are moving towards a generation of products that no longer involves our attention. They do not
only suggest the healthiest behaviors, but somehow ‘implement’ them in our behalf. (page 72)
[about kinetic-reactive and assistive garments] By taking up in a new way both the biological and
technical concepts of muta (in Latin corresponding to molting), we could refer to them as clothing
capable to mutate (and molt, in some way) to serve and assist. Clothing that, as much as an animal’s molt, can naturally extend the body and—which is a further design challenge—detach from
it as naturally. (page 72)
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2.2. When clothing
becomes functional
A selection of
experimental designs/
a map for the future

Likely, those who will benefit the most from this upcoming class of products will be the ones
who suffer from sensory and motor deficits. Conditions to which ageing eventually casts us all
with fair indifference.
While waiting for a pharmaceutical panacea, speaking of assistive surrogates, the research on
garments which prove to have the right degree of intelligence to be acknowledged as such, is
still uncharted waters—and for this reason very much intriguing for designers. (page 72)
The inclusion of the assistive mechanism into a more confidential shape is a primary objective.
It is not yet achieved by assistive Design, but it could be through a proper use of nanotechnology.
When confidence becomes absolute trust, we will have reached that ‘Mannian’ degree of intelligence for which clothing takes care of us without us realizing it. (page 76)
Once again, it is proven how acting on senses which are still vivid at old age (in this case the
sense of touch) can affect (and support) other functions more exposed to decline (such as balance,
indeed). Once again, the behavioral conditioning would occur at the proprioceptive level, i.e.
without the conscious effort of the person being assisted. (page 79)
The trend looks clear. Which is, to design wearables that perform reactions on our behalf—reactions
which as far as possible will not be replacements for function, but rather re-educational compensations. This is a fundamental point (already underlined in the chapters about Active and Healthy
Ageing). Care must not result in the obsolescence of function; it must stimulate it. (page 80)
Articular rigidity, bone and muscle recession, fragility. Until biotechnology does not provide regenerative solutions (or cultivable, or bio-printable), this is what the future guarantees to our anatomy. An involution with and within which every human must live for a growing time frame.
Which means a guarantee for instability and a longer exposure to fall risk and fractures.
Designing reactive/assistive garments for the elderly means designing for everyone. Means ‘tuning’ present technology to a widespread future need: to move and interact for as long as possible.
(page 81)
[about soft exo-suits] A refined body adhesion (and compression) to perform a kind of assistance
that mutates according to the look and needs of those who receive it (and ‘wear’ it). (page 81)
Sensors which ‘understand’ muscles’ and brain’s signals. Actuators which rebalance our posture
and prevent falls without us even realizing we took a risk. It sounds like something that makes
Tao’s categorization limited. Something beyond her third and most advanced class, the very
smart textiles. Should we begin speaking of symbiotic smart? (page 86)
[About soft robotics] The integration and discretion of the actuator element is the real design
challenge. (page 91)
Neidlinger […] also refers to the essential principle of emotional durability, pursuing a Design that,
besides of the underlying curative function, a person always ‘wants’ to wear it. (page 91)
Acceptable, in old age, is a tremendously elusive concept. (page 93)
[about The Right Trousers project] The beacon of this research remains the rendition of very smart
textiles in their most sustainable and natural form, aiming probably at a new class of intelligence
(not yet typified) capable to gain once and for all the trust of the wearer. (page 96)
Perhaps, granting a percentage of human fallibility to the design and offering to the older audience, on a trial basis, a perfectible first generation of products (saving upgrades for the time to
come) may be a solution. It may prove to be an interesting alternative, at least to familiarize the
target group with the idea. The idea of wearing an ‘intelligence’ which is not ours—without the
mistrust that such a perspective (today) would naturally entail. (page 96)

3. Dressing the third age/
The ‘smart’ project
3.1. Modeling technology
Over an ageing body
A guide

Conducting analyses, in the pre-design phase, of the body segments that register primary and secondary senile alterations is the required premise for designers of clothing for all. Their first step
will therefore be to conform the prototype ‘mold’ to the delicate and variable morphology of its
recipients. (page 101)
The manufacturing of functional clothing (and assistive, and perhaps even intelligent, clothing)
only has a brief history, and limited popularity to date. Setting it henceforth on the mentioned
parameters (that is, the margins of anatomical fallibility inherent within age) might be a wise
intent. And, if well planned, it could lead the way and provide guidelines to make retailers follow
the pace. (page 102)
An assistive garment for the elderly, of the sixth category (clothing for special needs), most likely
will have intrinsic characteristics of the second (medical functional), or even the third (to stimulate an active and healthy routine), or—why not—the fourth, since aesthetic satisfaction can be
a very good incentive to the use. (page 102)
A good product is meant not only to compensate for physical-mechanical needs. The design can
also be psychologically rewarding. Especially if ‘intelligent’ enough in balancing comfort and stimulation and tempering the refreshing perception of oneself that is the key to personal and social wellbeing—and the antidote to isolation (which is still an insinuating risk). (page 103)
A dress that is ‘felt’ as unsuitable can generate such a sense of inadequacy that could lead to what
is perhaps even more disabling than the original disorder: isolation. (page 103)
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We can say, therefore, that a truly functional garment for people who have physical impairments
will only be as such if appreciated and accepted by the wearers—or, better, if the people who
‘add it’ to their body can recognize themselves in it, and if through it (not despite it) they can
accept themselves. (page 104)
The shape of the garment can be functional on a subconscious level. It may induce active (and
healthy) behaviors, more so when the wearer can acquire a sense of security (and self-efficacy) from
it. This is something that has to do not only with the idea of protection, of material shield (as in the
case of the hip protectors tested by Cameron et al.), but even more with the feeling of being adequately enclosed by the object we wear. A kind of perception that concerns the confidence we establish with the garment, and the physical and aesthetic comfort it conveys to us—or, as McCann
says in a single concept, the feel-good factor that its shape and function can generate on us. (page 105)
Perceived self-efficacy is concerned with people’s beliefs in their ability to influence events that
affect their lives. This core belief is the foundation of human motivation, performance accomplishments, and emotional well-being (Bandura, 2010). (page 105)
[about thermophysiological changes in old age] The management of this information must guide the
choice of fabrics and materials, of their compression and breathability, as well as the choice of the
body regions which are best suited to receive their grip, and those instead that it is wise to leave
unstressed. (page 106)
[about the second skin layer] While adapting the system to the elderly, given the skin sensitivity, it
might be better to differentiate the layer’s texture by regions: prefer natural fibers for the areas
most exposed to irritation and mycosis (neck, armpits, groin, and breast), and insert cuts of more
technical fabric in the less delicate spots. (page 107)
When designing the architecture of our system, choices relating to the source and transmission
of charge will almost always prove to be the most delicate, and the most technically binding:
where and how to position the power pack; how to make it homogeneous with the figure without
compromising the body image; how to assign a function to its volume.
Naïve solutions, besides making our product ‘unreliable’, would end up undermining all the other
efficiency parameters: functionality, usability, wearability, and, finally, acceptability. (page 112)
Rigid devices and electronic additions should be securely and durably attached to the garment,
occupy as little space as possible over the body and, above all, not interfere with its movements—
complying with the dynamic wearability—nor its proxemic standards (page 116)
The wearability of smart devices will be more accomplished when their thicknesses, adhering
to the surface of the body, can be recognized and accepted by the older wearer as almost natural
curves—biological, rather than technological. (page 117)
It is necessary to study in advance the effect that the choice of shape, texture, and position of the
components will have not only on the body–garment interaction, but also on the multilevel body–
garment–object interaction, predicting more complex but probable scenarios: the effect that a
semi-rigid apparatus will have, for example, in the double contact with loins and the seat, or while
pressed between the spine and the backrest, or between the forearm and the armrest. This is a decisive aspect. It affects the 2nd and 3rd levels of comfort and, if poorly managed, can compromise the
acceptability of the system—eventually, making it unusable. (page 117)
The key is to find the balance between ‘the assistive/medical composition’ and ‘the attractiveness
of the shape’. Only by ensuring that they are not discordant, by making them complementary in
some way, by studying how to harmonize the intelligence inserts into shapes which satisfy the
4th level of comfort (the psychological and identity one), the garment will become long-term acceptable. (page 117)
[about geriatricians and therapists]. They are the key players without whom we cannot validate,
in every needed respect, the acceptability of our design. Subjects whose engagement is binding
for the project, to make it fully respond to the needs of the target group and make its emancipation possible from the prototype lab to the actual market—i.e., to give it the ‘license’ of manufacturability. (page 120)

Assisting patients physically and psychologically—stimulating their perceived self-efficacy and
intrinsic abilities which are still active—is a goal that every specialist consulted recognizes as
valuable, and certainly worthy of practical verification. (page 130)
[about patients who fell] Whatever the outcome of the first episode, the point of arrival of the patient
journey (which in cases of fracture will pass through a more intense and targeted orthopedic rehabilitation) is always a postural and gait re-education that will prevent recurrences. (page 131)
It is essential for seniors in care to be re-educated to the healthy posture. Regaining control is the key
to functional recovery, both physical and psychological. Because it is on that control that the management of balance—therefore safety (real and perceived), and therefore fear—depends. (page 134)
The first programmatic question about the product functionalities (What is the purpose of the intelligent garment?) could then be answered:
to cultivate in a domestic environment the good habits of outpatient therapy and calm the
wearer by ‘diluting’ his need for care and the apprehension derived from the perception of
its deprivation.
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In short, to restore a sense of self-efficacy through the compromise of technological mediation. A mediation that, let us not forget, must be comfortable, pleasant, and indulgent (or, in
one word, affable). (page 136)
[…] we can proceed to the design brief:
general objective
to prototype a set of smart clothes for post-discharge rehabilitation treatment: a mediated
care tool that works for physical and psychological benefit of the elderly (whose terms of
administration are prescribed by the therapist on a case-by-case basis);
physical function
to correct posture and gait defects and improve balance (through the kinetic-reactive engagement of a very smart suit and by stimulating proprioception through targeted compression
areas);
psychological function
to improve ‘perceived self-efficacy’ (by acting on ‘enclothed cognition’ through shapes and
aesthetics) and the sense of safety (through daily reports on a digital doctor-patient platform
from which it is also easy to access the history of progress, so that it is ‘intelligible’ to the
wearer the benefit derived from the efforts made, and the value of persisting—all translating
into the recovery/maintaining of a healthy physical routine). (page 136)
[about the interviewed therapists] In their opinion, supporting leg lift and assisting walking in an
additive way is not helpful. (page 142)
Dr Fabris, together with the physiatrists and therapists of the same center, urged us to focus all
efforts on integral postural control (as they all strive to do every day). Which means to re-educate
the elderly to maintain a correct posture not only of the upper body but also of the legs, soliciting
a conscious (active) regulation of knee bending and weight unloading. Again: it is the maintaining of a good postural alignment (static, and dynamic) the very key to safety.
Besides monitoring alignments through accurate sensors, what they all recommended is to work
on the quality of the stimuli to be transmitted to the elderly to remind them of their own figure’s
cognition in space (avoiding habit, selective deafness, and disaffection). (page 143)
[about pneumatic actuators] Immediate objective: an affable neuromotor stimulus. In the medium term: the definition of an intimate user–device language that ‘tutors’ to postural education—in a conscious way at the beginning, which gradually becomes more natural, until almost
irreflective with practice (in accordance with the experimental intuitions of Jakob Kilian and CuteCircuit). (page 145)
As expected, the passage from the drawing board to the garment workshop confirmed how essential
it is to be assisted during the process by professionals who are familiar with the psychology and
techniques of fashion. (page 150)
Once again, as their vision of the project became clearer and clearer, Dr Fabris and her team intervened to radically change its direction. On second thought, the back traction for postural correction
would not be so convenient. […] They agreed on transferring the back actuators to the front part of
the torso, between the abdomen and the chest, adding them to the abdominal ones. The proximity
of the two pneumatic stimuli would make them ‘noisier’, and the friction on the new area (way
more sensitive than the back and shoulders) would trigger a more instinctive and natural correction—plus, haptic perception would intensify, as would the proprioceptive effect. (page 153)
Regarding the perceived comfort, the volunteers (heard separately) admitted they have appreciated the compressive effect of the system (first of the waistband, but also of the shirt and pantlegs). They both spoke of a beneficial sensation of containment and stability. Meaning that the
intended proprioceptive goal was within reach. (page 157)
The product’s shape and its smooth interaction with the elderly body are the first criteria for its effectiveness. It is, as always, a balancing act. It is necessary to understand when—and know how (seeking
advice from professionals)—to balance assistance and re-education. (page 157)
The required qualities of the final cut remain affability and performance. It is up to the designer's
sensitivity to figure out how to balance them.
But it is more than evident that many choices will have to sacrifice the minimalism of form (so appealing in the Aura Powered Suit and Seismic Powered Clothing) to meet the wearer's physical limitations.
By its very nature, the final product must be a mediation effort (between the drive towards tomorrow and the pragmatic acceptance of the present).
The current prototype is in fact a research tool which probes the opportunities of that mediation (a
tool prepared roughly, for obvious reasons). A starting point, hopefully. Which, in turn, can only begin
with the circumstantial selection of its most convenient shape features. (page 157)
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eckett’s words at the last chapter’s epigraph are not accidental.
They frame the practice of design, and research in design, with disarming
candor.
Design is choosing. And failing. Then it is choosing again. And in the end, perhaps, failing a little better.
In the pages we decided to leave open—without conclusions—we have certainly
made mistakes.
Most likely, we have made some while trying to answer the first and second research questions:
Which technologies can extend, prolong, support the body's functional capabilities?
Which can help to reduce the risk of falling for the elderly?

In the search for a common thread (and therefore a direction for the future) to join
wearable technologies together since their advent till the most recent medical prototypes, we probably ignored designs that, at the moment, seemed to us out of
that direction—‘detours’ which instead might shed light on alternative paths and
more concrete opportunities.
In the same section of the text, from page 47 to 96, while trying to examine the
most advanced motor assistance prototypes and recognize their lacks, we might
have lacked in turn. In objectivity, or practical sense. If not, presumption.
As we have done, of course, while answering—through the practice of design—
the third and fourth research question:
How can [these technologies] correct posture and balance without being invasive?
Can they restore confidence in the body and alleviate the post-fall syndrome, therefore contributing to prevention of falls and the 'overall well-being' of the individual?

The research contribution implied by the ‘designing pages’ was to show what opportunities soft sensorization offers for geriatric diagnostics and rehabilitation,
even more so if ‘intelligently’ combined with air actuation systems.
We want to repeat it: it seems to us one of the most interesting topics for Design
research in the field of third age health (which means everyone’s health).
Tests on volunteers—no more than a dozen women—gave us an indicative but
frankly minimal volume of data. However, we wanted to believe it sufficient and
valid to proceed to the construction of the three-dimensional model.
That was a questionable choice, and naïve maybe.
Nonetheless, the making of a ‘real product’, even if poorly finished, seemed to us
indispensable for the involvement of those who would like to resume and develop
the study that we leave suspended (trying to give it a closure would have meant
missing the point).
Even in the physical construction of the object, one could recognize our mistakes.
In method or procedure.
The initial intent to design an assistive device that is immediately available to the
patient, and therefore easily reproducible with present-day technology, has limited our secondary choices.
From page 204 to 215, while describing the features of the ‘industrial’ design, we
included in the report all materials that are popular, also in terms of price.
This also applied to the more delicate design of the ‘intelligent’ components. All
the items included are available on the market, and mostly inexpensive.
A method that might seem too cautious—and perhaps short-sighted to those with
a more forward-looking idea of research.
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From page 138 to 158, the project diary, the design iterations, and their flaws are
also meant to serve this purpose.
That is, to offer open pages to analyses and critics.
As well as the experimental works we have reviewed in the second part of the
thesis allowed us to do. In the same way, we make available, first on paper, and
then in three dimensions, the list of our deductions. But above all, of our mistakes.
So that future researchers can make better ones.
This applies to practice, and even more so to theory. Especially, to the theoretical
pages (from page 100 to 122) that the prototyping diary wanted to test.
Those are the pages where the other implied contribution is advanced: a brief of
guidelines to design smart clothing for the elderly.
It is likely that the ambition to align together criteria that in practice prove to be
so complicated to match, has—once again—made us neglect other sensible parameters out of that (perhaps limited) order we had imposed on ourselves.
Objections and clarifications are welcome. Especially from those who, following
our outline, point out inconsistencies, or new parameters to be added, or better
still, more effective ways to synthesize.
The hope of the theoretical model we are proposing, like that of the three-dimensional model, is above all to be consulted. Their very fulfilment would be, of course,
to be updated.
Whoever will read it will likely find the title of the reference chapter (3.1) pretentious:
Modeling technology over an ageing body. A guide

as if we claimed to offer a universal handbook (which is clearly not the case). Not
to mention the title of the section that includes it, the third and last one:
The ‘smart’ project

Quotation marks are not enough to make it less presumptuous, probably.
To clarify the meaning of the two titles, it would help to know that until the very
moment of printing, we were in doubt whether to postpone a decisive graphic
mark. Which finally seemed to us redundant (and not very brave). We are talking
about the question mark, of course.

We hope that the pages have been exhaustive in representing, in theory and practice, our personal contribution in response to the fifth and summarizing research
question:
In which way, most useful to our time, can we design around the body of the elderly?

To which, in a last (extreme) effort of synthesis, we may perhaps agree and answer:
failing, trying again, failing a little better.
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